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water

a short distance ahead of the
showed that the Spaniards had
exploded a mine, or a torpedo. This was
followed by a second ami similar explo
sion.
They were both utterly unsuccess
ful. The American fleet was then drawing nearer and nearer to the Spaniards,
whose gunnery was very poor, the shots
from the Cavite batteries and from the

Olympia

menfc will be designated as the first one
to leave the state “for the front.”
In the meantime the balance of the

BATTLE EXPECTED TUESDAY.

troops

TOOK

COFFEE

AND

THEN FINISHED JOB.

(Copyright, 1898,by the Associated Press.)
Hong Kong, May 8.—Among naval
men, military men andioivilians, Euroand natives here today, there is
peans
only one subject of discussion, the brilliant, dashing,annihilating victory of the
American fleet under Commodore Dewey
over the Spanish fleet, commanded
by Admiral Montejo iu Manila bay on Sunday

either falling short or going wide of the
mark. When the American fleet entered
the bay coming
through the Southern
Cuballo and Frfle
between
channel,
the
islets,
following was their order:
The flagship Olympia, the Baltimore,
the Releigh, Concord, Boston, Pettel ami
McCullooh, with the two store ships, the
Kanshan and Zafiro, bringing up the
rear.
in that order they swepi
And,
grandly before the oity and faced] the
enemy In column line.
Though the Spaniards had opened Are
at 6000
yards, the Amerloans reserved
their fire until within 4000 yards of the
enemy, when the real battle began.
The
Reina Christina, Castillio, Don
Antonio de tJlloa, Isla de Cuba, Isla de
Luzon and the Mindanao, wore in lino ol
battle outside of Cavite at that time,with
the four gunboats and the torpedo boats
inside the harbor.
The American ships then passed backwards and forwards six
times across the
front of the Spaniards, pouring in upor
the latter a perfect hail of shot and sheil.
Every American shot seemed to tell,
while almost every Spanish shot missed
the mark.
After having thus scattered
death
and
demoralization among the
Spanish fleet and in the Spanish btttteries,
the American fleet retired for Breakfast
and incidentally
a
counoll of war was
held on
board the Olympia. By this
time the Spanish ships were in a desperate condition. The flagship Reina Christina was riddled with shot and shell, one
of her steam pipes had Burst and she was
The Castilla was
believed to be on tire.
certainly on Are, and soon afterwards,
their condition became worse and worse,
until they were eventually burned to the
water’s edge.
The Don
Antonio de Ulloa made a
most
magnificent show of desperate
bravery. When her commander found
she was so torn by the American shells
that,

hn

nnnM

nnt,

keen

her afloat,

Long Looked For Engagement
With the Cape Verde Fleet.
Strong
Reported That Sampson’s Squadron Has Been Sighted
50 Miles From Cape Haytien.
Madrid Dispatch Says Spainards Have
uated Manila Taking Arms.
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SITUATION AT KINGSTON.

Kingston, Jamaica, May 7.—G p. m. deayed in transmission.)—Acting under
instructions from
Washington, United

f|

Stales Consul Dent has chartered the Atlas line steamer Adula for the purpose of
i ringing
refugees from Cienfuegos to
ihis port. She will sail tonight and return
again to Cuba on Wednesday. It
is probable
that the British consul at
Cienfugeos will take charge of the American interests there. A despatch was received from Cienfuegos four days ago,
ap-king' for a ship, but there was none
available and the consul sent an urgent
message two days later. Today he urged
that a ship be sent immediately,
saying
he
feared a Spanish outbreak against
the lives of Americans and the prosperous Cubans.
1 he cable despatches on the
subject received here are censored and
consequently
give no details of the outbreak, the presump-ion being that it has occurred and
that the ship was requested in
anticipation of the disturbance.
Forty Spaniards who arrived here from
Havana, which place they left on April
14, on board the Italian cruiser Giovani
Kausf n.were released from quarantine toThey say there is plenty of food in
day.
Havana, but they add, it’ is held hv
speculators at famine prices, in anticipa’tion of a siege and long blockade. Raw
food, they say, costs in the market about
$5 per day for a single person.
benor Julio do Cardenas, a rich Spaniard, paid $700 to feed his family for 12
weeKs before leaving Havana.
Finally, the refugees assert that the
unfortunate reconcentrados are starving
nncareu for by the governund dying,
ment, while even the soldiers are wretchedly ill fed.
COAD FOR POKTO RICO.
St. Thomas, Danish West Indies, May
8.—The
British steamer
Arbboorugh,
having on board three thousand tons of
coal has arrived hero
from Scotland,
bound for San Juan de Porto Rico.
She
called here for orders, and to see if it was
safe for her to
The
German
proceed.
warship Gier leaves here today for Cuban
waters.

-HEADY FOR CHICKAMUGUA.

Bostm, May

8.—The Associated Press
Is informed that Gov.
Wolcott, received
a
telegram from the war department tou:‘l
usking bow soon troops would le
roadv to move to

Chicamaugua.

H>* replied that one
ihfontry regiment
w mid tie mustered in
Monday and would

D3

ready

to

move

fully equipped.

nailed her colors to the mast, and she
sank with all hands lighting to the last.
Her hull was completely riddled, aud her
upper deok had been swept dean by tlie
last.
awful fire of the American guns, but the
Owing to the faot that the cable be- Spaniards, though their vessel was sinktween this port and the Philippine isl- ing beneath them, continued working the
her lower deok until she.sank
ands was not in working order, having guns on
for
beneath the waters.
been cut, it is stated, some distance from
During the engagement, a Spanish torthe capital of the islands, there has been pedo boat orept along the shore andjround
an attempt
to attack the
delay in obtaining a detailed aocount of the offing, in
store
American
ships, but she was
the battle and facts in the case were only
promptly discovered, was driven ashore
available when the United States gunboat and was
The
aotually shot to pieces
as a
Hugh MoCullooh arrived hero yesterday, Mindanao hac in the meanwhile, been
run ashore to save her
from sinking and
and even then the tremendous pressure
the Spanish small oraft had sought shelof business, suddenly thrown upon the ter fiom the steel storm behind the breakcable company necessarily
made thei water. The battle which had started at
about 6.80 a. m., and adjourned at 8.30,
MOUUUUl'B
UUgOlgOAUCSlU DUUiO’
was resumed about noon, when Cornniowhat brief.
dora Dewey started in to put the finishing
Commodore
Dewey’s orders were to touches upon his glorious work. There
capture or destroy the Spanish fleet, and was not much fight left in- the Spaniards,
that time, and at 3 p. in., the Petrel
never were instructions executed so com- by
and the Concord had shot the Cavite batpletely. At the end of seven hours, there teries into silence, leaving them heaps of
was absolutely nothing
The
left of the Span- ruins and floating the white flag.
ish fleet but a few relics. The American Spanish gunboats were then scuttled, the
arsenal was on lire, and the explosion of
commander most skillfully arranged every
The
a Spanish magazine caused further mordetail of the actions and oven the apDar- tality among the defenders of
Spain on
and the revenue cutter Morently most insignificant features were shore.
On the water burning, sunk or decarried out with perfect punctuality and
stroyed, Spanish vessels could ho seen, rill were
under the'
in real table order. The end ot the action, while
had
only the cruiser Baltimore
Commodore Dewey anchored his fleet in suffered in anyway from the fire of the
the guns of Santa Clara
a
the bay, before Manila and sent a mes- enemy. A shot struok her exploded some
ammunition near one of her guns and
sage to the governor general, Gen. Au- slightly injured half a dozen of her crow. schooner sent out
from HaSeven shots passed dangerously close to
gust!, announcing the inauguration of
Commodore
but
little or no dam- vana
the blockade, and adding that if a shot
harbor and
Dewey,
eswas done on board the flagship.
was fired against his ships he would de- ige
The other hand about 160 men are said
sunk
the poor
stroy every battery about Manila.
to have been killed on board the Spanish
The position occupied by the Spaniards, tiagship. which was totally destroyed.
of the
Admiral
Montejo, the Spanish com- gunnery
the support which their ships received
transferred his flag to the Isla
from the land batterles'and the big guns mander,
The
has sailed
le Cuba, when his ship caught fire, but
they had ashore, gave them an enormous the latter was also destroyed in duo
Bsina
of
The
Christina
lost
;ourse
time.
when
it is confor Manila with
advantage. Therefore,
a lieutenant, her chaplain
sidered that the Spaniards lost over COO tier captain,
one shot which
ind
a midshipman
by
for
Admiral
men in killed and wounded, that all
struck her bridge. About 100 men were
their ships, amounting to 14, were de60 were wounded on
and about
killed
and
that
their
naval
stroyed,
arsenal at board tho
Castilla. Indeed, some estiCavite was also destroyed with its de- mates
number of Spanish
the
fences, it will become apparent that the wounded plaeo
A French steamer
during the engagement at over
victory of the American commodore is 1000 men.
one of the most complete and wonderful
the
The Olympia
was struok five times that
has
achievements
in the history of naval
shout her upper decks, and a whaleboat
warfare.
smashed.
the
was
on
Although been
Baleigh
Not a man on board the American fleet
with a
was killed, not a ship
was damaged to the Krupp guns on the esplanaae of Macontinuously during the
any extent and only six men were injured nila were fired
but
engagement, Commodore Dewey did not
slightly on board the Baltimore.
This grand achievement is unquestion- reply to them for the battery afterwards
denies that this is posably as much due to the generalship of hoisted a white flag in token of surrender.
The terms of tho capitulation wore still
Commodore Dewey as to the faot that
left
McCullooh
Masible.
the American gunners, ships and guns unsettled when the
are superior
to anything in the same nila, and it was said Commodore Dewey,
of
the
inthe
feared
part
rioting
upon
line afloat anywhere.
General Blanco
Credit must also be given to the fullest surgents if he attempted a bombardment
extent to the officers under Commodore of the remaining tortincanons oi Ma- Madrid that
of the
entrance of the
Dewey, for, to a man, they seconded their nila. The forts at the
gallant commander in everyway possible bay were dismantled on Wednesday after Cincinnati has been washed
him
earn the laurels they had
and thus helped
capitulated.
which are so justly his.
It is said that the Spanish ships did not
nn dinner tii
cllAroe r\f P«iUr» I
When the squadron left here it tonched get
under steam until after the alarm
O
JL
first a point in the Philippine islands was sounded.
It is said also that the
nenr Bolina,
as Commodore wished
commander informed the gov- The Cincinnati is safe at
the Spanish
insurgent agents to disembark there to ernor general that it was advisable to
ascertain the strength and disposition of surrender in
the interests of humanity WeSr.
the insurgent forces, arranged to prevent as it was impossible to resist successfulneedless bloodshed and inform the insur- ly, but that he and his men were willing
Madrid
the
iiumcmnw)
lubcuiiun
to
^cuib ui ms
enough to fight and die. Even when the
change the government of the Philippine Spanish flagship was half shot away, her
refused
to
Islands, the Commodore strongly object- commander, though wounded,
retired
ing to giving the rebels a ohance to com- leave the bridge until the ship was burnmit excesses. The insurgent leaders, how- ing and sinking, her stern shattered by from Manila
arms
ever, refused to disembark under any con- a cannon shell and her steam pipes burst.
American warships
sideration and the
As yet there are n6 further details of and
coasted in search of the Spanish ships, the fighting. After it was over, Commobut failed to find them.
Commodore dore Dewey sent an ultimatum to the city
Kieut.
that
Dewey arrived at Sublg Bay, about eighty battery, ordering it to cease firing or he
on
Petrel chase! a
miles north of Manila bay
The
Saturday, would bombard.
and
the
sent
the
and
Baltimore
river
the
Maine
the
and gnn boat up
Pasig
April SO,
of volunConcord to reconnoiter the enemy.
They Spanish captain came in a boat to negofound no Spanish ships at the entrance tiate conditions of surrender. The Ame- teers
will
recruited
of the bay and so the Commodore decided rican replied: “Unconditional surrender
to risk the mines and proceed that same or tight.”
night after dark, into the bay of Manila,
To this the Spaniard answered: “We
which he did.
Please allow us to
are
to fight.
The order of battlo taken by the Span- sendwilling
for ammunition because our store
papers say
iards was with all the small craft inside is exhausted.'
tne stone and timber breakwaters of Caauthorties
a cabiOn a proposal to the existing
has
vite harbor.
The larger ships of Spain to continue
temporarily under the Ameriand Manila. Tho can
cruised
oft Cavite
the termination of the
net
flag,
pending
American
fleet entered Manila bay on
war, the Spaniards delayed their decision
Saturday night with the greatest of ease. and kept wiring to Madrid. The AmeriThe Spaniards
fleet has been
had not established a cans
requested the privilege of using the
patrol and there were no search lights at wire and when this was refused they cut
the entranoe
In fact, the the
of the bay.
north of
as
cable.
American ships would probably have
The Esmeralda, from Hong Kong arpassed Inside the bay without any chal- rived here
middle of the
A battle is ex=
right in the
lenge had it not been that some sparks battle.
During the adjournment for
flew
up from the MoCulloch's funnel, breakfast an American cruiser was dewhereupon the few shots were exchanged tached to meet her, as it was believed she
with the batteries on Corrigidor island,
he a Spaniard. When it was found
hut the fleet did not slow down and soon might
Termerario
The
that the new arrival was a British vessel
took up a position near Cavite, awaiting
The Esshe was warned to keep away.
dawn in order to commence hostilities.
therefore, moved up the bay ten left
The early hours of the morning revealed meralda,
or fifteen miles.
the opposing
each
to
and
other,
ships
There are two or three Spanish
a
evidence
the Spanish
flagship opened fire Her boats about the Philippines, but nogunreaction was followed by some of the larger
sistance from them is probable.
One rein
Spanish warships and then the Cavite
an American
bark load- man
forts opened up and the smaller Spanish cently captured
coal
ing
vessels brought their guns into play.
as a
spy.
The American
MANILA IS HELPLESS.
squadron, which had
been led into the bay and through the
out that
is
It
channel by the flagship Olympia, did net
London, May 9.—The Hong Kong correply, though the shells of the Spaniards respondent of the Daily Chronicle says:
began to srrike the water around them,
“Manila is helpless and surrounded by volunteers are to
but moved majestically onward. When
at
nearing Baker bay a sudden upheaval
Contiuued on Second

by

Sailed for Manila with Important Dis-

Has

in

Man Ar-

by Tuesday Probably—A
Spanish Spy in Washington Upon Very Strong

rested

evidence—Admiral

Said

Bermijo

to

Have Provoked

a

Spanish Cabinet Crisis.

______

WAR SEWS SUMMARY.
gunboat

Vicksburg.

FIGHT ON TUESDAY.
War Vessels

THREE PRIZES.

at Porto More

Reportei
Rico.

decoyed

only

caped being

by
Spaniards.

McCulloch

important

dispatches
Dewey.

reports

Montgomery

engaged
Spanish cruiser,
Long

big
Secretary

telegraphs

wreckage

Key

hears

that

Spanish troops have

taking

their

Port

au

rumored

Princo, May

8.—The arrival is

late this evening of 17

Spanish

vessels, war ships and others at Porto
Rico, and a battle is expected on Tuesday.
It is also reported
that Rear Admiral
has been
The

sighted

from Cape Haytien
Sampson’s squadron

to the north.

which

vessel

pursued the cruiser

Montgomery is supposed to have been the
Spanish warship Vizcaya, and it is suggested that possibly the Montgomery enticed the Spaniard within striking distance of Admiral Sampson.
The
crow of the German ship
Boliva,
Capt. Bruhn which arrived today, say
they heard cannonading to the northward about 4 o’olook this afternoon.
vices from Cape
Mole

off

day

Ad-

Haytien say that yesterSt. Nicolas, two Spanish

warships captured

a

schooner bound for

Cape Haytien.

TO RETAKE PRIMES.
Madrid,

May 9.—Lieut.

minister of

war

minister of

marine,

Col.

Correa,

and 'Admiral Bermejo,

forcements for the

are

organizing

rein-

Philippines.,

MANILA EVACUATED,

ammunition.

Royden reports
regiment
be

by

Tuesday.

Madrid

Bermejo

Admiral

provoked

crisis.

Sampson’s

reported

sighted
Cape Hatyien.

pected Tuesday.

gunboat
Montevideo yesterday.
against
Strong
arrested

Washington

Spanish

given

immediately

40,000
be mobilised

Chickamauga.

Madrid, May 8,
from

11 a. m.—It is claimed

message has

that a

Manila

been

announcing

rec-ei ved here
that the

ish troops have retired from

SpanManila, tak-

ing with them all their arms, ammunition and stores.

VOLUNTEERS TO BE MOBILIZED.

Chickamauga, National Park, Ga,, May
was
given out officially today thnt

8.—It

40,000

men

of the volunteer

be mobilized here just as

army

soon

have been mustered into the

would

they

as

government

service.

With the ten regiments of regulars now here filled to war strength, the
army at this point
men.

will

number

It is also announced

that

60,000

Major

Generals Fltzhugh Lee, Joe Wheeler and
James Wilson would be in command, the

being to form the volunteer men
into three army
corps.
purpose

NEW ORLEANS JOINS
SQUADRON.

Newport News, Va., May 8.—May

8.—

ihe cruiser New
Orleans joined the flying
squadron at Old Point Comfort shortly
after seven o clock this
It is ex-

evening.

pected that the New Orleans
will coal
here and while her bunkers are
being repleDLshed she will leonivn her coat, of war
pain'

Ships,

DECOYED UNDER
SANTA

GUNS

OF

CLARA.

Vicksburg and Morrill
Escapes,

Have Narrow

birth,

SHOT

AND

SHELL

SHOWEBED

ABOUT THEM WITHOUT EFFCT.

he

says, “is an Englisha naturalized American and was formerly chief
yeoman on
the cruiser Brooklyn. His discharge from
that ship dates about two months
ago.
Our information shows that on last Friday he had a conference
with Lieut.
man

ican

a

but

and who was
then at Toronto. He furnished Carranzas

Will Be Mustered

Page.

as

Carranzas, who was a
the Spanish minister Polo,

ho

Spaniards Towed Into Key
West Yesterday.

by

SPRING FOOTWEAR.

direction last

Spanish spy. The man’s name
is not Bawlings but George Downing,
apparently of thirty years of age, live
feet seven inches in height and of athletio
night

AH That Saved Two Amer-

Key West, Fla., May 8.—Only poor
marksmanship on the part of the Spanish
gunners, saved the Vicksburg and the

Merrill from destruction off
Havana yesterday morning.
Bor over
naval attache of half an hour
they were under the fire of

Dewey—Three More Small Prizes Towed Into
Key West—JLeiut. Hoyden Reports That Maine Regiment

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
Remington,
$50 and $75
Forest City,
$50
Falmouth,
§40
Portland,
§35
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

Washington, May 8.—Chief Wilkie of
Ttreasury secret service today expressed his unqualified belief in the guilt

the

of the man arrested at his

—

spy.

Evidence Against Man Arrested in Washington.

“Downing,”

A

patches

We liave sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
tV IIV!
Because they are reliable.

Immw

GUMMY.'

rapidly being

are

build and Bohemian in appearance. Mr.
Wilkie tells an interesting story of the
man’s doings lately and the steps which
led to his arrest.

Tine McCulloch

Reliable: Wheels!

Camp Dewey

at

examined and there is every prospect that
the
entire four regiments will oe completed by Wednesday.
The balance of
the state militia with the
exception of
the cavalry is
actively.engaged in preparing for the work on the coast defenses
and numerous
details from the Fifth
Regiment and the three batteries will
leave tomorrow for various points from
Newburyporc to New Bedford,

Spanish ships being equally badly aimed,

s,Car,,et

o

PRESS.

MAINeT

PORTLAND,
of

DAILY

cutter

the guns of the Santa Clara

water

bat-

teries, but both esoaped without material
general information about the navy and injury,
although shrapnel shells from
particularly about the Brooklyn. He eight inch guus exploded all about
then;
in
a
spoke
disparaging manner of the and both now show pitted scars of the

American navy.
After one and a half
hours talk he came to Washington at the
direction of the Lieutenant. Before leaving Toronto Carranzas gavo Downing an
ndaros3, apparently that of a residence In
auvuvium,

nuu ji

nna

iu

bouu

ail

Hit?

information he obtained.
Downing arrived here yesterday afternoon and went
directly to No. 916 E street, where he had
stopped no longer than a week ago,
When he left he told the landlady he was
going to Virginia. Shortly after reaching
his room he went out again to the post
office and dropped a letter into the box
for the address in Montreal which had
been given to him.
a he letter was Intercepted and examined at the post offioe. It
contained a statement as to “certain”
matters in Washington;
said the writer
would soon be able to forward some important information about the Holland
sub-marine boat, gave a summary of the
steps for the relief of Admiral Dewey and
promised data as to the movement of
American colliers or coaling ships.
Downing also said he intended to go to
Norfolk, which place he hoped to reaoh
Tuesday, and expected to obtain imThe letter was
portant information.
signed simply with the initials, 0. D.
We were well satisfied by this time that
the man was a spy and he was arrested
and turned over to the military authorities.

Key West, Fla., May 8.—The zest, SUSPECTED SPy LEAVES FOR NEW
which accompanied
the capture of the
YORK.
big steamers during the first days of the
Port ou Prince, Hayti, May 8.—Mr.
has
vanished
now
that
the
blockade
war,
Trojelles, an Englishman, who while reIs an
established fact.
The only ships porting for an American paper was susworth taking are wise enough to keep pected of being a spy was forced to take
ihy of the fleet. Petty prizes are still refuge on a foreign vessel and is now on
his way to New york.
taken, however, and three came in today.
The
Associated Press despatch boat
surrendered
too
They
easily to make Dauntless arrived today at Cape Haytien.
Madam Hermanoe, a French subject
their capture Interesting.
The brigantine
in Martinique and an Octoroon,
Lorenzo was taken by the Montgomery, residing
who is accused of having insulted the
near Havana on Friday, while bound wife of President
Simon
Sam in the
from Rio de Laplata, with a cargo of cathedral during the Easrter service in a
over
the
of
a seat, will
occupancy
irled beef. Ensign Osborn and a prize quarrel
be expelled from the country. The deoree
Drew brought her in.
Curiously enough of expulsion will be published tomorrow.
in American was
among those made The quarrel grew out of an old feud
prisoners. Seaman Scott of Baltimore
M'CULLOCH
RETURNS.
was
“shanghaied” by the Spaniards’
Drew at Buenos Ayres, and he was glad
;o get back
into Amerloan hands, eTen Goes Enclc to Dewey With iioportaut
He was in the Confederate
is a prisoner.
irrny during the Civil war.
There has been a good deal of excitehere today over the adventures of
ment
Hong Kong, May 8.—The United States
.he Morrill and the Vicksburg under Are
gunboat Hugh McCulloch which arrived
it Havana yesterday.
The story was not
here on Friday with dispatches from Adjenerally known until today and the
luck of the Amerioan ships, the first not- miral Dewey, officially announcing his
lally hit by the enemy's shot and shell, great victory over the Spaniards, left here
was a great source of congratulation, inat three o’clock this afternoon, Greenwich
isumch
as good
gunnery might have
down them off the seas. The incident time, on her return to Manila after, It is
a taken as a strong argument in favor understood, receiving many argent dis>f bombarding Cuban batteries to depatches from Washington. But it is bostruction without furthsr delay and its
iieve the MoCulloch will first go to Mirs
xxaii.
uur xxcai.
j'jxisequexiii
Bay to await there final instructions for
Admiral Dewey as to how he is to deal
with the Philippine islands.
8. —The British steamAcoordmg to reports current here, the
3r
Kcheireda, Capt. Trowsdell, from American admiral will insist by force,
arrived here today and reports if
Shields,
necessary, upon the Spaniards accepthaving passed a man-of-war about 40 ing at least a temporary protectorate of
miles east of Five Fathom bank lightship the United States, the desire being, it is
on Saturday
morning at 8
o’olook. believed, to avoid disturbing the present
The warship wap barb-rigged, one smoke- administration as it is pointed out tho instack, painted yellow, and had black surgents of tho Philippine islands are
She was sailing slowly
ind white ports.
quite unfit to participate in their governunder fore and after
canvas, heading ment. However, it is believed here that if
The captain says she showed the
southeast.
Spaniards do not meet the views of
he was unable to learn her
no flags and
Washington in this matter that the
No attention whatever was paid American admiral will take prompt
name.
steps
to his vessel.
the islands for the United
to administer
States, so soon as he receives the necessary
SPANISH GUNBOATS SEEN.
troops and supplies from San Francisco.
(Copyright, 1898,by the Associated Press.)
SPANISH BOATS NEAR GIBRALTAR
Cape Haytien, Hayti, May 8.—The AsMay 8.—All day long the
Gibraltar,
sociated Press despatch boat Dauntless
yacht Geralda, has been
has arrived here. According to advices converted steel
Straits of Gibraltar with
the
in
from Marinique the Spanish fleet has not cruising
a large torpedo boat. The Spanish steambeen sighted off the island.
The governor of San Juan de Porto er Piolago, now converted into a cruiser,
Rico, recently receivod orders from Ma- is stationed at Algeclras.
drid to provide rations for 40,000 troops.
He asked
the time of their arrival and UNCOMFORTABLE AT POINT COMFORT.
“Movements of the Spangot the reply:
ish fleet are kept strictly seoret.
Your
Va.,
May 8.—(On board
Old
Point,
question cannot bo answered. Be preday here was
flagship Brooklyn)—The
pared.
and
cold
rainy and nothing
It is said that five Spanish warship* miserable,
interest
The
of
transpired.
great
very
were
seen off
St. Thomas on Thursday,
out early
in the day,
went
but they
wore probably only gunboats Vesuivus
West
to
for Key
bound
join tho blockfrom San Juan de Porto Rioo, scouting.
ading squadron, but returned to anchor
on account of heavy weather.
at
7
in.,
p.
GOING TO THE FRONT,
The Swanee will go out tonight for the
Boston, May 8.—The first intimation same port. Neither the St. Paul nor the
that the new volunteers from this state New Orleans havo arrived.
w;re needed near the scene of action off
the southern coast, came this afternoon
MONTAUK WAITS FOR STORM.
in a despatch from the war department,
New York, May 8.—Tho St. Paul and
asking how soon Massachusetts could
Vixen and Montaufc lay in
send [troops.to Chickamauga. Gov. Wol- the monitors
off Capo May, N. J., today. The
cott replied with characteristic prompt- tho bay
Paul apparently was waiting orders
uess,thnt with the mustering in of a regi- St.
monitors were waiting for a
while the
ment tomorrow, the men would be ready
in the stornr so they could proceed.
break
to leave the next day, every man
fully
[quipped for service. As one company of
TEMKRARIO SAILS.
the regiment commanded by Col. Clark
[f Springfield was mustered in today and
Montevideo, via Galveston, May S.
the remaining companies will foilow to- The Spanish torpedo gun boar Temerario
morrow, it seems probable that, this regi- left toaay.
PASSED MAN-OF-WAR

Lewes, Del., May

—

opanisn outlets.
The wily Spaniards have arranged
^
trap to send a couple of our ships to th«
nottom.
They baited it as a man would
a bait a rat trap.
A small schooner was
sent out from Havana harbor shortly before daylight yesterday morning to draw
some of the Americans into
the ambuscade.
The ruse worked like a charm.
The Vicksburg and the Morrill in the
heat of the chase and in their contempt
for Spanish gunnery walked straight into
the trap that had been set for him.
Had
the Spaniards possessed their souls iu
patience but five minutes longer, not even
the bad gun practice would have saved
eur ships and this morning two more of
vessels would lie at the bottom with*
two lengths of the wreck of the illstarred Maine.
eur

in

Friday evening the Vicksburg and the

Morrill, cruising

to the
west of Morro
castle were fired upon by the big guns of
the Cojirnar batteries.
Two shot3 were
fired at the Vicksburg and one
at the
Morrill. Both fell short and both vessels,
without returning the Are steamed out of
It would have been folly to have
range.
done otherwise.
The schooner they had
sent one before daylight, ran off to the

eastward, hugging the

shore with the
her starboard quarter.
About
three miles east of the entrance of
the
harbor she came about on the port taok.
A light haze fringed the horizon and she
was not discovered until three miles off
shore, when the Mayflower made her out
wind

on

and signalled the Vicksburg and Morrill.
Captain Smith of the Morrill and Commander Lilly of the Vicksburg, immedl*

ateiy clapped

on

all steam and started

in

mi * cm if:

Tbe sohooner immediately put about
and ran for Morro Castle before the wind.
On doing so, she would according to the
well conceived Spanish plot lead the two
Amerioan warships directly under the
These
gun of the Santa Clara batteries.
works are a short mile west of Morro.
There are two batteries, one at the shore
which has been recently thrown up of
sand and mortar, with wide embrasnres
for eight inch guns and the other on the
crest ofjthe rooky eminence which is just
out into tbe waters of the gulf at the
point. The upper battery mounts modern
ten and twelve inch Krnpp guns behind
a six foot stone parapet in front of whloh
are twenty feet
of earthwork and a belting of railroad iron. This battery is considered the most formidable of Havana’s
defences exoept Morro Castle.
It is
masked and has
not been
absolutely
located by the American warships.
It is
probably due to the fact that the Spaniards did not desire to expose its position
that the Vicksburg and Morrill are now
The Morrill and the Vicksburg
afloat.
wore about six miles from the schooner
when the chase began.
They steamed
after her at all, the
Morrill leading
until
within a mile aDd a half of the
Santa Clara batteries. Commander Smith
of the Vicksburg was the first to realize

the danger into which the reckless pursuit hau lad them.
He concluded it was time to haul off
and sent a shot across the bow of
the
schooner.
The Spanish skipper instantly
brought his vessel about, hut while she
was si ill
rolling in the trough of the sea
v. i: h her sails
flapping, an eight inch
nut 1 shell came
hurling through the
mi Hum
the water battery,
mile and a
•!. away.
It passed over the JVJoirill bevu t he pilot
house and
the smoke<•••
; aud exploded less than
fifty feet on
:
oorr quarter.
The small shot rattled
atailist her side.
It was a dose call.
T wo mere shots followed in quick succes-ion, both shrapnel.
One burst close
under tbs starboard quarter, filling the
■opine room with the smoke of the exploding shell, and the other, like the first,
pissed over and exploded just
beyond.
The Spanish gunners had the range and
their time fuses were accurately set.
The crews of both ships were at their
Lieut. Craig, who was in charge
guns.
of the bow four inch rapid lire gun
of
the Morrill, asked for and obtained permission to return the fire.
At the first
thot the Vicksburg, which was iu the
wake of the Morrill, slightly
inshore,
sheared off and passed to windward under
the Morrill's stern.
In the
meantime
Captain Smith also put his helm to port
and it was none too soon for as the Morrill
stood off, » solid eight inch shot grazed
her starboard quarter and kicked up tons
of water as it struck a wave one hundred
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New York, May 8 —Gen. Woodford, U
minister to Spain,
arrived on tin

had on board a number of the attachei
of the U. S. legation at Madrid, lnclud

ing George S. Sickles, first Secretary o:
the legation,
Gapt. T. H. Bliss, Col
Kellong, military attache:
Gapt. C
Dyer, naval attache; Mrs. Dyer and twc
daughters. Besides were Shu Ting,
secretary of the Chinese legation at Washpeatedly.
A reception committee from the
The Vicksburg firod but three shot from ington.
Union League club and U. S. Grant post,
her six pounder.
The Spaniards continued to fire shot and shell for twenty 337. G. A.
B., were to have met Gen.
iniuutes, but none of the latter shots Woodford at Quarantine, but
owing tc
came within one hundred yards.
Some the
stormy weather only part of the com
of them were so wild that they aroused
the American sailors to jeers. The Span- mittee appeared. They boarded the steamiards only ceased firing when the M firrill er at
Quarantine from the quarantine
and Vicksburg were completely out
of boat Gov.
Flower, shortly after La Tou
If
all
the
range.
Spanish gunners had raine dropped anchor at
Quarantine.
hem suffering
from strabismus, their
praotice could not have been worse. But peered on deck because of the rain. Af

the "officers of the Morrill and Vicksburg
frankly admit their own recklessness and
the narrow escape of their vessels trom
destruction.
they are tirmiy convinced
that the pursuit of the schooner was a
neutly planned trick which almost proved
successful.
If any one of the shots had struck the
thin skin of either vessel, it would have
offered no more resistance than a pieco of
paper to a rifle.
The accurate range of the first few shots
is accounted for by the fact that
the
Spanish officers had ample time to make
observations. The bearings of tne two ves•Bs were probablyjtaken at Morro with a
range finder at the Santa Clara battery
and at this battery is probably connected
by wire with Morro they were enabled to
take bearings from both points and by
laborious
calculation
they fixed the
positions of the vessels pretty accurately.
With such opportunity for observation it
would be no great trick for an American
gunner to drop a shell down the smokestack of a vessel.
As soon as the ship
sheered off after the first fire the Spanish
gunner lost the range and their praotice
became ludicrous.
Both Captain Smith
and Commander Lilly believe the Spanish
refrained from using the upper ba'tteries
is order not to expose their actual location.
Later in the day the Morrill captured the
Spanish schooner Espana bound for
Havana and towed the prize to Key West.
On Friday the
French school
ship
frigate Doboutrdieu carrying thirty guns
in all, entered Havana harbor.
She was
stopped by the Morrill and two salutes
were fired by the
Annapolis before she
6howed her flag.

ter
the health officer had boarded anc
cleared La Touraine, which took little
tho vessel proceeded up the baj
time,
slowly, where she was met by the reve
nue cutter ou which was a
reporter of the
Associated
Press.
Tho reception com
niittee had already met Gen. Woodford,
He
sent word that he would see the re
porter and when an audience had beer
granted he asked that this statement bt
made public:
1
General Woodford begs to be excuse:
from .-ill Interviews.
He is still in the
diplomatic service of his government and
can
say absolutely nothing for pablica
tion.”
Asked if his family was still in Paris,
he declined to make any reply. When
informed that
cable despatches stated
that the train on which the members oj
the legation
had come from Madrid tc
Paris had been attacked by <\ mob and
that stones had been thrown at the party, Mr. Sickles, the secretary of the legation, evidently tried to make light of the
matter, but said:
“Well, some things
were thrown at the train, but the demonstration was not a serious character. A
number of students, not a large number,
had gathered
at Valladolid and cried.
‘Lone live Spain,’ and a few other patriotic cries.
They were not directed particularly agalust us, I assure you, but
were the result of a patriotic
feeling on
their part. A few windows in one of the
ears next to tho
party were broken, but
none of us was injured, no one at all was
hurt.
While at Madrid we were treated
with the utmost courtesy.”
When asked how it had happened that
Minister Woodford had received his passports
previous to his handing to the SpanMAY BE SAMPSON’S GUNS.
ish
government the ultimatum of the
United States, Mr. Sickles said:
Heavy Firing Heard Fifty Miles From
“We rather expected that, at least we
were
not surprised when the passports arSan Domingo.
rived, as we knew that when the Spanish
minister at Washington received
his
New York, May 88.—The World has rethe Spanish cabinet would
passports,
ceived the following copyright cablegram probably
issue ours and thereby sever
from George Bronson Roe. dated Puerto all diplomatic relations. But any further information I cannot
give.”
Plata, San Domingo, May 8:
Another passenger on the train, how“Dominican officials report heavy canstated that while at Valladolid, which
ever,
nonading off the north of Monte Cristl, is about,
about fifty miles from here. It is believed French midway between Madrid and the
frontier, that there had been a
here that Rear Admiral Sampson’s squadof people who were in a
ron is engaging the Spanish Cape Verde large gathering
very
ugly mood, that stones and other
fleet. The firing began about nine o’clock
things had been thrown, a number of
this morning and was terriflo.
windows smashed and that for a time the
“The American fleet was due to arrive
in Porto Rican waters yesterday after- crowd, which had assumed the proportions and temper of a mob, made threats
noon.
The Spanish fleet was ex peoted at
against all Americans on the train and
about the same time.
it looked as
though they would make
Sampson came hero with orders to find good their threats
te injure the Amerithe fleet and reduce it.
He will after
cans.
Navai Attache Dyer, when asked
destroying the Spanish ships begin a
strict blockade and if necessary he will
Minister Woodford, said that he hart not
bombard and capture Porto Rico.”
been present
at the time as he had accompanied the wifo and daughter of MinQUIET AT TAMPA.
ister Woodford to Paris aDd had left on
Tampa, Fla., May 8.—Divine services the day preceding that on which the pass•were held in the various camps at Tampa ports had been handed in,
and Port Tampa today.
All drills were
Col. Kellogg of the 4th C. S.
suspended as is customary on Sunday, the military attache at Paris, wascavalry,
also on
and a large majority of the soldiers at- the steamer
and when asked as to the
tended services on what may prove to be reason for his return
to this country,said:
the last Sunday they will spend outside
“I am simply going to Washington to
of Cuba for many months.
beg to be permitted to take part in the
Excursion trains were run to Tnmpa to- active
when they
operations in the
day on all the roads centering here and shall take place, Capt.army
Rodgers of the
the thousands of sight seers thronged the 4th
is
to remain
cavalry
compelled
camps and the big wharves at
Port abroad, but will make every efforts to be
Tampa. The entire 26th infantry two transferred to this oountry
as soon as
companies from Dry Tortugas and six possible.”
companies from Chickamauga in comJ.
S.
Highlands, another American on
mand of Brig. Gen. Andrew
S. Eurt,
the steamer, said that he had gone abroad
went into camp at Tampa.
to visit bis son at Madrid. He had intended staying about six months, but the
TO THE PUBLIC.
anti-American demonstrations had been
so great that he was forced to leave that
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Rem- place
within three weeks after his aredy to be a medecine of great worth and rival and that his son was forced to flee
merit and especially valuable for coughs, to Lisbon.
Mr. Highlands said that the
colds, croup and whooping cough, we signs of the office of ths American houses
will hereafter warrant every bottle had been smashed and torn down.
bought of us, and will refund the money
Bishop John L.Spalding of Peoria, 111.,
to anyone who is not satisfied after using stated that the feeling of the French totwo-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D. ward the Americans was intensely hostils.
W. Heseltine, 887 Congress St., Edward He said that he understood that one of
TV. Stevens, 107 Portland St., King S. the reasons for this was that nine-tenths
of the public debt of
Spain was held by
Raymond, Cumberland Mills, ffm. Ox- tho Frenoh
people, and that the latter
nard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
country also owned nearly all of the railCongress Square Hotel.
roads in the coutry.
Shu Ting, secretary of tho Chinese legaA CARD.
tion at Madrid was asked as to his t. ip
'Ve guarantee every bottle of Cham- to this
country. He said that he was. en
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea route to Washington to report to his
minister
anti
will
there and would probably rerefund the money to
Remedy
main thereuntil all hostilities between
any one who is not satisfied after using
it.
It is the most successful medicine in this
country and Spain had ceased.
the world for bowel complaints, both for Asked as to the feeling of his country, he
said:
“My country js in favor of the
children and adults. For sale by D. W.
United States.
We have been friendly
Heseltine
Co., 387 Congress St., Ed- for many
years and we shall continue to
ward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.,
be
so.”
King
S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills, Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St., H. P. S. Goold,
TO FORTIFY ST. JOHNS.
Congress Square Hotel.
■

St.

The blockade is

Spaniards

Touralue Brings Oilier Importani

effective.

1898

by the Assooiated Press.)

Portau Prince,
Hayti,
United States cruiser
mander G. A.

May 6._The

Johns, N. F., May 8.—Owing
international complications

to the
growol the war bet ween the United
states and Spain, the British government
18
arranging to lortily St. Johns.
lhe
British war office has cabled the
governor, Sir Herbert Murray, as to the
conditions of the forts and barracks belonging to the imperial government,
which
were given into custody of the
colonial authorities when the troops were
withdrawn from here in 1870.
Sir Herbert
Murray and the colonial
ministry are consulting with a view of
lousing
imperial troops, the lirst contmgent of which is likely to arrive from
Halifax this week.
terious
ing out

Pretending

States cruiser

)

French Transatlantic steamer La Tourain
this morning, and left for
Washingtoi 1
at 3.44 o’clock this afternoon.
The La
Touraine arrived outside Sandy Hool
shortly after midnight, but owing to th
yards beyond.
regulations prohibiting the en
Captain Smith said afterwards that harbor
this was undoubtedly an eight inch armor trance and departure of vessels betweei
and
that
it
would
have 8
piercing projectile
p. m. and 8 a. m. she was forced to re
passed through the Morrill’s boilers had
he not changed her course in the nick of main outside uutil this morning. Shi

time.
All the guns of the wafer battery, were
now at work.
One of them
cut
the
Jaoob’s ladder of the Vioksburg,
adrift
and another carried away a portion of the
As the Morrill and
rigging.
Viek6burg
steamed away, tlieir aft guns were used,
out only a few shots were firod.
The
Morrill s six inch gun was elevated for
4000 yards aud struck file earthwork re-

(Copyright

Pair*.

ACT OF TREACHERY.

WASHINGTON.

Passengers—Chinese Diplomat
Mis Country Favors America.

TROOPS TO

The Americans have occupied Corregidor
Montgomery, ComConverse, ia supposed to
island and Commodore Dewey exercised
been
engaged with a much
consummate judgment and rare ability have
larger
in maintaining a distance at once safe Spanish cruiser, last
night, northeast of
for his fleet and deadly to the Spaniards.”
Cape Haytien, a seaport town of
Hayti,
on its north coast,
ninety miles north of
Port au Prince. While the
French steamer Olindo Rodrious, from
Havre on April
16, for Haytian ports, was at Cape
Haytien, a Spanish warship is sai(j tc
have been watching her,
mistaking the
steamer for an American
When
Fired After
to the Clinde Rodrigues left vessel
Cape Havtien
the Spaniard approached her hnd allowed
her to oontinue on to this port on recogSurrender.
nizing the French flag. l'Xha

INTEBVIEWEI

Ufa Train

from First

—-

Sew York,

DECLINES TO

ENGAGED-

Sensational Story
WwcU Secretary Long
Denies Is
Pos,ible.

and shared her fate.
“The Spaniards had fought to their last
gasp and now surrendered.
They had
been announcing that the
Americans
would kill every one in Cavite, and when

left

Si
Cane

believed to be the result of

the

Spaniard

firing upon the American warship. Darkfurther observations
ness prevented any
being made, though the French officers
was
the
moon
The
bright.
battle
eay
could have been continued, especially as
the sea was beautifully calm, only a mild
we landed,
a
long nrooossion of priests trade wind blowing from the land.
and sisters of mercy met the boat from Strange to say, it appears that all the
of the Rodrigues were below
the Petrel and begged our men not to in- passengers
at supper while this
exciting incident,
in
the
wounded
the
jure
As a occurred, but the officers of the stoamer,
hospitals.
arrived
which
today say they are confimatter of fact the Americans
rescued
two hundred Spaniards
and sent
them ashore.
“All the Spanish vessels ore destroyed,
The Spanish estimate
with £000 men.
killed
and
gives their loss at 1000
In the Reina Christina two
wounded.
are
believed
to
hundred men
have been
killed or drowned.
“The officers of the gunboat McCulloch,
mrifch whom T conversed today hear
Spaniards.
mony to the bravery of the
the
gallant
They particularly praised
crew of the Castilla, whom they describe
as “the bravest men ever
sacrificed in
battlo.’’
They consider the result of the fight a
remarkable instance of the advantage of
long range firing to the eide which is
better in artillery and marksmanship.
“Private
papers captured at Cavite
show it was intended that the Spanish
fleet shonld engage the Amerioans outside
the bay the day before the fight.
No explanation is forthcoming of the change of
told
me
informant
a
My
plans.
landing
was not effected at Manila, where food is
scnroe, as Commodore Dewey conld not
undertake any responsibility.
Still, I do
not think there Is any danger of the insurgents massaorelng the population of
If they began to do so CommoManila.
dore Dewey would land men and
stop
some

them.

“The American commander has wired
for Instructions regarding Manila, not
oaring to take over the city on his own
responsibility. Supplies of food are being
the insurgents at Manila and
stopped by
Cavite, where the hospital has been
The
Americans
plundered for food.
landed snpplies for the Spanish wounded.
The Olympia waB hit
thirteen
times
during the engagement.’’
LONDON

TIMES

STOR¥

OF

THE

BATTLE.
London, May 38.—The Hong Kong

respondent
at
fight

of the

Times

Manila, says:

describing

cor-

the

raked the Reina Christina throughout her
caused her boilers to explode,
length and
She
killing her captain and sixty men.
drifted away on fire.
one
hundred
and
“Altogether
forty
men were killed and
about
the
same
number
wounded.
Admiral Montejo
transferred his flag to the Castilla whiah
was sunk shortly afterward by a storm of
shot. At a quarter of eight the Olympia
signalled to cease firing. The Americans
were exhausted with the great heat, the
men having been at auarters
since
ten
o’clock on the previous night.
“A conference of oaptains was
held,
and it was found that not one had been
had
but
that
several
been
killed,
slightly
Two
wonnded by splinters.
torpedo
launches attacked the Olympia.
The
her
were
unable to
shells from
big guns
strike so small an objeot; but a hail of
six pound shells sank the leading launch,
The other
all on board being killed.
beached with twelve shot
launch was
holes; and the boat was covered with
blood.
“Half an hour after noon a white flag
was hoisted at Cavite and the Spanish
crews deserted their ships, taking away
Admiral Montejo fled to
their dead.
Manila with his two aide de camps.”
MANILA FORTS FIRING.

London,

May 9.—Further particulars

special despatches
show that in the ab?;leanedofHong Kongwhen
the battle
from

the

rom

breeze
began,
were soon shouted in smoko,
hard
it
to
momentarily
making
judge
exactly how the fight was going. When
it was over, the surviving Spaniards lost
no time in removing
themselves and
the rapidly burning
their
dead from
hulks, leaving behind all their personal
property and valuables.
The only loss on the American vessels
was of Chief
Engineer Randall of the
McCulloch, who died of heat apoplexy
as the squadron was entering the harbor.
He was buried at sea.
When
the MoGuIloch left Manila the
forts were
maintaining a desultory but
ineffective Are on the squadron. Meantime the insurgents, acting in oo-operation with
the American fleet, had surrounded Manila on the land side and
brisk fire with the
were exchanging a
Spanish garrisons. The city is said to be
sence

the

a

ships

starving.

ANOTHER ALASKA AVALANCHE.
Lima, Ohio, May 8.—Fred Rost of this
returned last night
from
city
the
Klondike.
Rose left here last fall and
reached Pillea river in Maroh. Being
out of wood, Rost and his partners went
to a mountain on Pillea river and were
cutting timber when an avalanche swept
upon them,
burying them and 17 other
miners who had clainiB nearby.
Arthur
Laladune was crushed to death. Ten

“Neglected colds make fat graveyards.”
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup helps
men and women to a happy, vigorous old
age.

RIOTS.

turned switch caused wreck.

SAFE AND
Over

Eureka Headache Cure
|

BOY KING.
Mella Called Them

Misfortunes.—

ftieh

ceived

despatches

from many states rethe progress of their preparations.
them
was the following:
Among

porting

Augusta, Me., May 7.—Number

exam-

ined today, 34; accepted, 30; aggregate
officers and men examined,936; aggregate
rejeoted, 266. No muster today; aggregate muster, 5. Have examined all presented
by the governor. All companies
have officers at home stations recruiting.
Estimate many companies mustered on
Monday and regiment completed Tuesday.
Conditions satisfactory at rendezvous.

(Signed)
___

Boyden.

FRENCH ELECTIONS.

Paris,

May 8.—The eleotions fo~ the
chamber of deputies have passed off
orderly fashion. Four hundred and
twenty-eight results are officially reported. Monarchists, 27; moderate Republicans, 151; Radicals, 94;
Socialists, 29.
One hundred and twenty-seven second
ballots will be neoessary.
The Republicans have gained eight seats.
new

in

STEAMERS SOUGHT REFUGE.

Thomas. Danish West Indies, May
8.—The
Rita and
Spanish steamers
Panlina have sought refuge here. They
St.

had on board general oargoes intended for
Porto Rico. Later
they cleared for sea
and went westward.
The British steamer Aldborough with
coal for San Juan today, has also sailed.
'the Spanish steamer Alfonso XIII.,
Is reported to have arrived at San Juan,
J/orto Rico.

For
ic a

made use of

a
soriptural quotation referring to “An unfortunate nation,whose
kings were boys,” adding that women
were
always the cause of the fall of

thrones.
Senor Sagasta, the premier, supported
by a majority of the chamber, protested
amid great excitement, against Senor
Mella’s
The
language.
Republicans
sided with the Carlists. The speaker requested Senor Mella to withdraw his
words, but the deputy refused, sayiDg
that they were soriptural.
The
President named
Senor Mella
thrice, declaring that his refusal to withdraw the language he had used was disrespectful to the reigning dynasty, and
then submitted the question of the
expulsion from the chamber of the
offending
member.
A division was then taken
amid a terrible uproar,
resulting in the
oxpulsion of Senor Mella, by a vote of 199
to 19, the Republicans
voting with the
Carlists. Upon the announcement of the
result, both the Republicans and Carlists
walked from the chamber.
The Carlists
declare they will not return unless Senor
Mella is re-admitted.
The President of
the chamber explains that the expulsion
applies only to today’s sitting.
This is
the first expulsion in pursuance of tho
The incident created intense
new rules.
excitement, both inside and outside the
chamber.

|
|

and

flue
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Buy
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SECRETARY LONG'S COMMENT.
Washington, May 7.—Secretary Long,
commenting on the victory of Commodore Dewey at Manila, said this morn-

Would lie Quickly Passed in House If

ing:

Washington,

7.—7.30 p. in.—The chamber has just witnessed the most uproarious scenes in the annals of the Cortes.
Senor Mella, a Carlist deputy, in a speech

Sleeplessness,

in Concord

Headache, Neuralgia,

Jlccomwended.

Madrid, May

o^TWednesday

have received advioes from
the
West
Indies stating that the natives of Porto
Rico have risen at Junoas and Balmar,
and that upon the arrival of the United
States fleet 60.000 men will take the field

I °te

Carlls

CERTAIN.

38,400 Boxes sold
in 1897.

WILL THANK DEWEY.

Deputy Put Out the Cortes.

Columbus, Ohio, May 8.-—By the turning of a switch here this afternoon an excursion train from the Pittsburg, Fort
Wayne Chicago road over the Cleveland, Akon & Columbus road into the
dent the Montgomery was overmarched city was wrecked, three cars demolished,
and that the only means of escaping was and one man, R.
Frye of Louisville,
to run close to shore during the darkness. Ohio, killed, and three others
injured.
BATTLE IN THE STREETS.
The train had 17 cars packed to the guard.
As it crossed the switch at Chase street,
COLD DAY AT CAMP DEWEY.
Lugano, Switzerland, May 8.—It' has
the engine forced the ssvitch and under been a terrible day at Milan.
About one
Camp Dewey, South
Framingham, the next car the Irog gave way, the tracks o’olock this afternoon a veritable battle
Mass,, May 8. —The first Sunday iu camp spreading and in an instant
occurred
in
the
Via
Somtralre,
'Thousands
there was
was a disagreeable one for the
volunteers, an awiui orasn, lonowert by the shrieks of tiles and chmineys were hurled from
it being difficult to keep warm, yet fires of
frightened and imprisoned passengers. the roofs upon the troops who were comAs the engine left the tracks it plowed pelled to retire.
.hough there were a large number of visi- down a steep embankment and turned
A similar fight took place in the Via
tors during the day, but a very few were over in a
ditch, dragging with it three Torino, and it is believed that no fewer
admitted. The iirst event of the day was cars. R.
Fry, the dead man, was stand- than 300 were killed and 1000 injured.
the mustering in of Co. K of the Second
A Swiss merchant who has arrived here
ing on the back platform of the first car
regiment of Springfield.
and was crushed to death.
Divine services were held this morning,
as completely anarchial.
day
According
the ohaplains of the 2nd, 6th and 8th adto his account the leaders of the agitation
FIFTY BUILDINGS BURNED.
The 9th regiment at
dressing the men.
had well arranged plans and
evidently
tended the celebration of mass, read by
Duluth, Minn., May 8.—Fifty frame oolumns of rioters emerged from all the
Kev. John Cobert of St John’s parish,
buildings on Minnesota Point, just above gates of the the town and converged on a
Hopkinton.
the ship canal, were burned this after- center, where they
rapidly constructed
Adjutant General Dalton and Surgeon
An hour after the tire started 2000 barricades. When they wore dislodged by
General Blood of Boston were in oamp noon.
the
to the roofs and
mounted
were homeless.
The lire destroyed
troops they
The 6th, 8th and 9th people
during the day.
store buildings fronting on rained tiles and chimneys down upon the
12 frame
held the regular parade this evening, the
Lower Lake avenue, just below “Under soldiery.
9th being enlived by music.
The gates of the town were held by
the Hill” distrl jt, and swept from there
The examinations continued in the
(8th back to the lake shore. The district troops in the evening and throughout the
regiment today and the company relec- was
so that the workmen
night
the
employed outpopulated by
poorest people in
tions were as follows:
A, 15 men: B, 4: the city.
side were unable to return to their homes.
There
are no particular indiC, 15; D, 15; E, 18; F, 10; G, 11; H, 10; vidual
In
this way the ringing was deprival of
losses. The total loss is thought
to be $100,00h
During
Among tlio sufferers were additional help from without.
The seoond regiment will probably be
60 families of Jews, members of a colony the night the city was in complete darkmustered in tomorrow.
silence.
who were at a meeting praying for the ness and funeral
Artillery,
Lieut Weaver received a telegram from
success of the American army in the war cavalry and infantry bivouacked on the
Washington today to the effect that in- with Spain.
Plaza Del Duomo, where reinforcements
stead of twelve oorporals in a company
were^oonstantly arriving.
there are to be only six and the others
will be reduced to the ran ks.
TWO BOYS DROWNED.
PORTLAND’S MONITOR
STARTS
Company K, of the seoond regiment
NORTHWARD.
Boston, May 8,—Two boys, Louis Mcwas put on government rations this evenGee and Frank W. Coughlin of 116 School
ing.
May 7.—The monitor
Philadelphia,
street, Jamaica Plain, aged 11 and 12 Montauk
left League Island navy yard
were drowned today
in the pond
years,
NO CHANGE IN CABINET.
this
for
early
morning
Me.,
on Schoolmaster’s
hill, Franklin park. where she will lie used Portland,
for harbor deMadrid, May 8.-4 p. m.—The upshot of The boys were walking on the edge, fense.
the cabinet meeting held today is under* slipped off
into the pond and
wore
The New Jersey Naval Reserves are in
stood to be that there will be no change drowned before
help arrived.
charge of the Montauk. She will go to
in the ministry for the present and that
New
York and through
Long Island
the cabinet had resolved to “energetically”
UPRISINGS IN PORTO RICO.
sound, and is expected to reach Portland
the campaign especially in
the
or
night
Thursday morn'hilippine islands.
New York, May 8.—The Herald tomorPremier Sagasta is now conferring with row will
Members of the Porto
say:
the Queen Regent who summoned him to Rican
revolutionary junta in this oity
M’CULLOCH’S ENGINEER DEAD.
her

“The cable from the bay to Manila
presence.
having been out by the rebels, the city
In the Cortes all the measures pending
was taken by surprise by the appearance
solution
will, it is stated, be rapidly
of the American fleet. The Spanish flagthus having the government a full
ship having got up steam advanced out of voted,
hand to cope with national problems.
line to meet the Olympia.
Commodore
Dewey Uad issued an order for his fleet to
conoentrate its gnns on the Spanish flag□ COMPLETE BY TUESDAY.
ship and the signal was obeyed with tellWashington,
May 8.—Today was a busy
The flagship retired.
The day at both the
ing effeot.
war and navy departOlympia fired a ten inch shell which ments. At the former Gen. Corbin
re-

others were killed.
Rost was buried for
ten hours and had three ribs and a leg
broken. He thinks many were not
found at all.

i

Montgomery

Haytien soon afterwards and the Span
lard, wbioh is presumed to have been
for her, is said to have
pursued
London, May 9.—The Hong Kong corre- watching
the American cruiser, both of them putspondent of the Daily Mail gives the fol- ting on full steam. The Spaniard, accord“There was ing to the story told by the crow of the
lowing additional details:
steamer gained in the
an act of treachery
pursuit
on
the part of a French,
which was witnessed from the bridge
Spanish boat which lowered her flag and Rodrigues by the officers of that vesselof
then fired at a boat’s crew sent to take The warships, they say, went iu the same
She did not
hit the general direction, with the Spaniard bepossession of her.
The latter appeared to
hind.
be a
boat, but our guns were turned on her formidable Vessel and much
larger and
and tore her to pieces.
She went to the faster than the Montgomery.
bottom with all on board. Several vessels
By nightfall, it is
added, four disclose in shore behaved in the same way charges of cannon were heard which were

QUELL,

Rome, May 8, 11 p- m.—Another portion of the 1873 reserves and a portion of
the reserves of 1874, have been ordered to
be under arms by Tuesday. At this hour
The government’s dethe city is quiet.
6 o'clock say that
spatches received up to
throughout the
tranquility prevails
At Milan the rioters at the
Kingdom
Porta Ticinese have been completely supcontinue to reach
pressed reinforcements arrests
have been
and many
the city
has ordered all the
made, but Gen. Taga
factories to re-open tomorrow.
Other despatches from Milan report, on
the contrary, the erection of fresh barricades by riotous mobs in the via Bertani,
Porta Ticinese and the Porta
at the
Garibaldi.
According to these accounts the troops
use arms to
were compelled to
disperse
the rioters and a lieutenant and several
wounded.
soldiers were
Generally speaking the agitation continues, but it is less intense. The auhave ordered ali socialist and
thorities
to dissolve.
republican clubs
There is a rumor
current that the
rioters have driven back a train under
the impression that
it was conveying
soldiers.
Lieut. Gen
Bava-Beccaris, commanding the Third Army Corps. Milan, telegraphed the Marquis di Rudini, the prethis evening:
mier,
“The revolt in
Milan has been suppressed and all resistance is now ended.”
news this
Late
evening from Milan
Secolo has been seized and its
says the
editor arrested.
The
postal telegraph
offices have been closed and all despatches
of mails stopped.
The public buildings
are guarded and art,ill ary has been placed
on the
Piazza del Duomo. Many fugitives fromMilan have crossed the frontiers
the
into
Canton of Ticine and to Fonfcano,^
the editor of the Italia del
among them
Popolo, a republican paper. Eight thousand troops are quartered in the city.

May 8.—No
definite
The report shows that the
victory
programme for House procedure during was most
complete. The fire from the
the present week is fixed. If the Presiand
so
terrible
Americans was so sudden
dent shall send tomorrow a message to that the
Spaniards were completely takCongress reviewing the operations of the en by surprise.
“The fact that none of our men were
American fleet in Philippine waters and
injured seriously seems most remarkable,
recommending a vote of thanks to Act- but only shows the fierceness with which
ing Admiral Dewey, the House immedi- Dewey fell on the enemy.
“He is the greatest naval hero of modately will act unanimously in response to ern
times, and.the victory was the greatthe suggestion of the President. Then, est of
naval victories.
unless unforeseen developments arise, the
“The American people might well feel
Horse will devote the day to the consid- proud of the gallant commodore and the
American sailors.
eration of matters affecting the District
“It required the greatest of bravery to
of Columbia. On Tuesday the commit- go into au unknown harbor and
attack
a
fleet and land batteries combined.
tee on foreign affairs probably will report
“All hail to Commodore
a joint resolution,
Dewey!”
providing for the annexation of the Hawaiian islands. It
SATURDAY’S BALL GAMES.
will have the support of all Republicans
At Boston—New York, 9;
and some
Democratic members of the
Boston, 13.
At Brooklyn—Washington,2;
committee and furthermore
in view ot
Brooklyn,
what seems a recently growing sentiment 8.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburg-Chlcago, rain.
here favorable to a policy of colonization,
At Baltimore— Baltimore-Philadelphia
its passage by the House this week without very strong resistance is likely. The rain.
At Cleveland—Louisville, 7; Cleveland
volunteer immune bill passed last week
by the Senate is upon the Speaker’s table 9.
At
and will be considered and passed during
Cincinnati—Cincinnatl-St. Louis
the week though not without some oppo- game, raiu.
sition.
SUNDAY BASEBALL.
The general deficiency bill is practioally completed, but the committee is holdCincinnati, Ohio, May 8.—The Colonels
ing it baok pending the notion of the could not touch Hawley today. Ehret was
Senate upon
the revenue bill and in orsupported poorly. The Louisville pitoher
der to catch up such item as may develop,
incident to the progross of war. It will was presented with a gold watch by the
hardiy be reported this week
mambers of the Cincinnati team and a
Very little progress has been made up- orold chain and diamond Indent bv thn
on the appropriation
bills now in conference, owing to the fact that Senator Alli- Beefsteak olub of which he is a member.
son, chairman of the Senate committee The score:
on
appropriations Is also on the Senate Cincinnati,
00111202 x—7
committee on finance and his attention
00000000 1—1
Louisville,
is being monopolized by the latter comBase hits—Cincinnati, 12; Louisville, 6.
mittee’B consideration of the revenue bill.
Consequently final action upon the appro- Errors—Cincinnati, 3; Louisvillo, 2. Batums
now in conierenco will De
piiiiLiun
tries—Hawley and Peltz; Ehret and Wildelayed until the revenue bill is reported. son.
members
of
the House will
Generally
Chicago, May 8.—Taylor pltohed in
make au effort to secure the passage of
form today
and was perfectly
local bills in which they are particularly great
interested.
backed up.
Clement’s batting and the
third base play on both sides
were the
CAPTAIN DENNETT DECLINES.
features. Attendance 16,000.
The score:
0201 0032 0—8
3t. Louis,
Will Not Command Montank and Second
00000200 0—2
Chicago,
Iteglment Evidently Isn’t Thirsty For
Base hits—St. Louis, 9; Chicago, 6.
Gore.
Errors—St. Louis, 0;
Chicago, 4. Batteries—Taylor and Clements; triend and
Donahue.
Augusta, May &— Sunday at Camp
COLLEGE BALL GAMES.
Powers passed without the usual drills.
Excursions
were run over the Maine
Central and the
camp was
thronged
with visitors. Dress parade of the Second

Brunswick, May 7.—Bowdoin defeated
University of Maine in a hard fought
inning game this afternoon.
Score
by innings:
Regiment was performed at 3 o’clook
Bowdoin, 200001032 1—9
and thousands were on the grounds to U. of
1 0 0 1 2 0 4 0 0 0—8
M.t
witness it.
Hits,Bowdoin, 5; University of Maine,
Many of the officers who went home to 9.
Errors, Bowdoin, 5; University of
3. Batteries,
Bacon and'Wigrecruit the companies, to take the place Maine,
Cashman and Clark. Umpire,
of those rejected by the examining board, nott;
Carpenter.
the
ten

will return

Monday.
Capt. S. G. Dennet
Regiment, has declined

The Cornell nine defeated Harvard 8 to
5 at Ithaca, Saturday.
The
Harvard freshmen defeated the
Brown Freshmen, 9 to 8, Saturday.
Yale defeated Dartmouth, Saturday 2

of Co. G, Second
to leave his pres-

ent command to command the monitor
Montauk. It is thought that the battery
of artillery will have to be raised from
volunteers outside the National Guard
as the men of the Second
Regiment will
not volunteer to break up the companies

;o o.

_

MARINE NEWS.

Boothbay, May 8.—Arrived, schooners
Robboni, New York; Mark Pendleton,
innie Sargent, Boston; Lady Antrim,
Northern Light,
Boston;
Portland;
Louisa Francis, do;
Ira Bliss, StonlngEmma
W. Day, Win;on; Flyaway, do;
»rport; Nat Ayer, Bangor; Lizzie Wil-

and regiment.
BURIED ALIVE.

Portsmouth,

N. H.,May 7.—A despatch
was reoeived here today announcing the Maine Central Employes Nearly Killed at
death of Frank B. Randall, chief engineer
Augusta.
of the despatch boat McCulloch, whioh
against Spain.
brought the official report of the Manila
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
The cause
engagement to Hong Kong.
CONTINUE FOR ANOTHER WEEK.
of death was not given. Chief Engineer
Augusta,
May 7.—Two' Maine Central
London, May 9.—The Madrid corre- Randall was born near Portsmouth 53 workmen were
badly Injured here this
spondent of the Daily Mail says:
“It 1b years ago. He entered the United States
believed that cabinet matters may con- service in 1874 and was promoted to the forenoon, and one of them may die. For
tinue as they are for another week; but a rank of first assistant engineer in 1883 several
days a crew of men has been at
crisis is regarded as inevitable.
and was made chief engineer in 1896.
A work
digging a trench near the station
“Senor Sagasta and Senor Monteo Rios, widow and two ohildren survive him.
to the water tower some distance
president of the Senate, visited the Queen
above,
PRIZE OF THE MONTGOMERY.
Regent tonight (Sunday) and the latter
prior to
laying a new pipe. At about
m an
subsequently visited Senor Gamazo who
vi
Key West, Fla.. May 7.—The Spanish
is regarded as the coming man.
brigantine Frasqulto of Barcelona, bound all in the trench and it suddenly caved
from Montevideo to Havana, and having in.
CABINET CRISIS PENDING.
Peter Dufferin of Woodfords was burisd
of jerked beef, was
on board
a cargo
Madrid, May 8.—10 p. m.—According
here by the despatch boat in the big mass of earth to his eyes, and
to
newspaper reports, a cabinet crisis, brought in
provoked by Admiral Bermejo, minister Hamilton today.
Joseph Butler of Brunswick was also
of marine, is imminent, involving the
The Frasquito was captured off Havana caught in the mass.
The latter had his
whole cabinet.
the United States left leg very badly injured and was sent
If chnrged to reconstruct the ministry, yesterday afternoon by
home.
Dufferin
was
cruiser
Commander
Coninjured
Montgomery,
very badly
it is believed that Senor Sagasta would
verse,
internally and it Is not expected that
oiler a portfolio to Senor Gamao, who
he will live. The men were fully a half
a
represents
very important faotion of
TO GO AS CHAPLAIN.
hoar digging
him out and he was unthe liberals.
conscious for several hours. He is now at
Pawtucket, R. I., May 7.—Rev. Joseph the
hospital. The physicians believe
Wooley, pastor of the Park Plaoe Con- thatcity
NEW ORLEANS REPORTED.
several blood vessels In Ills head
gregational church, a veteran of the re- have burst and If suoh
is the ease there
Norfolk, Vo., May 8.—The weather ob- bellion. a member of Tower post. No. 17, is no
hope for him. Dufferin lost his
server at Cape Henry reports the cruiser G. A. Rl, and chaplain of the first batwife last winter and he has two small
talion of oavalry, has been tendered the
Now Orleans
as passing in the capes at
ohildren living In Belfast. He is a man
6.20 tonight.
ohaplaincy of the first regiment of volun 40 years of
age and is a stonemason.
teers of this state, and he will accept. He
is one of the popular clergymen in Rhode
AMERICANS LEAVE TANGIER.
NOT ADD THE DISPATCH READ.
Island.

liams, do; W. H. Card, do; D. P. Sargent, do; Ethel F. Merriam, Rocbport;
Lucy Belle, coastwise. Sailed, schooners
Fred A. Emerson, Boston; Silas McLean,
lo; Atlanta, do.
steamer
Liverpool, May 7.—Arrived

Vancouver,

Portland.

THE WEATHER.
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Washington, May 8.—Weather forecast
Monday for Maine, Xew Hampshire
and Vermont: Generally fair weather,
northerly winds.
Boston, May 8.—Local forecast for
Boston and vicinity for Monday: Cloudy
weather, possibly with showers in the
morning, followed by clear in the afternoon; slowly rising temperature,northerly winds.
for

Local

Weather Report.

May 8.—The local
Tangier, May 8.—On the representations
New York, May 7.—An Evening Sun weather bureau office records as to the
of the Bashaw, Mr. F. C. Partridge, the
AT DEWEY’S HOME.
weather are as follows:
speoial from Washington says:
United States consul general, has advised
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,859; thermomeThe dispatch from Commodore
Portsmouth, N. H., May 7.—There is
Amerioan subjects not to leave the town,
Dewey ;er, 44.0;
the home of Admiral
dew point, 89; humidity, 82;
but owing to the state of Spanish fueling great rejoicing here,
was brought out of his private office
by
Admiral
C.
C.
Hear
wind,
NE; velocity, 7; weather, cloudy.
Dewey.
Carpenter,
here some families have already gone.
8 p. in,—Barometer, 29.851; thermomeU. S. N., oommandant at this yard and Secretary Dong and read by him to the
oommaDd of
until a year ago in
the crowd waiting in the hall. There were ter, 43.0; dew point, 36; humidity, 76;
UNDER MARTIAL LAW.
is
and
Asiatic sqnadron,
delighted
wind, SE; velocity, 4; weather, cloudy.
pro- 12 typewritten lines
in the despatch,
Mean daily thermometer, 46; maximum
Madrid, May 8.—4.30 p. m.— Martial nounced Dewey’s success as the most but the
secretary read the newspaper men thermometer, 50; minimum thermometer,
law ha3 been proclaimed at Padajqz and notable feat in the history of naval batonly four.
;1; maximim velocity wind, 20 NE; total
tles.
at Alicante.
He expurgated
the references to the ireoipitation. .0.
DEWEY APPLAUDED.
cable cutting and to the lack of forces to
g CAPTAIN MAHAN AT HOME.
Weather Observation.
7.—The
Cunard land at Manila, which the message conQueenstown, May
New York, May 7.—Capt. Alfred T.
The agricultural department weather
iteumer Umbria, from New York for tained. This he probably did for pruMahan, U. S. N., retired, who was recent- Liverpool, arrived here at 10.21 a. m. to- dential reasons.
j mreau for yesterday, May 8, taken at
Secretary Alger was with Secretary
ly called from Europe by tbe government iay. The news of the brilliant vtotory of
m., meridian time, the observap.
was loudly applauded
while the dispatch was being trans
Dong
Commodore
Dewey
a
take
position with the board of
to
and immediately after he was in- 1 iou for each section being given in this
lated,
The
jy the passengers of the Umbria.
strategists at Washington, arrived here iteamer did not sight any warships.
formed of its contents he hurried to the < irder: Temperature, direction of wind,
war department
to rush forward the
today on the Cunarder Etruria, unde
t tale of weather:
BOSTON’S GENEROSITY.
preparations for sending troops to support
T. Maitland. It was
name of A.
the
Boston, 43 degrees, SE, oloudy; New
Dewey.
raia; Philadel[earned that Capt. Mahan, after publicaBoston, May 7.—The contributions of
Many of the preliminaries have been fork, 33 degrees, NE,
to
the
Maine
Boston
monuand the squadron of trans- 1 ihia, 43 degrees, NE, raiD; Washington,
tion of his name and his recall to serve sitizens of
completed,
Albany, o4 degrees,
nent fund amounted to $5,306.27 and a
ports and warships will leave San hr an- 1 4 degrees, N, rain;
du the board of strategy, assumed the
•heck for the amount has been forwarded cisoo as
as
4E,cloudy, Buffalo, 66 degrees, NK, clear;
can
be made
they
rapidly
for
the
Mailtand
name of
purpose of jy Mayor Quincy to the national treasurDetroit, 5S degrees, NE. clearjChioago, 04
ready.
70
tit. Paul,
clear;
SE,
A
ivoiding publicity and also to prevent 1 ir of the fund.
dispatch to the Eve- legrees,
Washington
Huron. Dak., 64 debeing done to him by an
ning Journal says: The best information * legrees.SW, cloudy;Bismarck, 63 degrees,
my injury
on
the report is that it contains 500 * rroes, NE, clear;
STOPPED SALT-PETRE.
Spain. It was said that
70 degrees, W, clear.
imissary of
words in cipher,- which may mean 1000 ( lear; Jacksonville,
a
member
8.—The
that
of
the
Norwegian or 2000 translated.
Rotterdam, May
having learned
1 iteamer Pram arrived
here recently to
How’s Thi«.
board of strategy was preparing to leave
oad six hundred tons of
salt-petre for
BEDFAST
CEDEBRATED.
the
England for this country, some means iayonno,
near
Spanish
France,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
that can not be cured by
might be taken to prevent his reaching rentier, but the authorities of this port
ny case of Catarrh
May 7.—Belfast celebrated
Belfast,
a
’orbade
and
her
so
to
do
placed
guard
it
'
j
this country in safety. Capt. Mahan,
& CO.. Props.. Toledo, O.
if marines on board.
Commodore Dewey’s great victory by the
Washington in the
is said, will go to
the undersigned, have known 1>\ J. Cheney
biggest kind of demonstration tonight. f orWe
the last 16 years, and beleive him perfectly
morning.
WHEN NATURE
The streets were paraded by organized l lonorable in all business transactions and ttnable to carry out any obligations made
'feeds assistance it may be best to ren- and
disorganized bodies, led by a band, j neially
RAILROADS EXEMPTED.
v their firm.
ter it promptly, but oue should remem- The streets were Illuminated
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toleby colored
Albany, N. Y., May 7.—The board of >er to use even the most
remodies lights, every building was decorated with 1 o, O.
perfect
an
issued
Wai.ihno, KiNNAN & MAR\ iWholesale
■ailroad commissioners today
1
Toledo. O.
irder exempting the railroads of the >niy when needed. The best and most Hags, fireworks and bombs were explod- 1 buggists,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
state from the law compelling them to limple and gentle remedy is the Syrup ed, bolls rung and there was general rethe blood and mucous surfaces of
upon
irectly
jquip 10 per oent of freight cars each >f Figs, manufactured by the Calfornia joicing on all sides. There is ono veteran ! :ie system. Price 76c per bottle, bold by all
with continuous power or air
in the city who was with Dewey on the j
pear
free.
Testimonials
irugglsts.
fig Syrup Co.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
brakes for the years 1897 and 1898.
Mississippi.

Portland,

Mo.,

1

lall|.SatCHlNEY

MAINE

TO DELAY REVENUE BILL

Items of Interest Gathered
pondor.ts

Democrats

Propose

Jo Use Debate

For This Purpose.
LIKELY

COMMITTEE

TO

ELIMI-

NATE BON'D FEATURE.

Senate,

However, Will

Vote Is

Bestore

It

When

Taken—Not Likely To lie Ke-

ported by

tbe

Committee Before the

Last of the Week.

Washington, May 8.—The expectation
is that the war revenue bill will be received in the Senate by the committee on
finance on Wednesday, but its report may
bo delayed for a day or two beyond that
The tact is
that the committee
date.
so many changes considered
has fonnd

desirable from its standpoint that progress has necessarily been slow. This has
proved to be true without regard to party
The republicans have suggested
lines.
many more amendments to the bill than
have the Democratic members and many
of those suggested by them have been of
Such
importance as to require careful
There are
and much time.
many matters yet requiring consideration
and
until theso shall have been voted
upon in committee it will be impossible
attention

to fix a day for reporting the bill.
Whether the bill shall carry a provision
for a new government loan on bonds, depends entirely upon Senator Jones of NeSo far as can be learned he has
vada.
not yet made known his position in the
oommittee and the other members profess to be ignorant on the subieet.
The understanding on the outside is
that he will oppose, the bond feature and
that consequently when the bill is reported this provision will he eliminated and
probably an authorization for the issuance of greenbacks substituted for it.
Whatever the verdict of the committee
on the bond clause,the bond question will
form the basis of the Senate’s consideration of the bill.
This subject will at any rate be debated
at length in the Senate. It is generally
conceded that even though the committee
displaces the provision, the friends of
the bond policy will be strong enough to
restore it in the Senate if a vote is taken.
The
opponents of bonds hold that the
strength of the bond provision Is due to
the fact that a state of war exists and
they are hopeful that the war may come
to
a
close before it will be necessary to
vote upon
the bill in the Senate, with
this purpose in view, but they now assert
it to be their intention to debate the bill
at length or at least to the extent nectssary to present their views fully to the

IN

TOWNS.

of the

by

Correa*

Waterviile, May 8.—A movement is on
foot at Colby University to form a comCorni9h, May
co-partnership
of volunteers for United States serheretofore existing under the firm name pany
vice. President Butler makes the folof Marr and Small was on the second day
statement in referenoe to Colby’s
of Slay dissolved by mutual consent, and lowing
attitude in relation to the enlistment of
on the
same day Fred C.
Small
and
students:
Edwin C. Small entered into partnership
“Of course Colby and no doubt every
under the style of “Small Bros.’ Co.”
other college In the land, would grant
who will continue to carry on the
busiwithout examination and the
ness at, the store
formerly occupied by diplomas
formality of graduation to any members
Marr & Small.
of the senior class, and a clean bill of
Charles Clarke died at his home on
concerned
health so far as absences are
Main street Monday, May 2nd, aged 49
would be issued to members of any of the
years.
classes who might give up their
James C. Ayer, William E. Copp and college
course of study for a like reason,
but I
Ezra B. Pike are in Portland attending
am satisfied that the actual enlistment of
the grand lodge of Masons.
college students at present is unnecessary
INTERVALE.
and hence premature. This may cease to
Intervale, May 8.—Mr. L. B. Hammond be true any day, but in the light of events
He has a
has built a barn on his tarm.
today a general movement that should
very large hay tarm.
has
Mitohell
been
E.
J.
Mrs.
visiting draw any considerable number of our
her sister s at Kennebunk.
students into camp would surely be
a
Miss H. W. Sutherland and Miss Addie
Those young men
mistake.
deplorable
been visiting at A. H.
Hunton have
are not needed.
The best
service that
Nevins’s.
is pressing hay for El- college men can render to this oountry
Ward
Charley
now
is to koep intelligently informed,
bridge True.
The road team has been working on the
avail themselves of every means of formThe
cross roads.
people living ou those
roads know how to appreciate it for they ing right opinions, and in the meantime
are generally left till the last.
keep abcut the work immediately in
Mrs. Abbie Fogg, who was hurt last
hand,
namely, the development of trainelectric
oar
in Portland is exfall in an
and personal power. The
ing
intelligence
home
soon.
She
has
not
repected
fairly
best students in our college will be the
covered yet.
4.—The

very best material

from which to reoruit
will moke the most
troops.
They
Freeport, May 8.—The ladies of the obedient and
intelligent soldiers, but It is
Baptist will give an apron sale in Town
hall Tuesday evening the 10th instant.
likely to be a far cry from now to the
Mr. Otis Williams has surrendered his day when they need do more than study
engagement of the restaurant at Bustin’s events and cultivate a loyal disposition.
island. Steamers will not run tneir sumexpects every man to do his
at Bus- America
mer so the prospeet for business
tin s is very ngni ior inis season.
duty and for most of us it is true that
at
the that
Miss Belle Jordan is organist
duty confronts ns just whero we
Mrs. nro. * *
Universalist church in
place of
Static Bailey resigned.
Mr. Will Walker has moved his family
THE FEELING AT BOWDOIN.
to Yarmouth where he is engaged in the
Brunswick,
May 7.—The influence of
lumber bnslness.
manifest
Mrs. Dennis Soule celebrated her 80th war enthusiasm is having a

FREEPORT.

our

birthday Saturday.

It

Mrs. G. A. Davis is still very ill.
Mr. Fred Grant will have charge of the
store lately fitted up by Whetley Frost.
Leta Soule, ’S7, F. H. S., is teaching
at Wolfs’ Neck.
F. H. S., is
Miss Connie Kilby, '07,
The reading room is
of volunteering.
teaching at Mast Landing.
Miss Vida Spear, ’97, F. H. S., is at packed morning, noon and night with
New London, N.H., pursuing her studies. students thirsty for the least scrap of news
Captain Horace Soule is in New York of the conflict. At the first opportunity
on shipping business.
Mr. Julius Fogg is absent at Boston on for aotivo service, there are a good many
a business trip.
men in Bowdoin who will volunteer. The
J Mr. James Notman’s new yacht is now feeling is, however, that unless they can
said
to
be
as
fine
as
and
any
completed
go to the front and be of some service to
boat in the bay.
Mr. John Burr was in Portland Friday. the country, they do not care to sacrifice
There are a few
their college course.
THE COAST WELL PROTECTED.
militant spirits
who
here, though,
The

Board

of Trade
Breathe

Has Heard and

May

Freely.

Republican amendments are directed to
the improvements of the details of
the bill and to the elimination of many
Col. F. E. Boothby, president of the
small items and the insertion of others
Board of Trade, in response to a comwhich will bring more revenue.
The Democratic members of the com- munication from that body, addressed
mittee are generally assisting their Re- to the
Secretary of the Navy, and suppublican colleagues in this matter and plemented by .letters to the Maine Conadmit the bill is being improved; but
has received responses from
thoy insist that as they have so far been gressmen,
engaged cn Republican amendments that all of the Maine delegates, all of which,
those from
party should take the responsibility for other than
Representative
the delay that has occurred. It is expect- Boutelle and
Speaker Reed, were presented that one or two more days will be'necto the perfection oflthe measure, ed at the meeting of the board, on Thursossary
acoording to the plan. How much more day last.
time will be necessary for the Democratic
On Saturday, then, the following was
suggestions, cannot bo foretold. It will received:
not, however, be very surprising if the
bill should not be taken up for debate be- Speakers’
Room, House ;of Representatives,
fore the last days o' the week.
In the meantime tbo Senate will devote
Washington, D. C., May 6, 1898.
F. E. Boothby, Esq., Portland, Me.:
its time to miscellaneous questions.
Sir—I enclose a letter received
Dear
to
the
post office
fr Monday will bo devoted
bill and speeches will be from the Secretary of the Navy in reply
appropriation
made by Messrs. Faulkner, Butler, Petti- to the suggestions made by you in behalf
of the Board of Trade.
grew and others.
Sincerely yours,
CHILD DEAD AND PARENTS
(Signed) T. B. Reed.
Navy Department.

DRUNK.

unable to have a doctor for
it.
While foul play is not suspected, the police authorities will have the remains
of
thejchild examined to make suro that its
death was from natural causes. The baby
was live weeks
old aud the man and
woman were
formerly inmates of th e
work
house, but left it some time ago
and were married.

were

SUPPLIES FOR SAMPSON.

Philadelphia, May 7.—The old American line steamer
Illinois,re-christened the
“Supply’ left this afternoon with about
2, &00 t ons of fresh meats, provisions, fruit
and other supiilies for Admiral
Sampson’s
squadron. Where the “Supply” will meet
the squadron is not known liero but it is
believed that she will shape her course
toward Porto Rico, where the fleet is supposed to be operating.

is im-

effect upon work at Bowdoin.
possible for the students to put their
minds to their books when their hearts
ablaze
with the
and thonghts are all
movements of the troops and possibilities

The

Flynn and Moulton visited the
apartments of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Reed,
at the rear of 9 School street yesterday
Surrounded
afternoon.
by squalor and
Kith and evidences of poverty of the most
abject kind, they found in one room Mr.
and. Mrs. Reed lying upon the floor dead
drunk, and in another reposed the dead
body of an infant. The father and mother
were
taken to the police station by the
officers, while Deputy Sterling went up
and
took care of the baby’s body and
mndo arrangements to have it buried today.
After
they had tean in tho station
awhile Mr. aDd Mrs. Reed
recovered
from their drunken stupor sufficiently
to talk.
They said (he baby had taken
sick and died Saturday morning. They

Ready for the Fray if They
Are Needed.

CORNISH.

country.

Officers

Studeuts Are

Press.

Washington, D. C., May 2, 1898.

Hon. Thomas B. Reed, House of Representatives :
My dear Mr. Speaker—In reply to a letter of the 29th ultimo from Messrs. F. E.
Boothby and M. N. Rich, president and
secretary, respectively, of the Merchants’
Exchange and Board ofjTrade of Portland,
I beg to state that the B. S. cruiser
Columbia and Minneapolis have been patrolling the coast of New England for
about a week; that the U. S. cniisers San
Francisco and New Orleans arq now off
that coast,
and that other vessels will
The harbor dejoin them in a few days.
leuse gunboats and in shore patrol have
not yet been
established, as Congress
has not passed the bill appropriating
for
this
money
purpose.
It must be apparent to everyone that
the best security of our entire coast is in
the destruction of the Spanish fleet. Until that is done, there may be some danger of raids, but the New.England coast
is comparatively safe.

Very respectfully,

(Signed)

John D. Long,

Secretary.

ALGER WILL HOLD HIS JOB.

probably will go to Augusta to see what
arrangements can be made and what the
actual ciroumstancea are.
The military company here received a
cold water rebuff when the state informed
the authorities that it could not furnish
guns, and on trying the national govern-

How the

Yankee Ships nattered Ports
Pieces.

IN AMERICA’S HANDS.

Washington, May 7.—-The State Department today received the following despatch dated New York, noon, May 7:
“Secretary of State, Washington, D. C.:
“Have cable from Hong Kong saying:
‘Spanish fleet entirely destroyed. Manila
in hands of Americans. Thu latest news
is all quiet.’ As we have a lino of steamManila and Hong
ers running hetween
Kong, it is possible that ihis news may
We believe it thorbe of interest to you.
oughly reliable.
(Signed) “Jardins. Matheson & Co.”
COLCHESTER REDUCED TO ASHES.
May 8.—For the
Colchester, Conn.,
second time within twenty years Colchester’s business quarter has been reduced to
The tire started late last
ashes by Are.
night in the window of O’Connell Bros.
& Sisters’ dry goods store, by the explosion of a lamp and burned for over six
hours, until a row of woodeD buildings,
occupying the whole of Merchants’ row.
The loss is
Main ttreot, was in ruins.
about $00,000; mostly covered by insurbusiness
Twelve
ance.
places were destroyed, including rbe post ottire and the
Colchester Savings bank, together with
one residence and a tenemeut house. The
mails were saved and the bank safe remained intact,
Terriblo plagues, those itching, pestering diseases of the skin. Put an end to
misery. Doan’s Ointment cures. At any

drug

store.

1

to

the Associated Press)
was
Key West, Fla., May 7.—Matanzas

[Copyright, 1898, by

and
bombarded
yesterday afternoon
The work was done this
;his morning.
the
lime by two boats and they among
boat
smallest in tho navy, the torpedo
Horner,
Dupont and tho auxilary cruiser
if tho mosquito fleet, l'hiee block houses
were
and it is almost certain

destroyed
a number
of Spanish soldiers were
killed. The bombardment was brought
in
by tho temerity of the Matanzas
were not
Spaniards, who, apparently, execution
lontent g with
fearful
tho
wrought lust week by the greater ships
if the fleet.
The engagement proper had its beginning Thursday afternoon, when the Hu
pont, cruising close to the shore, observed
^hat

number of Spaniards on the point near
Matanzas light raising a Spanish flag.
The torpedo boat men suspected that new
guns were
being mounted there and
Lieut. Wood, commanding the Dupont,
remarked:
“If
those are guns, we’ll
have them and pretty quickly. ”
There was nothing positive, however,
to indicate that a new battery was in
course
of
construction; and nothing
further occurred. On Friday afternoon
the Dupon had then been joined by the
Hornet and both wore scouting about
Matanzas, not more than 600 yards from
the shore, when suddenly, a storm of
rifle bullets came whizzing toward them.
The attack was made by a body of Spanish
cavalry spread along the shore in
groups of from 50 to 100, apparently on
the watch for filibusters. The little boats
lost no time in answering the challenge.
From
their
few and small guns they
poured a storm of ammunition into the
rewhioh promptly
body of cavalry,
tired. Not long after a wagon was seen
the
shore
upon
gathering up the dead
and wounded
soldiers, but an estimate
of
the number of Spaniards killed or
wounded
could not be made, although
the wagon made repeated
trips. The two
boats continued firing for some time afterwards directing missies at the three blockwhich were quickly
reduced.
houses,
While this firing was
in progress, an
ught-lnch shell from one of the Matansas batteries was sent toward the Dupont,
out fell short.
This was the only firing
:rom tho fortifloations.
daunted
the two little boats
Nothing
a
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Spanish Report
Say, Xwo o£ Tll.m Got
the Worst of It.

..

Havana, May 7.-At half past eight
**is
morning, two American
aruisers which
were pursuing the Spanish
,

Pe-ru-na, the Great Catarrh Cure, Soon Dispelled the Danger.
Now Mrs. 0. F. MeHargue Rejoices.

'c.011'
,

|

so quickly does it effect a
that the former sufferer often
believes hiscontli tion to have been less
dangerous than ho had supposed.
Mrs. O. F. Mcflargue, of Boze-

man, Mont., wife of a prominent
minister of that place, wrticsI had been led to suppose
that a polypus had formed in
my head, and I could not afford to have It removed. I
began to talco Pe-ru-na,
trusting it, ro ight give mo
soma temporary relief.
By tho time I had taken one bottle, the polypus had disappeared. Three
bottles were enough to cure my catarrh and throat trouble. Wishing you
abundant success, I remain,
Very truly yours, Mrs. 0. F. Meilargue.”
Mr. J. P. Lowery, proprietor of the City Hotel of Albany, Tex., writes
us that ho had suffered for a long time with asthma, and took many remedies
without obtaining relief, until finally he was persuaded to try Pe-ru-na. He
says: “Pe-ru-na is the best medicine I ever used. Three bottles of it were
sufficient to effect a cure. I hope others may be benefited through you and
your remedies.”
Do not wait until your catarrh reaches some one of the great vital organs.
Buy Pe-ru-na of your druggist, if you have any catarrhal affection, and remember if you wish special advice same will be given to you free, if you will write
to Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio.

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
£4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a aS6-pag«
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
I first day of March, June, September and De<
comber, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $3 per annum.
\ Club price ior both, $5 per annum.
You
\ NOW

can have both of these if
you subscribe
and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 5<1
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit
in New York exchange, express 01
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

by numbers,

Foster, Avery & Go.,
Bessc Syndicate Clothiers and Outfitters.
f

I

ireat Values In Men’s

lUUllUUg)
one of

l'he

shouted to the latter and
was greeted with a burst of cheers and
ipplause whioh was heard well into the
news

was

;own.

AS USUAL

Key West, Fla., May 8,

7.15 p. m.—

I’here is no foundation for Captain-Geniral Blanco's despatch to Madrid as to the
United States cruiser Cincinnati.
She
;ias
been lying here several days and
nothing is wrong with her.
IN MADRID.

Madrid, May 7,

if

Congress.

“Long.”

SALE OF

Boston, May 7.—Mayor Quincy

received
this after

“Cruiser Concord,
Manila:—Glorious
victory: nation rejoices. Concord honored
her
namesake.
by
“Selectmen of Concord.”
(Signed)

£

RAMBLER3ICYGLE
1'on will want a

CAMERA
We have them at

$15,

/

See the new TOURIST HAWK,
the latest folding camera

EVE,
webbing made.
at
Sale Price, 17c.

MEN’S SUIT SALE CONTINUER.

prices from

$4.50 tO

Price, 39c
Shirts and Drawers, Sale price 37 I-2c

$8.00 each

We also
films.

the plates and

have

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free Sf.
may5citf

Foster, Avery & Go.,

COAL.

516 CONGRESS STREET.

may7d2t

CONGRATULATIONS TO DEWEY.

A Fall Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Gcals (or Domestic Use.

New York, May 8.—The New York
Yacht club forwarded the following conCommodore
gratulatory message to

Dewey:

“New York, May 8.
“To Commodore Dewey, U. S. N., Manila:
“New York Yacht club congratulates
you,
your officers and fleet on superb

victory.

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English ar.J American Cannel.

THE PROPER

CLOTHING FOR
ARMY AND NAVY.

(Signed)

“Oddie, Secretary.”

PURE WOOL

NEW HAMPSHIRE’S QUOTA

COMPLETE.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

Guards against the injurious effects of dampness ajirt climatic changes. The best is PR.
JAEGER'S
SANATARY
UNPERWEAR,
acknowledged by the medical profession to be
the surest safeguard against fever and contagious diseases.
Especial protection against all abdominal
diseases and bowel disturbances is afforded

Concord, N. H., May 7.—The arrival
from Keene, Dover and
of companies
Nashua at Camp Kamsdell today, comthe
lsJ-company regiment which
pleted
the state's quota of volunwill fnrnlsh
teers under President McKinley’s call.
More than 1100 nun are on the ground.
The work of medical
examination is
proceeding more rapidly than at first and
the colonel, staff and three companies
for enlistment which will be
are ready
begun as soon as the rolls arrive from

TEUUPaiONE

10O-l3

....

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts,
B JI1

Ol.

u

»»

I/I

by

TO MOSIG TEACHERS.

Washington.

slip on, is seamless and Knitted from
They are highly recommeJed by
the U. S. Army authorities iu Washington.
Easy

to

THE LATEST.

pure wool.

STKONG STATEMENTS.

MUSICAL

We a'e agents for the PR. JAEGERS.

Three Women Believed of Female

Troubles by Mrs. Pinkham.
From Mrs. A. W.

Smith,

HASKELL &J0NES,

59 Summer

are ai

Manufactur ng Cisthlers and
Men’s
MONUMENT

apr27eodtf

ali limes to be found In

Furnlshsrss,

M.

Steinert & Sons
T C,

of

thi s board

on

The groat remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous diseases of the gent erativo organs
&of either sex,

such asNervou3
Prostration.
Falling Cr Lost
Emissions, YouthManhood,ImpotcncyjNightly
ful Errors. Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. With every $5 order we give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at#I.GO per box, 6 boxes for #5.00. DK*
MOTT’S CUESUCAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

voted to

Saturday

RKFORB AND AFTEU L'SIRG

Cuba and Hawaii
iViiti
war

160

line

ships ksiiI

For sale at II. 1\ S. GoolcVs

illustrations of

scenes

in Cuba.

ProiiosuIs for Furbishing Pipe.

TjIfcOPOSALS will be received for furnishing
pipe for surface water and drain work in
the town of South Portland, until Thursday
noon. May 12.1398, said pipe to be the Portland
Mbnewaro Co.’s first quality salt glazed, deliv-

BERRY,
(gaid ffididn,

Ko. 37 Plum Street

drug Store,

TOWN OF SOUTH PORTLAND.
i

STEPHEN
and
$oo!c,

517 Congress St,
M.W&Ftf

OR. MOTT’S HERYERIHE PILLS.

A NEW BOOK ON THE

from May 7 to Oct. l inclusive.
THUS. J. LITTLE, Secretary,
rortland, May 5, ib'JS.
luaycdiw

it 12 o'clock

Go,

MliLDMC, Minagir.

Tel. 818-2.
apl5

members
have
rHKclose
their offices for business

slock

tion.

S<?.

tho

Portland Board of Fire L'nderwriiers.

cur

orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and even thing wiil
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
We »ls*o carrv a Fall
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descripAll

tailors,

St., Biddeford, Me.:

government, the received little benefit. At last I deSancti Spiritus.
cided to give your Lydia E. Pinkham's
landing
effected within a short
Compound a trial. The efGeneral Blanco’s toy Vegetable
the first bottle was magical.
forts but no Spanish
soldiers showed fect of
^themselves and the offioer* of the Hamil- Those symptoms of weakness that I
ton believe the fort was deserted.
By was afflicted with, vanished like vapor
previous arrangement Col. Giborga and
before the sun. I cannot speak too
bis brother were met
by a party of
patriots at the landing place and escorted highly of your valuable remedy. It is
to the capital of the Cuban
republic. It truly a boon to woman.”
is believed that the despatches borne by
the Giborga:! relate to
joint military
From Mrs. Melissa Phillips, Lexoperations against the Spaniards.
ington, Ind., to Mrs. Pinkham:
“Before I began taking your medicine
EIN SIX WEEKS.
I had suffered for two years with that
Washington, May 7.—The Post tomortired feeling, headache, backache, noaprow will
print the following:
"All day yesterday following tho receipts petite, and a run-down condition of the
of the official advices from Dewey, imsystem. I could not walk across the
portant conferences wore in progress fat room.
I h ave taken four bottles of the
tho
White
House, the war and navy
Veget able Compound, one box of Liver
departments. As a result of these confor Pills and
ferences, plans have been perfected imused one package of Sanative
the retention of the Philippines, th#
and now feel like a new woman,
Wash,
of
Cuba
and
the
occumediate invasion
and am able to do my w’ork.”
pation of Porto. Telegrams have been
sent in ell dlreclions advising military
of
the
From Mrs. Mollik E. HEr.3EL, Powadoption
and naval commanders
of an aggressive policy and in six weeks ell Station, Tenn.:
tho war ought: to be at an end. In the
“For three years I suffered with such a
the Atlantic
meantime Spain's fleet on
weakness of the back, I could not
will be sent to the bottom of the ocean.’’
perform my household duties. I also
had falling of the
BOYER WAS INSANE.
womb, terrible bearMadrid, May 8.—Otwin Boyer,the Eng- ing-down pains and headache. I have
lishman who was arrested at Cadiz on taken two bottles of Lydia E. PinkFriday evening under suspicion that he ham’s Vegetable Compound and feel
was a spy, has been civen up to the Britlilce a new woman. I recommend your
consul there. The man is reported
ish
medicine to every woman I know.”
to be insane and will be sent to Gibraltar.

PRODUCTIONS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

West,

from tho junta to
seat of which is at
The
was
distance of one of

By

After you have bought your

Sale

27 Stares.

By
Vynnfli
By Gilipcr McKendice.

!Jt2
.r-.y mISSA1'!*'1

SPRING UNDERWEAR SALE.

“For several years I suffered with
Fla., May 7.—Lieut. Col.
Octavio Giborga,of theJCnban army,with various diseases
peculiar to my sex.
his brother Benjamin, who was for some
Was troubled with a burning sensation
Time secretary to Senor
Palma, president across the small of
of tho Cuban Junt>« in New
my back, that allYorii, was
ianded on the north
shoro 'of
Puerto gone feeling, was despondent, fretful
on
Pineipe province
Thursday by the and discouraged; the least exertion
oi nverted cruiser Hamilton.
Col. Giborga
tired me. I tried several doctors but
and his brother bore importaut
despatches

Key

DENVER.

Chartres.

,

Garments kept pressed free of charge for six months from (late of purchase.

Wayne.

EXPERIMENT, by Harold R. Vynnq
<lF PASSION'.
By John Ciililt.
MAH rYR TO LOVE,
Wood.
by Joann.

Sale Price S6.S9
g lO Blue Serge Saits, guaranteed colors,
Concord, Mass., May 7.—Late this after- $ [13 Grey Clay Worsted Suits, 17 ounce Sack and Frocks,
Sale price, $8.89
noon, the following cablegram was re*
Sale price $6,89.
110 Fight Overcoats,
seived from the orew of the United States
;ruiser Concord at Manila:
To the Mayor of Concord, Mass.:
“The crew of the cruiser Concord to the
City of Concord, through the New York
Herald, send news of the victory.”
To this the selectmen of the town replied as follows:

Stokes

David Christie Mucsy. |
!IZlV vVnv.AJ^»9LADYS- ByGIRL.
By I.. It. V.■ V ford,
ffiSl^EMARKABLR
FOR HATE. Bv Harold R. Vynnc.
Slni?iAJvr ?A9J? SULPHUR.
By T. C. I> Leon.
SFoISf
WRONG MAN. Bv Champion BIss-11.
^LHE
20-1
HE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
Anita Yivaitif

3

7.

Mayor, Boston:
Cruiser Boston to City of Boston, sends
aews of riotory.
NEWS FROM THE CONCORD.

By Charles

SSSi?*A-ti?-F,VIRTUEBZ Champion Bisselt.
SIREN. By John Gllliat.
I9“Tu»TnnErA.K,ABL1'
—TITAX DREADFUL WOMAN.
Ilsrolil K.

MEW'S SSIIRT SAKE.

g Oc Silk Finish Balbriggan
j ’olice and Firemen’s Suspenders, strongest

SOUL. By C. M. S. Me Lilian.
TIlt KING- By A. S. Van Wist run*
HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
of CHANCE. By Captain Alfred

A

1N

SKIRTS

Thompson.

at Lowest Prices.

Furnishings

loon:

Hong Kong, May

JHS

9-lHL

«»~??ERSTRAW-,E

BOSTON HEARS FROM HER NAMEfi Oc Fine Camel’s Hair Shirts and Drawers, medium weight,
SAKE.
ibis cablegram at one o’clock

TOW.Y TOPICS.

Fifth Avenue, iliew York,

Oc Colored Shirts, laundered Attached Collars and Cuffs,
Sole Price
ired.
Not
a
man on either boat was
lan people, thanks you and your officers 5 Oc Colored Shirts, soft with white neck bands and detached
;ouchod by the Spanish bullets.
ind men for yoOr splendid achievement
Sale Price, 3&c
cuffs,
Tiie
Dupont brought the news in to- md overwhelming victory. In recognit- 5 Oc Colored Shirts, soft, with 2 detached laundered collars,
night. She was rigged gaily with flags : on, has appointed you acting rear
Sale Price, 38c
ind docked near the troop ship Panther,
idmiral, and will recommend the thanks
1

to

14

1

xnArNJS.B.

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete Genera! Weekly—covering a-wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of meq
and women c£ culture and refinement than any

euro

1

mtsisi. uiaa x &

in the

however,

1

__

can

GREAT many sufferers from catarrh have
believed themselves to ho in a serious condition.
And they were right, for catarrh may take a serious turn at
any minute. When Pe-ru-na ia
administered,

.if!8
."lii6??

■irua

to indulge yourself or yotn
luxury Of a good weekly news,
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction
\o\i can get both of these publications witi
almost a library of good novels for $5 per yean

Family

,

chooner
Santiago bound from Yucatan
vith salted Huh
approached the Vedado
Jatterles, which fired at them when about
lx miles off
shore. Six shots were dis«
iharged at the Americans. A local paper
Rt
°,ne of tho projectiles oarried
1 Iff
?ra°hestack and one of the masts
1
Amerioan cruiser which was in
,
®hd thnt another projectile fell
the deck of the other. The Amerl< sans
replied with twelve shots but tho
jrojeetiies fell two miles off the batteries
the cruisers then retreated under
nil head of steam.
Ono of the shots from
■he batteries fell
near one of the Amenvessels, covering her decks with
v‘uc'r, and it is asserted positively that
1 hole was
made in her hull below the
*at®r line. The lltteral of Han
La tare
1 edad 1 was full
of people watching tho
moounter through
and
opera glasses
applauding the fire of the Spaniards.
At 11.30 o’clock the Santiago entered
harbor in tow of the Susie.
One of
■he shots oarried off a boat
from the
schooner’s stern.
It is reported that one of the cruisers
vas so
damageQ that she will be towed to
aey West. The war material brought by
Montserrat to
Spanish steamer
-aenfuegos has arrived at Havana, having been brought by a special train of
ifteen oars.
The French gunboat Fulton will leave
lere tomorrow for Jamaica, taking with
cor suoh Frenoh
oitizens as desire to
eave the island.
The lower house of the
colonial parliament was definitely organzed today. The members of the chamber
;ook the oath today before a crucifix and
ivtih their hands on their hearts, swore
Idellty to the constitution of Spain and
;o maintain her sovereignty.
The Frenoh steamer Lafayette whioh
vas seized by
Americans arrived
the
lere this morning.
Well informed parties
leolare that the owners of the steamer,
ihe General Trans-Atlantlo
Steamship
company, will file a claim for damages
the
American
igainst
government.

am 1HESUIE ME.
afford
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Washington, May 7.—By direction of
jhe President, Secretary Long sent the
out drew no reply.
:
The firing by
cable dispatch to Commodore
oilowing
;he ships
lasted from four to half-past Dewey:
Ive o’clock Friday afternoon, and from
“Washington,, May 7.
seven o’clock to eight this morning, and
‘Dewey, Manila:
t is estimated that over 200 shells were
“President, in the name of the Ameriuuw

8 p. m.-An official despatch from General Augustl. governor
of
the
jeneral
Philippines, sent by way
3f the Island of Labnan, says:
ment, Senator Frye was met with refusal.
“The enemy seized Cavite and the arseThis is ill luck much regretted and prao- nal owing to destruction of tho Spanish
tically kills the life of the organization. squadron and established a dose blookNo arms and no prospect of any is not nde.
It is said to be the request of the
a very encouraging impetus
for drilling. consuls that the enemy will not bombard
A movement is now on foot to purchase Manila for the present, provided I do not
some old guns of the
government to be open fire upon the enemy's squadron,
which is out of range of our guns. Thereused in drilling the company here.
fore, I cannot fire until they onme nearer.
“A
thousand sailors arrived hero yesSPAINCAPE VERDE SHIPS.
from our^destroved squadNew York,May 7.—In view of the great terday evening
ron. the losses of whioh number six hunimportance of locating the Spanish fleet dred and eighteen.”
that left Cape Verde last Friday mornA conferenco of the authorities has been
ing, information has been received here held at which it was deoided to send inthat proves that up to at least Wednesday fluential
emissaries to the provinces to
the fleet had
not arrived at the Canary
raise tbe spirits of the people, especially
islands.
This information comes in the those
provided with arms, and endeavor
form of a cable as follows:
to induce them to abandon the insur“Funchal, Madeira Islands, Friday— rection.
Captain General Blanco wires
Advices received
from Teneriffe, dated from Havana as
follows:
May 4, report that there are no Spanish
“One of the enemy’s ships ventured
warships in the Canaries.”
within the range of one of our batteries,
The despatch also states that there is whioh inflicted
slight damage and comno excitement
whatever in the Grand
pelled tbe ship to retire at full speed.
Canaries.
Another vessel bombarded the batteries
at the entrance to Matanzas, firing
sixtyRECRUITING AT BIDDEFORD.
five
projectiles at the beacon light and
blockhouse, which were struck nineteen
Especial to the peess.j
times and damaged.
One soldier was
May 7.—Lieut. Charles E. wounded.”
Biddeford,
Jeffrey of the Biddeford Light Infantry,
came
here from
DONS GET A PRIZE.
Augusta
today and
opened a recruiting office at the armory. (Copyright 189S
by the Associated Press.)
50 men, and
Be expects to recruit 40 or
Port au Prince, Hayti, May 7.—The
if there are too many to complete the
complement of the Biddeford company rumor current some days ago of the captthe surplus will be assuigned to the Nor- ure of the American vessel by the Spanway company.
Many applicantions for iards on April 80, off Mole St. Nicolas, is
confirmed by tho American consul at
enlistment were entered today.
Cape Haytlen. Tho vessel seized was tbe
SAILING ORDERS FOR THE WYAN- schooner Ann Louise Lockwood, bound
from Gonaivss for Chester with logwood,
DOTTE.
consigned to Sharpless Bros.
orders
The cruiser Montgomery left hiR after7.—Final
for
Now HaTen, May
the transportation of the monitor Wyan- noon to join the fleet of Admiral SampIt is reported from Porto Rico that
dotte to the dry "dock at Boston have been son.
received. The vessel will leave here to- the Spaniph fleet from tho Canary islands
in
be
Boston
and
some
is
morrow night
expected there hourly, with 40,000 men.
time on Monday. She will he takor. in
(Tho schooner Ann Louise Lockwood
tow by the Boston lug Nathaniel P. has a net tonnage of 321.3ft and was built
Doane. After the repairs at the Charles- in Norwalk, Conn., in 1863.
Her home
town navy yard are completed the boat port is New York.)
will go to" Batb, Mo.. where she will be
VISITED THE INSURGENTS.
need for drill of the rooently organized
division of the Maine State naval militia.
(Copyright 1898 by the Associated Press.)

Washington, May 8.—It can be stated
with authority that Secretary Alger will
continue to serve as Secretary of War and
WEI-HAI-WEI EVACUATED.
that all reports of a purpose on his part
to resign are absolutely without founda
London,
May 7.—The representatives of
With equal positiveness it can be
tion.
China paid the representatives of Japan
said that it is the earnest wish of
the over
11.000,000 pound3 at the Bank of
President that Secretary Algor should reat
noon today, this being the
main with him throughout his adminis- England
balance of the China-Japan indemnity.
tration. The Secretary of War is poshing
The
Japanese troops will forthwith
the army end of the war movement with
commenco
evacuation of Wei-Bai-Wei.
energy and effectiveness, and is perform- The date of the British occupation of
duties
his
intelligently,
ing
patriotically Wai-Hai-Wei is not settled.
satisfaction of the
and to tbo
President,
whose unqualified confidence he enjoys.
Based on the fact that the Secretary’s
health was impaired last winter by an
have been
attack of the grip, rumors
circulated of his retirement
from the
Cabinet.

AMERICAN SHIPS

at matanzas.

MAINE COLLEGES.

ered fa any
al$ i >J. F.*
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Address propos
part of the town.
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Cash'3 Corner, Maine.
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
—
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—

MAINE STATE

Subscription

PRESS.
Kates.

Daily (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
months; $1.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
Ilia Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Wood fords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at K19
rate of S7 a year.
Maim: State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $1.00 per year; 50 cents lor ti
months; 25 cents lor 3 mouths.
Persons wishing to leave town lor long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Kates.

him

in this he made no mistake.
Though tho t panlards knew he was coming they neglected to take the most ordinary precautions. A search light at Cavite would have revealed his approach
long beloro ho got there, and the garrison

and
and

and

the ships might have been prepared
their guard. When they did discover the approach of the American fleet
it was close on to them, and it poured
into their ships and their laud batteries
a
fire
so
sudden and terrilic that skill
at shooting was completely knocked out
of them.
They fired away, but they
shot at random. In no other way can the
on

immunity of Dewey's ships be explained.
In

would doubtless
have conquered them, but If the Spanish
gunners had not been completely unnerved
by tliesuddenness and fury of his onslaught
any

event

Dewey

Advertising
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
or le3s, $1.00 per square. Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
they would certainly have inflicted more
Halt square advertisements $1.00 for one damage
upon his ships. No doubt their
week or $2.50 for one month.
want of practice with their guns contri“A square” is a space of the width of a colbuted
to the non-effectiveness of their
umn and one inch long.
fire, hut we must look largely for an exSpecial Notices, on fir3t page, one-third addiplanation of its inefficiency to the contional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per fusion into which commanders and men
Three insertions or less, were thrown by the suddenness of Dewey’s
square each week.
descent upon them.
$1,50 per square.
Reading Notices m nonpareil type and classed
The stories of the bombardment of Mawith other paid notices, 15 cents per line each nila aud the
great loss of life ensuing,
insertion.
which we have been getting day by day
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type.
for rhe last week, are all shown to have
15 cents per line each Insertion.
been untrue
by the official despatches.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertii cmeutj, 25 cents per week In advance, ior Manila was at the Commodore’s mercy,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- but ho obeyed the dictates of humanitisements under these headlines, and all adver- ty
and ref ained from the wanton detise-pents not naid in advance, will be charged struction of property, and Manila is safe
at regular rates.
from bombardment, so long as it does
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
To all intents
not tire upon his ships.
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
and purposes, he is in possession of It,
each subsequent insertion.
arrive whioh are to
Address all communications relating to sub- and when the troops
be
scriptions and advertisements to Portland bo sent to him he will undoubtedly
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, able to turn it over to them for occupation without much trouble. Dewey has
Portland, me.

THE

PRESS.

MONDAY,

NAY

9.

shown himself to possess all the elements
that go to make up a great commander.
He was bold and fearless, and he delivered his blows against tho enemy with a
promptness and energy that were magnificent. But he Iired not e. shot nor destroyed a dollar’s worth of property in
His
wantouness.
tempered with discretion.
mere

courage

flesh

FINANCIAL

by dusting

icv™y evbsinq AT a

the skin

which makes the
and wholesome, and dissipates

Hundreds of trained

All Druggists.

s5 and 50c.

Sample bo*

free.

nurses

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

1 CARPETS. |
!♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦

JQk

of NEW PATwith
the latest
replete
acceptable productions from
the
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make
a
notable feature ol
SPECIAL and PRIVAVE designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.
assortment

PI
T

Our little Booklet, over
Dessem, (free) by mail.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
show the

Swill
j

new, artistic effects
found elsewhere in Portland.
to

procure

SPECIAL

;

Cliickeritig Square
Four

Miller Piano.

Chickerin? Square

$125

Four round corners, carved legs
overstrung bass. A bargain.

In

Full

ant

Weber Square Piano
$10t
Front round corners, carved legs, over
Excellent
strung with long dampers.
Aiie

auove

good fair condition inside and
number of octaves.

out.

11

BAXTER BLOCK,

WE ARE STILL AT IT.

!j

Selling Best Patent Flour for
Best Winter Wheat Patent for
Quart bottle Heinz’s best Ketchup,
and 3c back for empty bottle.
3 lbs. best dried Apricots only

$7.00 3 lbs. best Dried Peaches only
$6.25 fiii'mi
inning „„i„
”al‘0n mm AppIes
230
25c

selling Boys’ strictly

liyourl
1

25c

For

WOODBURY

BANKERS,
Gor. Middle &

LETTERS OF GREDIT,

High Grade Bicycles
tribuneT
VICTOR,
STEARNS.
ana upwarus.
25 1897 high grade wheel*
l'rom bankrupt sale at $25 each.
we
Slave
The best bargain
ever offered.

wool,

Middle

(Manufacturers and promoters

of

repairs,

F. G. BAILEY & GO.
may3ood2w

SUITS
only

STAHOARO CLOTHING CO.
ators of 3G stores.

and

7 to

15 to 19 years, at

street.

Fine, Fashionable, up-to-date Perfect Fitting Clothing—Opermay7dt£

e»-

$|tO.

GO.

Presents the superb military, musical
and pa
triotio international spectacle

“THE TROOPING
OF THE COLORS”
Enlisting the Services

ct SOUSA’S BAND.

near

Soloists. Over 200 people In all.
50c, 75c, sl.ou, 31.50. Mat50c, 75c, 31-05.
"Sousa’s” souvenirs at
matinee.
Seats on sale Monday. May 10 at M. Steinert & Sons Co., 517 Congress street.
Special excursion rates on all railroads.

PRICES—Evening,

OF

DEERINC.

Notice to Dog: Owners.

1

1

In accordance with an order issued by Mayor
Moulton, notice is hereby given owners of dogs
on April 1.1898, that until the 15th of May is
given them to procure a license at the
hereby
(. tty Clerk’s office.
After that date prosecution
will be made in accordance with Chapter 287 of
the Public Laws of 1893, as amended by Chapters 222 and 297, of the public laws of 1897, of
the State of Maine.
Per Order
EDWIN E. BROWN, CUy Marshal.

Deering. Me., May

may6d6t

5.1898.

AUCTION SALES.

F, O.

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merehnb
Salesroom 46

Exchange

F. O. BAILEE
in arh 4

FINANCIAL.

C.

Street.
W.

ALLEN
rf

FINANCIAL.

MERCANTILE

Trust Company,
FIRST XAT’L. BAKK

BUILDING,

PORTLAND,

MAINE,

Capital Stock,

$100,000.00

Stockholders’ Liability,
$100,000.00
TRANSACTS A GENERAL BANKING AND TRUST CO. BUSINESS.
Receives deposits subject to check, allowing interest on daily
and issues certificates of deposit bearing interest.
This Company is authorized to act as Executor, Trustee, Receiver, and as Registrar and Transfer Agent of stocks and bonds
for Corporations. Is a legal depositary for Court and Trust
Funds.
Letters of Credit furnished Travelers, and Foreign Exchange
bought and sold.
Carefully selected investment securities suitable for Saving#
Ranks and Trust Funds bought and sold.
Correspondence and Interviews cordially iuvited.

balances,

The Quest line of strictly high
radc wheels in the city.

$3.00 AND $6.30. ABOUT HALF PRICES,
WHY IS IT, you ask, that we can sell these
nice goods so cheap ?
BECAUSE we bought
them cheap. CASH is a great power.
YOUR
CASH will buy more good Clothing HERE
than anywhere else..

233

FOREIGN DRAFTS,
dtt

fel>9

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
To Rent.

TROUSER

Boys, strictly

Exchange Sts.

46 Exchange St., Portland,

:

Sl>*cialt

nee.

MOULTON

&

291 CONGRESS ST,

$5.0&.

10"20,>300.'*"
J'rlce.now
on sale.
Seats

,---

l?nl.i'

lot of

all

lARRETT,

Bicycle sundries

Saits,

WEDDING.

Monument Sq.
GO MUSICIANS GO
Grand chorus of ladies and gentlemen. InAGENTS. Walter V. Knight, Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
fantry. Sailors, Marines. Continental Soldiers.
Standard Bearers of the Nailons, Scottish BagHancock Clark Co., Gray.
pipes, Tyrolean Singers, Cuban Soldiers and
dtf
apr22,M,W,F, Sat
Eminent

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
dtt
j)'2T

lb. can of Victor Java and
Mocha Coffee, just splendid, only
25c

All Wool Knee Pant

and

application.

on

JAMESlAILEY

THE

261 Middle St.,

4s

Biddeford,

you wisn i

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»'

Tomorrow.

HALL,

CITY

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

eodtf

♦♦♦»«♦«♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT

County,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

aprl3

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.

Ad

This piano has been but little used and
We shall sell for $22t
is as good as new.

are
great values at tno prices namea auove ana
it will pay you to examine these at once.

TUKESBUKT, Manager.

O'HOOUGAN’S

4s

4s

CRESSEY, JONES&ALLEN

rBOYS!
LONG

C. C.

4s

'ato

ABOUT HALF A FAIR PRICE.

:

!

_

s

$9(1

Branich & Bacli Upright.

tone.

special bargain

$I0C

30c.

;lwnoiesaie and Retail

dtl

n

rounc

♦.;.

large

m

IOo,

TO-NIGHT

uuvv)

Case in good order and in fine con
dition throughout.
This piano is srnal
in size but full number of octaves.

$15< 1

In excellent condition.
corners and carved legs.

:

Gabler Square Piano

Sew England Upriglu
$10«
This piano large size, rosewood case
7 1-8 octaves—In fair condition.

$2.35, $2.98, $3.45
a

Securities

Merrimack

BARGAINS.

16 years at

Also

■

SEATS 80c.

investei

mar3l

mamm

Don’t Miss This Chance.

are

■

U)c, KfcSliltVKU

tral and convenient in Portland.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.
The utmost privacy is afforded by sep
We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
arate entrances from the street, whil ■
you puncture a tire, break a rim,
the arrangement of offices of the consoii
or meet with any accident to your
dated company is such that all financia 1
wheel, we can remedy the trouble.
business can be transacted under tb
same roof.

COMPANY, SWAN &

BOYS!
We

■ a. ■

PRICES

Having consolidated with the Portlam
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30
Safe Deposit Company, the Portlam
Trust Company now offers its patron
CITY
WE CARRY ALL PARTS
Portland.
and the public unequaled facilities fo r
of our leading wheels in stock.
Our
line of Sundries and repair Goods is
Thursday Afternoon and Eve., May 19.
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable paper i
the largest East of Boston.
If you
“STARS AND STRIPES
and silver ware.
FOREYER.”
need new Tires,Saddle, Handle Bar,
The security offered is the best ii 1
Pedals, Bell or Cyclometer give us
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Maine, and the location is the most cen
a call.

Prices

PIANO

{and T#o Hearn'a^^on8"*
The Plunger
"-sr»2roperte'costum8s
EVENING PRICES,
20e,
Saturday Mat.,
Saturday Eve.

aud

Ak!

WHITNEY, THE GROCER,

Gelatine. :
......mm I

Surplus

Maine Central R.

not

asaa

{andt“tn^ee in^cibS

*»■

Failure

a

in Government Bonds-

N. H.,

_Q4 Free St,

J |

SO Dainty
Ask for it.

and

R.,
in selections Portland Water Co.,

same care

W. T. KILBORN

►
< >
°
•

“Minute Tapioca."

Capital
wholly

\

BONDS.

<

genuine is putup by the WHITMAN
; GROCERY CO., Orange, Mass., also
manufacturers of the celebrated

Marriage

k

1

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

ROur

|

The

Mat,:'

Mounted
MA1JNEE

Bank Building.)

Savings

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

I TERNS is

I

Beware of imitations. Ask your grocerfor

ffle
P“rt
FrSSSSrt
{Two

Wednesday Fve
Thursday

Specialty.

Y

iFt^Lk™n^,H0SF0KD
TUo

Favorite Comedia"1
-Lvt-jtrt.
CORSE
JE=>.i^^^rTBcr>T^r
Supported by the handsome actress MI'S ktTA KEEu and a company of reco^^* *
°
nized players presenting comedies and dramas.

s~§g;.
>

THEATRE.

KVekiaftebnoon atz.

ani

(Portland

investment

SARY.

It makes Delicious
And Healthful Desserts.

No. 89 Exchange St.
Capital.$100,00'
Surplus. 100,00'
Stockholders’ Liability.
100,00'

COMFORT POWDER CO„ Hartford, Ct.

(

HAS REMOVED TO

and

Medford, Mass., May 8.—The member,
of the Episcopal parish in the city todaj

Minute Tapioca

Portland Trust Co

..

ANNIVER-

was

__amusements._I__amusements.

JEFFERSON

ladies recommend it for this purpose.

was

got angry when he was measured in hie
stooking feet and to save his life oould
slight.
not stretch up to five feet four inches.
The Spanish fleet at Cadiz is behaving Ha protested that he was all right, that
he could lick any man of his weight or
just like all the other Spanish fleets. It size in the
city and that he could stand
has been for some time right on the eve more grief than any roan in the National
of sailing, but apparently whenever it Guard. But this man was told that he
couldn't pass unless he could grow an
attempts to do so It finds something lack- inch before
Sunday.
ing. Some ship expeoted has not arrived,
the
“How am I to grow an inch?”
or there ;
is a lack of ammunition, or fellow asked indignantly.
“Why do as the Irishman did who
something the matter with thejjmachinery
wanted to gat on the police force. Go get
or the engineers strike.
It was just the
some one to bat you over the head with a
same
with
the Cape Verde fleet. For club and make a
bump half an inch high
weeks it lay at Cape Verde, just on the in fho ton rtf rmiw kaoH un/i lllftvlVtt Tftll'll
through.”
point of sailing. Almost every report get
It really teemed too bad to reject this
said it was to sail the next day, but it man and both
Capt. Baker and Capt.
never
got away until Portugal drove it Hogan expressed themselves at being very
to
lose
him.
out with her neutrality proclamation. sorry
He
Another one came into the room.
The truth probably is, as asserted by a
“Take
passed muster at first all right.
French officer who is familiar with th6 off your shoes.
Off came the fellow’s
Spanish navy, that it is in a chronic con- shoes and it was found he had hammer
dition
of ‘‘linnrenarednpsa ’’
Tho float toes.
“You’ll never get through with hammer
Rt Manila was surprised and sent to the
toes,” said Capt. Baker. “Never in the
bottom'in uncouple of hours, though it had world, repeated Capt. Hogan.
“I’m sorry for yon, said Capt. Baker
been known for weeks that it was likely
and tho toy’s face grew to be three feet
to be attacked
by Dewey’s squadron,
longer us he spoke.”
fcpain has been so short of money that she
them?” he
what’s
“Hammer toes,
has not been able to keep her navy up to asked. “I never heard of hammer toes
I
the times, and her efforts to make up the before. They don’t bother me none.
can walk ten miles
quicker than any man
deficiencies since
the war began have in
this room.”
been far from successful. We may sur“The only thing you can do is to get
prise her fleets and compel them to fight, that hammer toe cut off if you want to
get through,” said Capt. Baker.
as we did at Manila, but that
they will
The boy’s faco
a shade
paler and
seek our ships to bring on an engagement he left the roomgrew
quickly and without
is extremely improbable.
further remark.
Perhaps he intended to
get the hammer toe amputated. Hammer
toes
is
the
name
THE VICTORY AT MANILA.
given to toes which turn
downward at the tips.
The official despatches of Commodore
Another well formed and robust young
Dewey show that the language of the fellow passed this preliminary examination
all right and was complimented on
British
consul, who telegraphed his
his well round figure and told that he
government that the Spanish fleet at would
probably get through all right.
Manila
was
“annihilated” was
“Now comes the rub,” he remarked. “I
well
chosen.
That one word sum* up more have been trying to get my people to allow me to
into something for the
forcibly the result than any number of cast mouthenlist
and they will not consent to
eloquent phrases oould. But the most it. I am going this time anyway.”
So Captains Hogan and Baker passed
remarkable thing about the victory is
that it was accomplished without the the afternoon and it was a very busy one
too.
Down in the office of the Bight Inloss of a single American sailer, or the
fantry Capt. Dow was also beeeiged by
destruction, or even seriens injury, of a recruit* and had a ebanoe to take his pick
single American ship. It is doubtful if from some very good men.
Capt. Baker, who is the senior company
the nnnals of naval warfare contain an
commander in the state militia, will
Instance of so
serious fighting,
with orobably be appointed
major of the first
volunteer regiment.
casualties and damage all on one side.
Capt. Baker has
The story of the uattle makes it clear been offered this position many times in
years past but has never acoepted any of
that Commodore Dewey took great risks. tho offers which
have been made him.
He sailed into a bay at dead of night,
tie has always been satisfied to remain in
which there was reason to believe was command of his company and allow some
one else to do the horso back riding.
But
mined and commanded by Spanish land
Major Collins having been rejected Gov.
batteries on either side, and where a fleet Powers will in all
probability offer Capt.
was
lying almost as effective in gun Baker this appointment and for the benefit of the state he will accept it.
But he
power as his own. Doubtless the comwill not cease to be Captain Baker of the
modore counted much upon lack of vigi- Portland Cadets
though he does become
lance on the part of the Spaniards to aid Major Baker of the First Maine
Volun-

misceixaxeops-

|

overcome

sweet

all odor.

feant

CHURCH

readily

with

The armory Sunday was a scene of considerable activity and recruiting was go
ing on after four o’olnck at a lively pace.
Assistant Surgeon O'Neill examined the
recruits.
Captains Hogan, Baker. Dow
and Conley are filling up the vacaucles or
their respective companies and about I6(
men are needed for the Seoond battalion
of the First regiment.
Any able bodied man between the age!
of eighteen and forty-five will De aoceptec
and the territorial district assigned
tc
these recruiting officers is the county o:
Cumberland.
Transportation will be furnished from
point of enlistment to Augusta and it
case of rejection by the final exami nim
board the recruit will be returned to hh
home.
If acoepted regular pay, In addition tt
all clothing and subsistence is for a ser
*21.60 per
month; for a corpora
18.00 and a private *15.60.
This ii
additional also to the state bounty.
Yesterday about thirty men were examined and the recruits will be sent tt
Augusta in squads, those passed yester
day going on the noon train today, fron
time to time, as they pass the preliminary
examinations which are nnow being conducted at the armory under the supervision of the different companies.

Good Livers..

ment, the loss would in all probability be

is

Lieut. Foley is another good officer who
didn't come up to the snrgeon’s ideas ol
It
proper weight and he was reiected.
was too bad for Lieut. Foley Is a finely
drilled man and Is well liked by the boyi
in his company.

EPISCOPAL.

aCEX.LANEOC.a_

Offensive Perspiration

over.

celebrated the anniversary of two event,
of note in the life of the parish, the semicentenial of the organization of the par
ish and the quarter centennial of the consecration of the present house of worship.
RECRUITS DE81I5ED.
In November, 1847, the projeot of an
Episcopal chuich in Medford was first
Rico, and the Cape Verde fleet to be in
At a meeting held December
agitated.
the position assigned it, must have sailed
State Will Pay a Bounty of $22 Per 1, it was determined to make an effort to
establish a
parish. Christmas eve was
by the Spanish island which iu all probMan.
selected as the time for the first service,
ability, it would not do. inn American
the Rev. Alexander H. Vinton, D. D.,
fleet might have been in that locality
rector of St. Paul’s church, was invited
yesterday morning, though the probabili- Tliov Should Apply at Armory at Ono«— to preach the sermon. One of the Conchurches loaned its church
ty is that it was further along toward
Tho Quotas Will Quickly Be Filled— gregational
for the service.
Porto Rico.
It is barely possible that
Plenty of Good Men Beady to Enlist.
On the evening of February 15, 1842,
the Cewe Verde fleet, not knowing that
seven
gentlemen met in a private house
•‘NOTICE—THE STATE OF MAINE and organized the
Admiral Sampson had Eailed south, may
parish under the name
TWENTY-TWO
WILL
PA/
DOLLARS
<■
\
co
church, an adjourned meeting
have sailed by Porto Rico with the inten.5Id
on
TO
EACH
MAN
May
7, at which a code of
WHO
tion of raiding our ships scattered along BOUNTY ($22)
■laws was adopted and the parish orgaIN THE
FOR
SERVICE
ENLISTS
the Cuban coast, hoping to destroy some
A.tion was completed.
JJI!
of them before they could be concern VOLUNTEERS.”
IN
FIRE
BATH.
notice
The
above
posted on the
trated, but that is extremely improbable.
Bath Me., May 7.—The city stables were
of
the
doors
armo.y
Saturday
Bombardments of cities by hostile fleets
a
surrounded
crowd burned this evening and two horses were
was
by
lost.
There will be a heavy loss to the
or by land batteries are far less destrucof men and boys.
Many of them looked street department! through the destruction
tive than is generally supposed. The fact
like farmers’ sons, while there were a of tools.
Loss estimated at $7,000; paris that'the damage they inflict, except ungreat many whose patriotism has been tially insured.
der exceptional circumstances, is so slight
destroying their utility as dry goods
as compared
to their cost that a good
clerks and accountants and who long to
268 Lowell St.,
many commanders look upon them as a wear the soldier's blue and shoulder a
investment.
the
During
very poor
siege rifle for Uncle Sam for $15.60
N. H.
Manchester,
month.
per
of Charleston in the civil war, the city
The Portland captains will easily get re- James C. Davis & Son,
was bombarded repeatedly, both from our
Gentlemen:—
cruits enough here to fill their ranks up to
ships and land batteries, but the damage the 81 men
afternoon
Having given your Ammoniated
required.
Saturday
was
dono
comparatively trifling. One
Captains Baker and Hogan were acting Keroslne Soap a fair trial, I find it is
hundred and twenty-six bui'-fings were
as examining officers for their own comthe only thing that will take wax and
struck, but three-fourths ol them were panies. In Major Collins’ office they “sat
from my husbands aprons—
so little damaged that they couid be re- and as soon as any man was 6een peering grease
he is a harness maker.
In fact, for
paired without taking down any of the in tho door in a bashful kind of a way
one or the other of these officers would spy
household
use it has no equal,
outside
walls.
Only five persons were him and order him to come into the
killed and four wounded. The result was room. A first
Sincerely,
glance and a few preliminMrs. Langton.
so insignioant as to have no appreciable ary questions whicn if they were satiseffect in bringing
about the surrender factory the man took the second degree.
‘‘How much do you weigh?
of the city. Of course in a city like MaAnswered in relation to his height and
nila where the great per cent of tho struc- if over 126 pounds he was all right pror-nn-mmmilniia
tures are of light inflammable stuff, the viding the scales in the room would prove
destruction by lire might he great, but it.
“How tall are you?”
Like
in a modern city, with a good tire departOne man
For some this
a sticker.
It is highly improbable that the Amerifleet could have met the Spanish Cape
Verde fleet off Monte Christi, on the
north of San Domingo. San Domingo is
four or five hundred miles west of Porto
can

MI

we
tear regiment.
Capt. Baker, or as
ftinst soon commence to call him Major
officers
Baker, is one of the most popular
in the state and is a. thoroughly good
soldier, too. He understands the tactics
the
from
the
setting up drill to
win
manouveres of the brigade and he
make a oorking good field officer. It win
be a well officered regiment with Col. L.
H. Kendall at the head, Lieut. Col. Morton and Major Baker to assist him.
But for all this everyone is sorry that
Major Collins did not get through the examining board. He is not a man of very
robust frame but he is a thoroughly good
soldier and a good fellow as well. £ortunately for the Maine National Guard
Major Collins will not drop out of the
service but will continue as major of tbe
Portland battalion after the oruel war is

Tha People’s Savings Bank. Lewiston,
has lifted up their new vault with safe
Vault aud boxes all
Deposit Boxes.
latest and strongest
new and of the

design.

Price of boxes $5.00 to $10.00 per yoar.
Anyone desiring a box for the deposit
of securities or valuables will do well tc
write us for further information.

PEOPLE’S SAVINGS BANK,
Lewiston,

marksT
ook, Card
AND-

PRINTER,

1T.INTKBS'
97

UXCHANGK,

1-2 Exchange Si..

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders bX mail
attended tc.
All

or

telephone promptly
sept22eodtf

President.
Vice Presidents.
Treasurer.

Secretary.

Arrorney.
DIRECTORS.
HENRY P. COX,
SETH L. LARRABEE,
W. H. MILL1KEN,
A, S. HINDS,
EDWARD MOORE,
FREDERICK N. DOW,
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
JAMES F. HAWKKS,
DR. E. E. HOLT,
THOMAS P. SHAW,
ADAM P. LEIGHTON,
DR. S. C. GORDON.
HENRI F. MERRILL,
JOHN E. BURNHAM,
ELISHA W. CONLEY,
AMMI WHITMEY,
A. K. WRIGHT,
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,

GEO. W. YORK.
JOHN F. LISCOMB.

dtf

mays
=

THE ——:

Casco National Bank $ 150,000
-OF-

PORTLAND.

Incorporated
CAPITAL

AND

MAINE,

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

1824.
SURPLUS
—

ONE

Me.^

m. m.

JOB

OFFICERS.
HENRI P. COX
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,
JAMES F. IIAWKES,
j
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
CHESTER H. PEASE,
SETH L. LARRABEE,

MILLION

DOLLARS.
Provincial
Drafts drawn on .National
Bank
of England, London, In large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividBanks and
uals, Corporations,
others
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
thoso wishing to transact Banking business
of any
description through
this
Bank.

,,
„„
fel>7dt!

--

STANBISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.

Interest Paid on
TIilie : DEPOSITS.

STEPHEN R. SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,

OF THE

This company supplies Peering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds

are

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water Co.
-FOR SAFE BV-

H. M. PAYSON

&C0.,

Bankers.
Cashier-

33 F.xchange St.,
feb2S

Portlatul. Me.

W.LL

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

COME

TO

PORTLAND-

SHOT

THROUGH

Rev. Dr. Wilson

JOSEPH HAWORTH.

Street

Accepts Call to the Free

could

well

bo

expected,

he

An interchange of hearty greetings immediately followed the morning service
at the Free street Baptist church,
yesterday. Rev. Dr. Joseph K. Wilson of Melrose, Muss., whose preaching here
two
weeks ago made so favorable an
impression
is very on his
congregation that the church

serious scenes. He
strong
makes love well, too, as was evidenced in
the balcony scene. Miss Galland s Juliet
is a very pleasing picture to the eye, and
when she gets rid of mannerisms of voice
and gesture, it will bo an excellent perthe support was very good as
formance.
was to have been expected.
in

CORSE

the more

PAYTON

Etta Reed is a
almost entirely
large cities of

COMPANY.

young actress, who is
unknown in the very
the country.
She

made hor first stags appearanceas Suthe farce “Perfection.” Her prosan in
fessional debut she made as Buttercup iu
“Pinafore'' at Canton, Ohio.
Following
a brief engagement
with Manager Bageard she uppeared with the Grau Opera

Company

and afterwards was a member
of the Bennett & Moulton and the St.

Quinten Opera
turned

field,

her

Companies.

attention

being featured

Sii8 then

the legitimate
in the late Walter
to

Standish’s piay, “The Rainbow,” and
has since continued in leading dramatic
roles with success. After starring a short
time at the head of her own repertory organization

she was engaged as leading
Jariy with Walter Baldwin's Company,
being next featured in the leading role in
“The Operator.” She then completed

unanimously

voted him

a

pastoral

call

again occupied the pulpit and supple-

mented hit sermon with the reading
letter of acceptance.
He will

of

a

begin his
pastoral labors hero the first of June.
Dr. Wilson, though still a young
man,
has been preaching twenty years,
and

during

that timejhas held three
pastorates,
the first at New London, Conn,, next at
Taunton, Mass., and the last at Melrose.
He ranks among the leading pastors of
the Baptist denomination in Massachusetts.
His

sermon

yesterday

was

from

the

text Jeremiah, 1, 11 and 13, and was
logical and thoughtful treatise on the

quirements for teaching the gospel.
6aid that, first the teaoher should

a
re-

He
have

the consciousness of a mission; second
must have a message given him of
God;
third, the power and inclination to see
what God
wonts him to
anti
to in-

terpret it.
He dwelt at some length
of invironment on our

the influvision.
We
are all very apt to be
guided in our vision
by what and how others see. Members of
social society are likely to look at men
and things from society's view.
It is a
on

ence

conceit that prompts a
person
think that his angle of vision is the
narrow

to

only

which to view God.
The
negotiations with Corse Payton, the suc- proper
cessful repertory actor manager, and has secret of Jeremiah's wisiom was that he
for the past five consecutive seasons been looked in the light of God-given revelafeatured in the leading roles of his pro- tion, beyond the things close at hand,
ductions. Miss Reed will appear with the and saw the destruction that was
apThe man whom (imi .v, n nci,
Corse Payton Company all this week at proaching.
the Jefferson Theatre.
Matinees daily, commencing

Tuesday.

one

of

a

Well

Known

Citizen

at

is lie whose eyes God has touched,
and
who can see things as Gjd sees them.

not

guilty.

Lawrence Massey and William Little,
WESTBROOK.
larceny from
person,
pleaded not
guilty.
Today Mayor Raymond will go to
Joseph Laravier, pleaded guilty to as- Augusta to
present the commissioned
sault and battery.
William ThomDson, laroeny, pleaded officers of tho Cleaves Rifles with side
not

guilty.

Sentences were imposed in the followcases: Patriot
McMenanim,
fined *200 and costs; Garvenus H.
Brown,
fined *200 and costs; William Coleman,
fined *200 and costs; Luke Kelley, fined
•800 and costs.
James Gilchrist, nuisanoe, filed a de-

ing nuisance

murrer.

In the appeal case
against Thomas Conley, for larceny, a plea of guilty was en-

tered.

afternoon Massey and Little
retracted their plea and
pleaded guilty.
nuisance, paid a fine
ofcViSf113
*200 and costs.

J,vearr"b

“cU°nald. nuisance, paid a fine
of *300 and costs.
Herbert L. Fitzsimmons and
Georze W
Hunt, nuisanoe, both pleaded not

arms, consisting of a revolver and sword,
which have been contributed by the honorary members of the company.
The May Festival and interstate handkerchief sale to be given at “The Westbrook” by the ladies of the Universalist
church opens next Friday at 1 p. ®
closing Saturday evening by the presentation of the “Butterflies’ Carnival.” The
ladies will have on band a large assortment of handkerchiefs, and a display of
their Florida bonnets anti hats for sale at
reasonable prioes. A chicken supper will
be served on Friday evening from 5.30
to 7, and a baked bean supper Saturday

evening.

The entertainment Friday evening will
be Mrs. Jariey’s Wax Works by Miss
Portland.
McCobb of
She
Mary
will exhibit more l;bun thirty of her
afternoon
at two
Saturday
“Aggers”,
THE DEATH RATE.
o’clock there will bo a dress rehearsal
matinee of the carnival for children and
There wore twenty deaths in Portland ladies. Reserved seat tickets for
Friday
during the week which ended Saturday and Saturday evenings on sale Monday at
the
usual
The deaths were due to: Cerebral
places.
noon.
The heirs of tho late Capt. Quinby have
hemorrhage (2), diphtheria, general de sold the fin8 beach property known as
biltty (2), inanition, marasmus, nephritis “Ocean Spray Bluff” to Mr. Jordan of
(2), phthisis (3), pneumonia (3). prema- the Portland Star Match ofcompany.
the Methodist
At the annual meeting
ture birth, senility,cancer of the stomach,
Sunday school the following officers were
inflammation of the stomach, pulmonary elected:
Superintendent, George A. Mctuberculosis.
Cubrey; assistant superintendent, Win.
H. Debeck;
Nason; secretary, Nettie
treasurer, B. G. Pride; librarian, George
Arthur
assistant
librarian,
Brown;
Rock;
*•♦*♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦#* superintendent of primary department,
Mrs. If. H. Annas; assistant, Mabel Elwell; pianist, Buoy Whidden.

guilty'.
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Baldwin, May 8.—Mr. Frank G. Sawyer
place committed suicide last night
by shooting himsolf through the temple
with a 82 calibre revolver.
Sawyer lived with his brother Arthur
of this

Sawyer

about half a mile
from Steep
He was forty-three years old, unFalls.
married and was a man universally respected in the community. He had served

OBITUARY.

DANIEB E. McBRIDE.
Mr. Daniel E McBride, brother of Mr.
Wm. F. McBride of this city, died recently at hiR former home in Richmond, P.
Mr. McBride was a
Q
ageu 37 years

member of
the firm of McBride Bros.,
who carried
on the piumbling business
in
this city for several years.
The de
ceased was well-known in Portland where
ho had many friends and relatives, who
held him in the highest; esteem. His funeral took place from the^Cathedral of the
immaculate Conception Saturday morning, the Rev. C. W. Collins officiating.

IIKI1

HOI BEAUTIFUL.
It is the ambition of
every

town clerk and had been one of the
seleotmsn of Baldwin for nine years. For
the past year he has been in very
poor
health, having been afflicted with a

as

The

good

|

rich

committed about 6.30
o’clock. Mr. Arthur Sawyer, the brother
was at the farm at the time and
heard
the shot.
He was not alarmed by it, but

or

HERE

into the house soon after, where be
fouud a note written by bis brother lying
on the table.
The note was addressed to
him and told him to get a man and go to
went

Mr.

Sawyer lived with his brother,
Arthur Sawyer, alone, on the farm, both

being

unmarried. He leaves two brothers,
Wilbur Sawyer, road master on the White

Mountain division of the Maine Central
anil Edwin Sawyer, station agent at Steep
B'alls.

Both his parents

are

dead.

WHAT SENATOR FRYE WAS TOLD.
Portland

Naval

Militia

Will Be Given

a

fifty

pairs of Lace Curtains
half
many
it.eluding
pairs, single curtains, etc.,

The

in

sentiment differs only in

Irish

Point,

Brus-

Fishnet,

sels,

Nottingham, Swiss Antique and

degrees.

year old,
$1.12,
marked down from $1.50.
Also a lot of light

Easy Elegance

navy and
tan, at
$1.89, marked
marked down from $2.25.

used

pink,

blue

goods
department

sizes,

These
79c.
carried over from

I

WITHIN REACH OF
If

you

have

of

ALL.

If you have

call.

our

business to

no

home, get

help you to do

1

so.

sure

Your confidence is

home.
an

footed steed of trade

honest dollar’s worth

our

for

every

you

One lot of fine percale

just

now

out,<; we shall

dollar

been

PARLOR

are 2

long—at

1-2

$1.89,

$2.50.

TABLES.

5 inches wide, at 38c,
marked down from 58c.
TECKWEAR COUNTER.

One lot

FURNISHING GO.,
I SI Monument

of

tachmeut,
other

at

Mandolin

days

50c.

The small variety store ocoupied by Mr.
Torrey adjoining the Portland &
Rochester railroad crossing at MorrilTs
oorner
was entered by burglars early
Thursday morning. The operations were
confined to the rear shop, as there was a
light in the front shop.
Entrance was
affected by prying up a window. Fearing
that they would be discovered if they
entered the main shop they opened the
door leading from the rear and reaching
through took two pairs of shoes which
were setting near by. One pair were grain
leather shoes, size ten,
and the others
muoh smaller being boy’s Blze.
Nothing
else was taken and it is believed that the
work was that of tramps.
The matter
was not reported to the police until Saturday. There is no cine to the offenders.
Two breaks were attempted on Friday
night at Oakdale, the first at the Oakdale store, and later at the house of Mr.
James Davis, corner of Falmouth street
and Forest avenue. The people in Mr.
Davis’s house were awakened by the noise
and the intruders were frightened off.
The police were at onoe notified hut all
efforts to find the intruders were in vain.
Deering politicians are beginning to
talk candidates for representative to the
state legislature at the coming fall election. The names mentioned as prospective candidates are Joseph H. Hutchins,
chairman of the Republican oity oonimittee; William H. Motley, Esq., of Woodfords, Hon. George G. Hopkins and Fred
V. Matthews, Esq.

Masheroni
Ridley Smith.
Selected
Heading,
Amy Belle Richards.
Stnart
Bandolero,
For All Eternity.
Mrs. Minnie

Fred A.

Dlub Swinging,
Clifford

In

Hattie Braokett.

Solo—Selected,

Nellie Larocbelle
Mandolins and Guitars, March,—Belle
of Boulevard
Mrs. Fannie Thompson and Class.
Mandolin Solo—Lustspiel Overture
Mrs. Fannie Thompson.

Jesse E. Gatchell.

Braokett.

and Piano—Selected.
Lester Hamilton and Florence Merriman.
are

President—Mrs. Mary E. Talbot.
Vice-President—Mrs. Lizzie Gardiner.
Secretary—Mrs. Louisa B. Proctor.HarAssistant Secretary—Mrs. J. H.

Willard.

TO COME TO PORTLAND.
Melrose, Mass., May.—Rev. .Tames K.
Wilson, D. D pastor of the First Baptist
ihurch’ in this town, tendered his resignation today to accept the pastorate of the
Free Street Baptist ohuroli, Portland.

Augusta, May 2, Harry A. Kimball of Mer
ami Miss Madeline M. Crocker of Hallo-

iKIRTS

with
to

be

Short

marked

50c,

ruffle and

wide cambric facing, at
98c, marked down from

$1.25.
Also a small lot of
grass cloth Skirts, umbrella shape with double
same

*

Corsets,
white,

drab, silk trimbeen
$1.75,

at

med,
Also

Bustles,
J

lot of

a

hip pad

at 33c, were 50c.

NFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

One lot
toria

of

fine

Lawn, suitable

women’s

and

wear, at 10c

a

20c.

at two

wax,

ror

5C.
HOSIERY COUNTER.

One lot of

fancy plaid

(women’s)

Hosiery

at

down from

marked

50c.

Also

lot of fine fast

a

black

Hosiery,

cotton

high spliced

heels, full

fashioned,

three

for

pairs
regular price
at

50c,

pair.

a

25c

A lot of ribbed “Indestructable”
Stockings
for children, extra high

spliced

heels and double
knees, sizes 6 to 9 1-2,
at

12

1-2C

pair,

a

were

Adler’s P.

Vicfor

children’s

yard, been

15c.

x/iiii,

it

$1.00.

One

An assorted lot of fancy ball Fringes at 5c a

sleeves,

yard, been

25c,

One lot of
im

10c.

Den-

Dressing Sets,

the

includes,

bureau
scarfs, square mat and
two small mats, all with
embroidered

price

lot

honeycomb

of

white

Cushion
for

stamped
at

25c, reg-

62c.

price

lot of

work

Bags

go at three

Pantalettes,

of

UNDERWEAR COUNTER. (Men's).

weight
and

of fine

merino

light

Shirts

Drawers, white and

silver

mixed,

at

75c,

marked down from

a

black

pair,

the

viceable

at

100

and

tan

most

ser-

that

stockings

bought for less

be

can

Pilling
seamless

Half-hose,

shades,

$1.00.

(Men's.)

Fifty dozen
Madeley’s

Also

Boston

36c,

One lot of hand
ed

paint-

at

25c,

of

sterling

silver

Shirtwaist

at 19c,

been 25c.

Se s,

heavy

89c.
CO UN TER.

MA CEIN TO 4' U ES

One lot of
Mackintoshes,

women’s
to

go

to-

$5.00, formerly
$13.50—great

at

day

been 75c.

lot of

a

Scotch mixed Golf Hose,
marked down
at
59c,
from

Phota-

pulp-board
graph Frames,

lot

48c.

than 25c.

FANCY GOODS COUNTER.

One

38c.

from 45c and

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

lot

at

and

Vests

cotton

today.

at

buttons,

Swiss ribbed

drawn

to decorate *he deto

short

trimmed

lot of

&

slightly
having been

soiled from

One

pearl

Hand-

fancy
with

partment,

silk

HOSIERY COUNTER.

borders,

used

shaped
high neck,

sizes five to twelve years,
at 34c,
marked down

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

A

Jersey
Under,

One lot

a

ijvuiti.au;.

fine

were

A

62c.

Also

ular

edges, to
set, regular

the

at 19c

and

Jitn

CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR COUN
TER.

fancy

set

go

lot of

vests,

8c and

c-kj u xv

at

SILKS COUNTER.

$8.00 to
bargain.

TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

An assorted lot of col-

S TA TIONER Y CO UN TER.

ored

Jet Edges,

One lot of

yard,

marked down from

embossed

initial Stationery, at 29c
a
box—-includes envel-

LININGS COUNTER.

opes.

Silesias,

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

lot
Hand

celluloid

beveled

of

Mirrors

in

frame s,

at

$1.19, been $1.98.
One lot of
et

Lotion,

cream

at

everywhere

at

25c, sold

very fine
Castile
green

Soap

at

pound

bar.

15c, tor

a

two

odd

lot of men’s

and

brown,

yard,

worth

I-2C.

BASEMENT.

lot

of

Tables,

Cutting
regular price 9SC.
lot

plated,

folding
at

69c,

of after din-

Coffee

ner
ver

Spoons,
48c,

at

sil-

mark-

ed down from 75c.
One

HABERDASHER Y CO ENTER.

An

12

______

fine twilled

tan
a

One

35c.

lot of

quality

8c

at

One
Toil-

at 10c a

15c, 18c and 25c.

One lot of

One

$2.75.

Nutter

.J,!' South Brewer, April
aged 19 years 9 months.

P.

black and

ironing

12c,

lot of Chinese

a

ribbed

glass

waists,

short

Also

marked down from

One

One lot of the famous
C.

$1.25,
$1.75.

Walking Gloves,

79c,

price.

( IORSETS COUNTER.

“504”

black

JEWELRY COUNTER.

corded

ruffle,

IC.

mark-

COUNTER

at

Gloves,

tan,

MEN’S GLOVES COUNTER.

Night-

embroidery,
today at 62c,

style,

Farmington,

little life may be sacrificed to a sudattack of croup, if you don’t have
Thomas’ Ecleetrin Oil on hand for
emerge™*;.

25c

One lot of fine striped
satteen Skirts, Vandahlia

4 years
month.
In Bangor. May 6, Hosea L. Staples, aged 86
years 7 month.
In Spruce Head. May 1, John L. Culham. aged
43 years.
In Bangor,
April 27, Mrs. Addie M. Chandler.
In Bangor. April
28, Ambrose R. Field, aged
73. years.
in Basin Mills.
April 26, Mrs. Myrtle D. Lambert, aged 38 ysars.
in Levant,
April 28, Cynthia J. Waugh, aged
70 years.
In Ellsworth,
May 1, Dennis Foley, aged 73
years 23 days.
In
May 1, Mrs. Miriam, wife ot
the late Joseph
Norton, aged 79 years.
°r' May *’ A<ia P" wife of George 11.

as

follows:

Treasurer— Mrs. D. D.

1

city. May 7, Mary A., widow of the
late Samuel Riehaards, aged 74 years 4 months
2n days.
[Pravers Tueesday forenoon at 10 o’clock, at
her la e residence, No. 857 Congress street.
Funeral services and burial will take place on
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from the church
at North Windham.
In this city, May 7, James M. Deering, aged
80 years 7 months.
ri'uneral this Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
from the Methodist church, KnlghtviUe.
In Farmington, April 29, Mrs. L. A. Daggett,
aged 44 years 4 months.
Ill Bangor, May 3, Harold L. Warner, aged

Violin Solo—Selected.
Carrie May Manchster.
Character Sou g—Seleotefl.
Walker and Bwasey,

the association

at

down from 75c.

years.
in this

Amy Belle Richards
Solo—Selected

The officers of

of

trimmed

at

kid

but=

mode and gray, ot
marked down from

for 25c

ed down from 86c.
Also a lot of

this city. May 8tli, John I>avi», aged *T yrs.
1 Notice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, May 0, Sarah Greeley, aged 41

Smith, Harry Eustis.
Reading—Selected,

Singing,—America,
Lucy F. Knight, accompanist.

for

styles

Skirts

real

glace finish,

In

Mrs. M. li.

Battio

sold

DcAlXo

Duet—Selected,

Reading—Selected,

Laces

28c.

gowns,
Swiss

Lakeview, April 30, William Latham of
Milo h.iu Rosetta Flowers.
fn Jackson, May 3, Harry Shibles and Miss
Bertha Foster, both or JCnok.
Tu Now Sharon, May 2, Carl J!. Nichols and
Miss Emma F. Gils, both of Cliesterville.
In Farmington, May 2, Carrie E. Leavitt and
Miss Nina Sawyer.
Ill Strom:. April 30. Alton C. Huff of Freeman
and MlssMertle A. Lambert of Strong.
In Dauforth, April 30, Rev. C. L. Kirkland
and Miss Nettle Cerville.

Woodbury.
Domic Song—Selected,
Pearl Swasey.
Reading—Selected,

of

TNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

well.
In

Knight.

lot

trimming petticoats,
16c a yard, been

MARRIAGES.
oer

silk

Two

of five

kerchiefs

assorted

black

ane

One lot

embroidery,

edges

.ACES COUNTER.

An

black,

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children’s.)

GLOVES COUNTER.

Covers,

COUNTER.

Coventry Frilling, at 5c
a yard, been 12c and 14c.

Albert

Guitar fllnh

silk

today,

One lot of lace

DEERINGr.

The Young People’s Methodist Social
Union of Portland and vicinity will hold
ts annual^meeting and election of offlthis evening at the Brown Hill M.
jers
E. church. Rev. H. E. Dunnack will adGars leave Monument
union.
the
iress
Square at 7.30.
Most satisfactory progress has been made
luring the past week at the terminus of
the Cape electrios, and both the cafe and
new theatre are nearing completion.
Mr. Reardon of Boston, with a force
of landsoape gardeners has been looking
over the ground and the improvements to
be made will afford a pleasant and genuine surprise.
The road oommissoner, P. P. Chaplin,
has been devoting attention to the streets
luring the past week and gravelling on
Stanford street has been accomplished and
other streets will be visited in regular
order.
The recent burglaries at the ferry village have brought to the minds of thebusisort cf
□ess men the great need of some
poiioe protection and it is thought that
soon take
matters along this line will
iefinite shape. The consensus of opinion
efficient
should
some
officer
is that
police
oa employed by the town officers.
The Good Samaritans, of South Portand, will observe their silver anniversary
it Union Opera House, Thursday, May
13th. The programme for the same will
oe as follows:
and
Mandolins
Guitars, —Love’s
Dream Waltz,

fancy

37c

EMBROIDERIES

SOUTH PORTLAND.

(Women's).

Ascot and Four-in-hand
Ties with silk stork at-

Sq. 1

$1.50.

were

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

One lot of very heavy
pure silk plaid Ribbons,

ATKINSON

A
den
Dr.
tiio

both

i IBBONS COUNTER.

__

on

Banjo

runs

and

ends, the cloths

making special prices

prices

ton

Fasteners,

white and grey, at
marked down from

20c.

sides

round

tan, all

the former

One lot of

design

Cloths,

S

and

1 a 3 t year and

sale

on

Shirtwaists,

at

were

courier.

yards

are

have

One lot cf pure linen
damask
pattern Table

accepted.
We

lots which

large

djovuss

in this

giving

the ends

are

today at half the marked
prices. They have been
selling at all sorts of
prices between 68c to
$17.50.

us

It’s

one.

sell

put the entire lot

CONFIDENCE
Is the

the

been closed

simply can’t afford to buy without giving
a

in

to

and others

home to furnish you

a

samples

been

One lot of Littleton’s
Dress

39c,

SHIRTWAISTS COUNTER.

which

have

NOTIONS COUNTER.

colors

years,

laundered

by

Economy

at

Muslin, also
ruffled muslin, some of
as

and

a

weight cloth Reefer Jackets, sizes three to six

tamboured

ren

The man had pinned a mirror on the
tree about two feet from the ground. He
had evidently sat down, and used the
mirror to aim by.

about

have

lot of nainsook

a

Short Dresses, trimmed
with Swiss embroidery,
for children six months
to

RAP FRIES ROOM.

We

the back part of the orchard.
“God for
I have stood it as long as 1
give mo.
can,” the note ended.
Mr. Sawyer got a neighbor Henry Warto go with him to the spot indicated.
They found the body of Frank Sawyer
lying under a spruce just over the orchard
tence.
He was alive at the time, but insensible, and was taken to the house
where he died in about half an hour.

for

sale.

Bargain

woman

beautiful.

our

today’s Special

poor to make her

home

are

selections

whether her husband is

trouble.
deed was

Also

Portland, May 9, 1898.

)

nervous

In conclusion the speaker asked
his
Chance to Manllie Monitors.
congregation the question, “What seest
We have long been accustomed to look
thou?" and added: “Can you see
nothing
for the coming, from time to time, of
Senator William P. Frye of Maine rebut party, or business advancement, or
Sousa and his famous band in concert
ceived the following communication on
the duties of sooietyf
If so, God cannot
with impatience, and an expectation that
May Gth from the Bureau of Navigation,
The man who cau see
very well use you.
sets
the
Navy
Department, and at once sent it to
invariably
community on tiptoe. only the near things is
and
all
the
blind,
this city in order to ina gentleman in
Now we have a Sousa event to look formore blind because he thinks ho sees all
form him just how the matter stood. The
ward to that is likely to arouse something
there is.”
more than expectation; it will be sure to
letter is as follows:
After the singing of the closing hymn
Bureau of Navigation,
incite a furore. There is a Sousa concert
Dr. Wilson asked the congregation to be
Washington, D. 0.,
to anticipate to be
sure, but following seated, and he
proceeded to read the folMay tb, 1898.
that on the same occasion is one of the
of
Mr. H. M. Bigelow
letter
Sir:—Tho
lowing letter of acceptance of the pastoral
most vivid and pretentions
instant
addressed
third
to you,
of
tbe
military and call extended him:
with your endorsement to the Secretary
musical spectacles that has ever been preTo the Free Street Baptist Church, Port- of the Navy approving Mr. Bigelow’s resented in this country. Its
land:
conception
quest in regard to the NftYal Militia of
and plan are on a most elaborate
Dear Brethen and Sisters—I am in re- Portland, Maine,
has been referred to
scale,
involving the grouping of the colors in ceipt of the notification of your action in this bureau for reply.
me
to the pastorate of yonr ohurch
The^Monitor Montauk is now manned
military environment of the great Pow- calling
and to the ministry of the word in Port- by the Naval Militia
of
New Jersey,
ers of the earth,
America, Great Britain, land.
[ temporarily only, in order to conduct the
i desire to express my sense of apprecia- vessel to Portland, Maine.
France, Germany, &c. Columbia salutes
It gives the
tion of the honor which you have done bureau pleasure to inform you that,
the world.
upon
mo in so unanimously
and heartily in- the arrival of the Montauk at Portland,
O’HOOLIGAN’S WEDDING.
viting me to a place in the line of the Maine, it is the intention of the bureau
worthyjand able men; who have served to have her manned by the Naval Militia
“O’Hooligan’s Wedding,” will make you In this relation. I sincerely trust that of Portland, and that
will bo done as
its appearance at the Portland Theatre it inay be proved that your confidence has soon after her arrival at Portland
as
not been misplaced, and that your action
and
practicable.
tonight
Tuesday,
May 9—10, in this regard
be to you a
may never
The letter of Mr. Bigelow’s is returned.
with an all star cast. In
“O’Hooligan’s cause ot regret or of sorrow.
By direction of the Chief of Bureau,
Wedding” we are promised a farce comeSharing with you the conviction that it
Very respectfully,
dy with a plot in which the audience does is the will of Him who is head over all
S. W. DICKENS,
to the ohurch,
that
we
should
Assistant Chief of Bureau.
not lose Interest, while the comedy runs things
dwell and labor together, I accept your Hon. William P.
Fryo, U. S. Senate,
thick and fast and music and specialties invitation as
cordially as you have exWashington, D. C.
galore go to fill the evening’s enjoyment. tended it, and will begin my work with
The above letter will be yery welcome
In fact for wo and one-half hours mirth you on June 1st, of the current year.
It is no trilling
or
unimportant step information to the young men of this oity
The
reigns supreme.
company is all that we are taking today, you and I. who have been working so
industriously
that can be desired, each member having Serious consequences to the ohurch, to the
for the past few months and who until
been selected for his ability to flu the souls of men, to the kingdom, depend upon it.
It ought not to be tukon thought- Senators Hale and Frye took the matter
parts as written by the author, and conlessly. Let us think well of what it in hand have never been recognized in
sists of the following: Willis Love, Lew means.
Let us ponder much upon the any way, although the Portland newsmutual obligations involved in the re aF. Diamond, Geo. West, Geo. Gilmore,
and Portland publio have warmly
tions
which
we are
assuming, the obliga- papers
Carl Scholler, Miss Gussie Larsen, Lena
tions of pastor to people, and of people to supported the movement all the time. It
Johns, Jennie Fowler, Mamie Diamond, pastor.
And, above all, let us be much now remains for the young men who are
Primrose Archer, Florence LeRoy and in prayer for each other, and for the cause
identified with the matter to make it as
ouis in a
others.
The prices have been reduced to here wliioh from this time is
creditable to tbe olty as possible and to
common love.
the lowest possible scale of 10, 20 and 20
Our supremo need ie the help that thus show their appreoiation of the kind
cents, and the sale of seats is now pro- comes from above in answer to the plead- olfioes of the two Maine Senators.
ings of God’s saiDt, for whatever of pros,
gressing at the box office.
parity is to be enjoyed will be ours, not DAMON
ASSEMBLY ENTERTAINS.
by might or by power, but by His spirit.
SUPERIOR COURT.
I therefore cast myself upon your
Damon Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
loving,
intercession
sympathetic
with
our held a special session at their hall SaturHeavenly Father, saying in the words of day afternoon and the regular session in
BEFORE JUDGE BONN}"Y.
Paul to the Christians in Thessalonica: the
evening. The lodge entertained visitIn the Superior court Saturday fore- “Finally, brethren, pray for me, that
the ors from Bath. Hollis Oentre.Brnnswick,
noon, the following arraignments were word of the Lord may have couise and be Spring vale, Biddeford, Saco, Sooth Windglorified,” among you from the begin- ham, South Portland and Kahnebunk.
made:
ning of and through all the continuance Supper; was served at 8.80 o’claok, alter
Henry Higgins, malioious mischief, of ray ministry with you.
which the first
degree was worked by
not
pleaded
guilty.
Very sincerely, Christ’s servant and the degree staff of Damon Assembly. At
Archie Kidder, arson, pleaded
guilty.
yours,
the
close
of
the
lodge a fine literary an d
Samuel Smith, laroeny, pleaded
JOSEPH KENNARD WILSON.
guilty.
rounded out the
musical
programme
Michael J. Minnough, assault and batbalanoe of tho evening.
A GREAT SPECTACLE BY SOUSA.

tery, pleaded

advert1semknts

ISaldwin.

Saturday Mr. Joseph Haworth gave his
characterization of Iiomeo at the matinee
and repeated Maobeth in the evening. He
was
favored with two large audiences
whose enthusiasm manifested itself by
s
many calls before the curtain. Haworth
Romeo is a plensiug impersonation and,
as

Suicide

Daptist Pastorate.

NEW

|

nrwapyebtisemexts.

TEMPLE.

_

lot

of

sets,

Croquet
(eight balls) at 96c,

been

$1.25.

One

lot of

unlaundered white Dress
Shirts, large sizes only,
at 29c, been 46c.

splint

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

OWEN.

wood

ets, at 5c,

large

size

lunch Bask-

were

10c.

80, Ira L. McEwen,

In Carmel, April
30, Lizzie P. Emerson, wile
ot Geo. II Tralton.
aged 68
1 month.
In Orouo, May 3. Catharine years
Ksterhrook. acred
47 yearc.

A

OWF.N, MOORE & CO.

MOORE

<$

£0.
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CHAPTER XXXVI—Continued.
“He did this because he loved you?” I
exclaimed sternly.
she answered,
reassuringly.
“So,”
“Poor Dudley was simply my friend. He
called on you and extracted the document
from your pocket while you lunched together, because he saw in what a dilemHe knew I loved you dearly,
ma 1 was.
word of
and never once spoke a single
affection to me. That I swear before
visit to
followed his
What
iieaven.
Downing Street, I have only a hazy idea,
so full of awful anxieties was that breathFrom Waterloo station he teleless day.
graphed to me that lie had successfully
Secured the agreement and handed it to
ihe chief of spies. The latter, who had
been waiting in Parliament street expecting me, seeing him, took in the situaat a glance, and approaching him
he had
ssked for the. document, which
^iven up. An hour afterwards, fearing
fhat you might suspect me, I telegraphed
with us,
jo you at Shepperton to dine
veil knowing that already the text of the
Convention was at that moment being
transmitted to Petersburg and that war
You came; you kissed
Was imminent.
I loved you dearer than life, yet
me.
Ireaded the frightful consequences of the
dastardly act 1 had instigated. Suddenly,
rrhila we were at dinner, and you were
laughing, happy and unconscious of the
conspiracy against the peace of Europe, a
thought flashed across my mind. I well
armed
knew that an awful conflict of
forces must accrue from my deep, despicable cunning, and it occurred to me, as I
tat by your side, that l would, using the
lecret cipher I had been
provided with,
telegraph to Petersburg in the name of
the chief of spies, assuring our Foreign
Department that a mistake had been
made. I slipped out, and running down
office just
before it
to the telegraph
Closed, sent a message to an unsnspicious
looking address, stating that the text of
had been
the Convention already 6ent
discovered to be that of a rejected draft,
and not that of the actual defensive alliance that bad received the
signature of
the.Emperor William.”
‘‘Then it was actually this message of
yours that prevented war!” I gasped, in

tion

proftadud astonishment.
u®b%“ she answered. “Before receipt

of

along Threadneedle street, sought the
shady side, for the sun was still powerful.
So hot indeed was tho season that general
permission had been granted everywhere
in the city to wear the jacket suit and
stra w headgear reminiscent of Margate,

in place of tho conventional silk hat and
frock coat.
Although in the West tho
iiouse were mostly closed, and thousands
were absent in tho country and by the sea
the great turbulent, bustling crowd that
constitutes business London showed no
sign of inactivity or decrease as, accompanied by my wife and Sonia, I walked
up Old Broad street to that pile of offices
known as Winchester House, through the
swinging doors of whloh passed a constant stream of hurrying clerks.
By the lift we ascended to the second
floor, and then passed down a long corridor to a door on which was inscribed the
name of “Mr. Andrew Beck.’’
enWe
tered a large office of business-like aspect
wher some dozen clerks were busy writing, and were informed that their principal although absent, would return in a
few
minutes, therefore wo decided to
wait, and were nshered into a comfortable
private room, one door of which opened
onto the corridor.
seated a few
Soarcely had we been
moments when the click of a
latch-key
was heaid In the
and
door,
my friend
Beck entered. He was
well-dressed as
usual with a green tinted carnation
in
his button-hole, and a glossy hat
with
brim of the latest curl stuck a trifle rakishly upon his head. The instant ho confronted us the light died out of his face.
He drew himself up with a quick look
of suspicion, whilo from his lips beret escaped a muttered imprecation. Without
further ado he turned on bis heel, as if
preparing to make a hurried exit, hut in
a moment Sonia, detecting his intention,
sprang towards the door and prevented
him
“Well?” he asked, with a sorry endeavour to remain cool,
“Why are you all
here?
This is an unexpected
pleasure,
1 assure you.”
It was Sonia who, standing before him
with dark, flashing eyes, answered in a
tone of flerco hatred and contempt—
“I have come, Andrew, to present my
oongratulatons upon your forthcoming
marriage,” she said, with her pronounoed
foreign accent.
‘They conld have been conveyed by a
penny stamp,” he retorted impatiently.
“3fou tount me. do yon?” she cried in

my telegram all preparations were being
made for the commencement of hostilities
but on Its arrival the Czar at once countermanded the mobilization order, and
Europe was thereby spared a terrible and cowardly spy whom I shielded because
bloody conflict. Ah I that was indeed a you professed love for me. Had I spoken
memorable night, brought to a conclusion long ago you would have met with
your
V/ n UV1B
deserts, either at the hands of the NihiHer astounding disclosures held me lists, or at those of justice. Although mvdumlounded. I remembered vividly how, self a criminal I yearned for iove, and
Dudley foolishly believing that you cared for me,
during our lunch at the Ship,
had riseq and gone ont to the bar to preserved the secret of your guilt, allowtpeak to an acquaintance. It was at that ing you to wreck the happiness of
moment, having stolen the document Geoffrey Deedes, the man who twice
from me, he glanced at its register-num- proved my friend, and of
Elizaveta, the
ber and imitated it upon the dummy only honest woman who ever
spoke
with whioh Ella had provided him.
to
me
or
endeavoured
to induce me
kindly
“But how came you
possessed of the to reform. Because you were chief of the
original of the convention?’* I asked.
Czar’s spies and I was notorious, with
‘“A week before I fled from you I re- plenty of money always at command
you
ceived it by post anonymously,” she re- imagined that you held me
irrevocably.
plied. “When compelled by my enemy to Well for a time you did. Your false proleave you and return to my true position, testations of affection caused me to refrain
I unfortunately left it behind, and knew from
exposing your base, cunning, and
that, sooner or later, you must discover it. heartless Infamy. It was you, with your
The man who, with the Czar’s authority renegade underling
Renouf, who contrived
held me under lash, still holds me, the to get me introduced to Elizaveta in order
plaything of his spite, and threatens that to further your own ends; but it was
if 1 allow you to come here and occupy you also, who fearing that I
might make
your rightful plaoe as my husband, he some ugly revelations, made unfounded
will denounce me to the British Govern- allegations against me to General Sekerzment as a spy. Hence I am stlil his pup- hinsiii and informed him of
wheremy
pet: still held by a bond of guilt that I abouts, so that I was compelled to fly
d-iie not break asunder.”
from Pembroke Road and seek shelter
Be patient,” urged Sonia, in a deep, where I could.”
calm voice. “Be patient, and you shall
His eyes were fixed upon her with a look
yet be free.”
of fierce hatred, and he muttered some in“Ah! Geoffrey,” sobbed my wife, her coherent words between his teeth.
blanched
tearful faoe buried in
her
“Yes,” she went on,
defiantly, “I
hands, “you oan never, I fear, forgive. know you are anxious to close my lips
After all, notwithstanding the glamour beoause of the
disclosures
it is
startling
that must surround me as Grand Duchess within
my power to make. The DepartI am but a mean, despioable woman who ment in
Petersburg have in you a keen,
foully betrayed you, the man who loved cunning spy, but when it becomes known
mo.”
through England that Andrew Beak, the
'•You atoned for your crime by your popular Member for West Rutlandshire,
successful effort to preserve the peace of is in the
pay of the Russian Government
Europe,” I answered.
do you anticipate that you will still oc“Yes, yes,” she cried, with a quiver in oupy your seat in the House of Commons,
her voioe there was mo mistaking for any or at the Committee
you have so ingennote save that of loss, ‘but, alas 11 am in
iously obtained for the investigation of
the power of an unscrupulous knave who the
of
strength
England's defences?”
parted us beoause ha saw me happy with
He started. His face was ashen pale;
you. Can you forgive me? Can you, now his oigar dropped from
his nerveless
you know of my unworthiness, ever say trembling fingers.
that you love me as truly as you did in
she
went
“Geoffrey,”
on, “has already
‘those bygone days at the Nook? Speak 1 heard from Elizaveta how oleverly you
Tell me r"
tricked
her, and with what dastard
“Yes,'” I answpred, fervently pressing knavishness you compelled her to insti
.herclosely in affectionate embrace. “I gate the theft of the Secret Convention.
forgive yon everything, darling. You She—”
sinned; but, held an you have been by the
“Then the world shall know that the
pnnHIt.inno inmnaor) nrwn
Grand Duohess Elizaveta Nicolayevna is
base unprincipled villain, I cannot blame, in the secret service 1” he oried
fiercely.
but only pity you.”
“She has betfayed her country, and her
“Then you still lorejme, Qoffrey?” 'she kinsman, the Emperor!”
cried panting, gazing np into my face.
Sonia, smiling in contempt, said:
For answer I bent until my lips met
“The denunciation will be your own
hers in a long and fond caress. In those condemnation.”
moments of ecstacy I was conscious of
“Why? What have I to lose?” he asked
having regained the idyllic happiness Indignantly.
long lost. Even though her story was full
“Yonr life. The police have not yet
of bitter and terrible sorrow, and
ren- forgotten the
tragedy at the Nook.”
dered gloomy by the tragio death of her
He glared at her open-mouthed.
telf-sacritlcing friend, the truth neverthe“Perhaps it may be well at this moless brought back to me the
joys and ment to recall some facts that you may
be- have found convenient to forget,”
she
went on ruthlessly,
while I, standing
Agaln and again our lips met with beside Ella, drank in eagerly every word.
murmured w.ords'of tender passion—she
You will remember where you reduced
declaring that her crime had been flagi- the stolen document to cipher, imitating
tious and nnpardonable. yut assuring me
on
the telegraph
Dudley’s
of what I now felt convinced, that her forms. Ithandwriting
was at my house. The envelope
love had been unwavering. If it were not
the
had
been opencontaining
agreement
that she resolve to renounoe her title and ed in the
‘oabinec noir’ at the Embassy,
become my wife she would
never have the intention
being to replace it at the
fallen beneath the vassalage of the InfaForeign Offloe. But it was I who broke
mous scoundrel who snnght
her social the seal. In your
hurry you left the docuruin.
ment behind, and even when you returned
Thus we stood together locked in each
uuun later
jruux jmuu w»a bu mu ui
other’s arms, exchanging once again vows other
things that you did not remember
of love eternal, while Sonia stood watchso
I
it;
gummed down the out edges and
ing ns, sad, silent, and motionless save sent it afterwards to Elizaveta. When
for a deep sigh that once escaped her. She
you came the seoond time you had with
knew that supreme happiness had come
you a pair of man’s gloves. Whose they
to the woman she had once denounced as wore I knew
not, but yon got me to sew
iny bitterest foe.
inside the index-finger of the left hand a
CONCLUSION.
tiny jagged splinter of glass, and upon
that glass, when you thought I did not
It was four o’clock on the
following observe
you, you smeared some of that
afternoon. The black Iron-studded doors
of the Bank of England were just closing. fluid that Ruyandez, the Haytian merThe beadle mopped his brow, the traffic chant, had given me long ago. That poison
small cabinet,
around the Royal Exohange was becoming I kept looked away in a
but
months before I bed shown it
more congested, as it
generally does at to many
and
you
that
it
was some of
explained
and
that hour,
perspiring clerks hurrying that used
by the Obeah men, and so rapid
was it in effect that one
single drop would
cause paralysis of the
heart within live
minutes without leaving any trace of
WOMEN
poison. You obtained a key to that cabinet, for when I had gone from the room
to save labor and
on that afternoon I watched
unlock
you
time on wash
it, take out the reed containing the decoction, and prepared the glove.
“Liar!” gasped Beck.
“I didn’t touch
it. *1
“The glove,” she continued, “belonged
to Dudley Ogle.
That day Elizaveta had
told him that you, a member
of
the
English Parliament, was the chief of
Kussian spies, and you feared
lest he
should expose you, as no doubt he would
have done if you had not, with cowardly
cunning, taken his life.”
“Murderer!” cried Ella, amazed. “You
~\\ashes clothes winter
killed him ! Ah ! I suspected
it.
or summer with luke- —you
Tell us Souia, how it was accomplished.”
warm or cold water
“The gloves this man brought to my
house were a pair he had taken by misonly.
take when at Shepperton on the previous
fees & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
evening. For eooi and desperate plotting
Of grocers.
the manner in which he killed the man
r.

wnn

WANTED,

using

«

he feared was astounding, for haying introduced into the Anger of the glove the
tiny piece of glass he, during that
victim s
lug at the Nook, took out his hall
and
gloves from his overcoat in the
When
replaced them by those prepared.
fareDudley left to walk home he bade
well to you, and at once put on his gloves
so
slight
received a scratoh on the finger
as to he almost
unnotlceable, yet within
five minutes the effects of the poison had
beyond
reached his heart, and he was
human aid.”
I
cried,
regarding my
‘‘Amazing,”
whilom friend with intense loathing as
he stood before us his face a ghastly hue.
“It’s untrue!
Who will believe such
a woman?” he cried.
“Every one will,” Sonia retorted
quickly. “See, hero is the proof,” and
she drew from her
pocket a well-worn
suede glove of dark grey, which I recognized at once as being one of the kind
always worn by Dudley. “The splinter of
glass is still inside.”
The man who had led the double life of
spy and legislator, and who had amassed
a great fortune in
his
speculations in
African gold, stood livid
torrorwitn
strkikeu eyes rivetted upon the evidence
of his crime like one transfixed.
“The Czar will have no further employment for a murderer,” exclaimed Ella at
last. ‘‘Neither will the House of Commons permit a spy
to sit in its midst.
When I consented to enter the Seoret Service of His Majesty it was with one object
—to obtain permission to marry. This I
have attained, and because of Geoffrey’s
generosity and free forgiveness I havo
now no further fear of the opinion of the
world or of revelations by a man who is
proved to be a murderer. At last I have
secured freedom from your hateful tie.”
“Then you intend to denounce me?”
Heck cried, glancing round with a wild,
hunted look.
Twenty-four hours from now I shall
place Lord Warnham in possession of the
whole of these facts. If you are still
upon
English soil you will be arrested for the
murder
of my
friend,” I answered,
calmly. “I see plainly how, while I left
you alone with the dead man, you placed
in his pocket the brass seal found upon
him, and how cleverly you managed to
introduoe the bogus passport and evidence
of forgery among his possessions.
Yours
was a devilish ingenuity, indeed.”
“If I fly you
will not follow,” he

gasped eagerly.
n UDiotcx

/uu iuo,»

uiUD

jruu

Will Do

followed by your guilt,” I answered. “A
murdere,’ can hope for no forgivness from
his fellow men.”
With his chin sunk upon his breast and
his wild eyes downcast he stood in silence
leaning heavily against the wall. Then,
slowly, with a linal look upon him, I
passed out behind my Wife and the palefaced woman who had so clearly substantiated her terrible charge. The vengeanoe
he had sought to bring upon Ella had
fallen upon him, and completely crushed
him.
In the library at Berkeley Square on
the following afternoon I explained the
whole
of
the startling
facts to the
wizened, ascetic old Earl, who sat speechless in amazement when he realized that
Andrew Beok was actually a foreign spy.
It was during the conversation that followed I learnt that the
man so dearly
loved by Sonia was Cscill Bingham, the
young country gentleman who, known to
both, had sought to assist Ella in unearthing the identity of Dudley’s murderer.
Sonia had missjudged my wife entirely,
for she had never denounced her to Cecil,
and the latter, being at that moment a
guest in tho Earl’s house, was sent for,
and before us all the pair became reconciled.
Elizaveta Nicolayevna, or Ella, as I still
call her, has now renounced her country,
and become thoroughly English. A year
ago Lord Warnham, assured of my wife’s
probity, for greatly to M.
Grodekoff’c
dismay, she had given some valuable information regarding the activity of the
Russian Seoret Service at Downing street,
appointed me to a responsible post at our
Embassy in Paris, so that wo now live
together at the big white house in the
Avenue des Champs Elysees, while Sonia
and Cecil are also married and live quietly in a quaint old manor-house near Winchester. It was only the other day, however, that we heard mention of Andrew
Beok, the popular legislator who had so
mysteriously accepted stewardship of the
Chiltern Hundreds.
There was a paragraph in the newspapers stating that he
had been found drowned in the Scheldt,
near Antwerp, and foul play was suspeoted. Then Ella explained to me that the
woman who had
passed as her mother,
Mrs. Laing. was, she afterwards discova
well
known
ered,
Nihilist, audit was
in order to keep observation^ upon
her
that the detective Renouf had entered her
service. This woman, whose real name

_^CBI.ILANEOPS.__ I

THREE DAYS’ SALE
Few

Callipers—Well,

my son?

Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
is on the
wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

Several

our

BEC3-IKT "WITH,

MEN’S

She—“Two souls with but a single
thought” refers to the couplo before marriage, does it not?
He—Not always. They often think that
both have made fools of themselves after
marriage.—Yonkers Statesman.

day,

are to

be found

a

large variety

—2 HenryIV., v. 2.
lie should have gargled his throat with
Pond’s Extract.

68 LIVES LOST.

Sydney, X. s. \y., May 7.-The British
steamer Maitland, Capt. Anderson, from
Sydney for Newcastle, is believed to be

ashore at Broken

passengers,

Her crew and
Bay.
numbering 68 souls, are un-

derstood to have been lost.

OR SALE—A ten horse power motor- ai>o a
one horse power motor, both in -mod conInquire of It. 0. LIBBY, 96 Cross St
Portland, Me.
7-1

I1

dition.

SALE—House 138 Pine street to close
estate, with stable and all other modimprovements; in first class repair; price
and terms satisfactory. For particulars apply
FREDERICK ROBIE, First National Bank,
orlieal Estate Cilice, FREDERICK S.VAIl.L.

FOR

an

ern

Suits for business

of

of store

reduced on account ot unexpireo
For particular.-, apply Real Estate Office,
S. VAILL.
6-1
lit YPE WRITERS—A few
second
hand
good
a
machines tor sale. HENRY L. CHEN TRY,
93 Exchange St.,
6-1 t
Telephone 514-i.
™e-

or

$4.98,

S*

SALE—Schooner "Addie”
net' now tying at Commerton,?further
For
particulars inquire ol
John VI. I-reeman, 27 Mouument
(Square, Port■
land, Me.
5-1
ctal Wharf.

J*

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

OR SALE-New house

Pitt St.,

on

Contains,seven rooms

and

Oakdale.

hath, hot and

cold water, wired for electric lights,
with sewer, has large lot, and will he
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C.
No. 31 Exchange St., Portland.

connects
sold on

ADAMS.
may5-4

SALE—Sailing yachts and vessels of ail
descriptions; also steam pleasure boats,
passengersteau ers, and tugs; could oispose of

ttOR

soveral good coasting vessels, from 75 to 300
tons. HENRY WESTON RICE, yacht and
ship broker, Fire and Marine insurance, East
5-1
Boothbay, Maine.

Boys’ Suits, made up in the latest styles and fabrics, that are worth from $2.50 to 3.50 each
sizes 3years to 15 years, sales price,
$1.98
50 Boys’ Suits, sizes 4 years to 13 years, worth $2.50, now
31 [43
Boys’ Shirt Waists and Blouses in endless variety of patterns, sizes 4 years to 12 years, sale price,
100

21c to 45c

FURNISHING GOODS.

l?OE SALE—Good house with
large iul u: iauu,

stable and
very pleasantly situated,

all modern conveniences, bath, hot and cold
water, combination heat. Price right, terms
easy. MYRON It. MOOKE, Deeriug Center.
4-1

__

SALE—In Gorham village, a modern
two story house of eight rooms, finished
in natural wood;
five minutes
walk from
church and schools; Tot 65x200; must he sold
by 17th; a bargain. Inquire of S. C. BOLTON',
Gorham, Maine.
31

yOiS

SALE—Fresh broken crackers. $1.00 per
FOEbarrel
at
factory: only 50 barrels In lot:
our

buy

at

Pearl

GOUDY &

Sis._

KENTS,

Cor.

and

Milk

31

SALE—On Paris Hill. 2 story,15 roomed
well arranged for summer boardlarge family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new. good repair, on main
street, good location. MBS. WILLIAM DANIELS. Paris, Maine,my3-3

FOIthouse,

ers.

100 dozen

Fancy

Shirts with

Cuffs, all

new

goods,

at

45c each

Fancy Shirts, Neglige,
100 dozen Half Hose, guaranteed stainless black, (see window),
25 dozen Police, Fireman and Postman Suspenders, (very strong),
50 dozen

45C eaCh
2 pair for 25c
19c each

SALE—One combination tandem bicypOK
l
cle, as good as new, and one gent’s single
wheel; also one piano nox buggy, diamonds,
silver ware, etc., and all kinds of second-hand
furniture. Boom 5. 185 Middle St.
31
SALE—The two modern houses
are
FOE
Forest avenue, Deering.
building
These houses
to
we

on
are

DEPARTMENT

HAT
is

with

complete

latest

the

all

and

styles

shapes

be

to

found in

first class store.

a

date in everything aiid
up
have hot water and steam heat, oak, Cyprus
and hard pine finish, open fireplaces, electric
lights, set tubs and laundries, slate sinks, porcelain bath tubs, cement sidewalks, oak and
birch floors, In fact everything that makes up a
first class residence.
In addition to the above
there are bep.utiful oak trees and 6500 feet of
land. Only $1000 down, balance to suit. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress St.
28-2
GTE AM LAUNDBY—One of the best paying
1
in New

Hampshire; fully equipped, good

ill lie lithe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engag in the laundry business; will
bear
the
closest
Address
investigation.
LAUNDBY, Press office.

business;

■

_apr29-l

IRA F. CLARK &

CO.,

ONE PRICE, SPOT SASH CLOTHIERS, FURNISHERS AND HATTERS.

26maycd3t
AND 28
FOB

SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.
%

7

MISCELLANEOUS.

SALE.

A THOUSAND RINGS
To select from.

Diamonds,

Opals,

Pearls

Kubys and all other precious stones. Engage!
ment and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNHY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
inariodtf
A'OH SALK—10 Welsh ponies weighing from
1
3001 0 600 pounds, all kind and safe fot
ladies and children to drive; can be seen bi
applying to N. B. CHASE, Long Island, Maine.

_26-2

MONUMENT

7

TO LET.

WAMEU— SITU

A riD.N

SALE—The best corner lot in Fessenden
pOR
a
Park on high ground, and small house In
center of city for 2 families: 13 room house and
9 room house in western part of city; also
large
house in western part of city, can easily be
made lor 2 families. The property will be sold
very low. W. P. CARE, Oxford Building.
25-2

__

Forty words
one

Inserted under Ikli head
week for 25 cents cash iu advance.

Forty word* interred under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
ARVILLE, Magnetic clairvoyant
lias taken rooms at rear No. 70 Portland
St. where she can he consulted on health, business or private family matters.
Office hours 10
a, m. to 12 m„ 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m,
Test circle
Sunday and Tuesday evenings.5-2
TO LOAN on first and second mortgages on real estate, life insurance policies and notes or any good security.
Real
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Exchange street, I, P, BUTLER.
apr28-l

LILLIAN

MO.'EY

ThTOT1CE—1 have a luce lot of rugs which
1 will exchange for cast off clothing,

being ladies’ dresses,gentlemens clothing and
childrens’ clothing. 1 pay cash for them if
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to MR.
or MRS.
D’GROOT, 76 Middle street.

WANTED.

Forty -words

Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

LET—Furnished rooms with hath, hot and
cold water, at U MYKTLE ST., opposite
9-1
Hail.
City

TO

LET—One large front room on Congress
Suitable
St., opposite the National Bank.
for lodging room or physician's office, or will
let for light housekeeping; pleasant and quiet;
office.
on the same floor with my employment
9-1
MRS. PALMER, 399 1 2 Congress St.

TO

Cumberland street, uphot and cold

LET—Rent at
TO stairs,
six rooms, hath room,
142

cottage and lots for sale
water;
at Trefethen’s Landing, Peaks Island.
of W. H. SARGENT, 247 Congress St.
also

a

or

to

let

Inquire
9-1

payable

1883.

brtndle bull dog,
down

LOST—A
has white streak

long

ears and tail
nose and breast’

about six months old, answers to name of Haas’

^attstrewardcdby
SWATCHES ON

returnlug

ion

rooms

for sale

on

WILSON, Auctioneers.
SUMMER

commission.
18 Free St.

GOSS

RESORTS.

BEST

residence 198
steam, open fireplaces, hard wood floors, etc. Also lower rent
194 High, with separate steam heat, bath and
other Improvements. Rent reasonable to desirable tenants. Apply Real Estate Office. First
National Bank, FREDERICK S. VAILL. G-l
LET—The substantial
IlO High
street, heated by

brick

wanted

at

Wattes

elsv pav

Good Country Board

with nice sliady grounds, pleasant walks
and drives and beautiful scenery can be
ELMWOOD FARM.
obtained at
of
Maine.

Inquire
nish,

WILLIS WARREN, Cor-

apr22d,3w*

on

merit at sight

agents

to

for

over

200

ENI’.RAL AGENT wanted
represent
McKENNEY’Jaweleif&irii't
(1 well established house,
marl9dtf
salary §75
and expenses.
Office.
to

A

exposure?

BAINClty’

per

Address S., Press

10c

6-1

bring* you samples and
bfsms 0? AGENTS,
logue oi patriotic emblems, etc., by return
mail. Quick!

Boston, Mass.

cata-

MANUFACTURER,

■JJUSINESS
A*

experienced
capable in both branches, desires a siteither or will combine two.
Address
D, Press Office.
^
as

Box

1275,

my2M&F2w

SITUATION WANTED-As first class cook
and also good washing and ironing, coup.’
l’y or city. Please call at 15 Danforth St., city

_____a-t’’
WASTED.
Situation by

a

bookkeeping

young

and
experience.

man

who

is

understands

willing to work. Two
years’
Graduate of Gray's Portland Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN, Skowhegan,
aprlodsw*

Maine._

WANTED-FISHALE HELP.

forty

one

words

week tor 25

Inserted under this
heed
cents, ensh in ndvanoe.

First class only
Brackett street, lower

\\rANTED—Seamstress.
need
109
apply.

Bell-_6-1
YYrANTED—Capable
must be a
'*

work,
Cumberland St.,

cor.

girl for general housegood cook. Call at 473

State.

WANTED— UAL it

3-1
HKLt*.

good
\\TANTED—A
with his
* •

in a

living

store

and

run

428. City.

strong American boy
parents in the city, to work
errands. Address P. 0 Box
2-1

SALESMAN WANTED—In every district we
handle reliable goods, new season not
new plan of engagement,
samples,Montreal.
l’ukk
BROS,,
apr22d M&F,8m
°

CHANCE—Country store, stable

and ice house, rent very low, located in
village at railroad station, small stock owing to
Unless. Will be sold at a bargain. Chance for
one with small capital.
B. B. FULLER, 215
Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.
4-1

may2tf

every

per cent profit. Big Spring demand. For general agency write S. HUNTER CO., Racine,
7-1
Wis.

month

rro LET—Large pleasant furnished room. 94
A Oak street one minute's wail; from emigre’s street room has three windows, cool in
summer, warm in winter,4-1

iro LET—House No. 40 Pine street
Will be
a
ready for occupancy aoout the second
week of May. Enquire at 702 CONGRESS ST.

* ii

mo LET—New flats No. 265 SprimTstToimmin
A
tag 9 rooms; sunny
:iil modem
conveniences hot water heat,
lighted
APP y at 281 8Prifig St
JAM ES
aprl2-tf
■

IlO

OURhorseman and to sub

s‘nr>ir

QTENOGRAPHER-Bookkeeper,
and
M

uation

St._

&

10-3

SUMMER BOARD In comfortable attractive farm house.
Address ORCHARD

GOODS sell

INSTALLMENTS.

NELLIE,

I will buy you such a pretty King a|
MeKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Kings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, liubies, Emeralds am!
all other precious stones. Engagement am:
Wedding Kings a specialty- Largest stock ir,
city. MeKENNKY, The Jeweler, Monument

And

Square._mar22dtf

SALE—Handsome (liver color) pointer
Ij’ORpups,
whelped April 20th.. will
just riglil
oe

A MIDDLE aged woman would like a situation to do cooking or housekeeping,
aodress C. JOHNSTON. Press Office.
6-1

FOR

WANTED—AGENTS.

Waltham and Elgin Watches. A lame
of new model
will be sole! on
ments at reasonable prices.
All Htvlea

by an American, marYV-ANTED—Situation
"
rtea. strictly temperate, thoroughly understands care of horses, would like steady
work teaming; has had experience in
provision
business
Call or address OHAS. S. CHASE
Harford’s Court, South Portland, Me.
7-1

NIARRY ME,

age to train coming fall.
3t>T35. winner of 1st prize

Sire, “Dustyway"

in late New York
show; write for full pedigree and prices. I’upa
ready for delivery in 4 to 6 weeks. ARTHUR
1). MURPHY, Blddeford, Maine.
apr224

FARM
city

FOR SALE
or

villago;

or exchange for house In
123 acres, 40 acres mowing,

the balance pasture, wood and timber, 400
apple trees and small fruits, bouse 10 rooms and
piazza, wood house, carriage house, hen house,
barn 40x50, with cellar and ice house, room for
12 cows and 3 horses, nice lawn, plenty of shade
trees, a fine place for summer boarders. 11-3
miles toiailroad station, 2 miles to village.
For further information apply to SMITH A
SALE, 45 Exchange street, Portland, .Me.

aprl2dtf

_

one

_

one

Inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

____

the rffO LET—In Deering on line of cars, 2 excepPlenty of butter A tlonally well located houses containing s
a lady
20
miles
out
of
and
all
farm
"WANTED—Byone or living
eggs cream,
Near rail- and 9 rooms each, large yard, sunny exposure,
two children to board. road and Postofflce; loveiyproduce.
Portland,
drives, fine views etc. Price only $10 and 312 each to desirable
Those between the aees of 2 to 5 years pre- large chambers
and piazza,
lawn, plenty tenants. For particulars apply Real Estate
large
ferred. Address MRS. H., care this paper.
of shade. Address Sirs. OLIVER
MURCH, Office, FREDERICK S. VAILL.6-1
West Baldwin, Maine.
__6-1
5_1
rjlO LET—You have good soap in exchange for
TAT ANTED—Immediately a man or woman TAAYMOND SPRING
HOUSE—Select board, A bone3 and grease. Drop a card or telecook
for summer hotel, also a first class
on line Maine Central
”,
PORTLAND RENDERING CO.. Teierailroad.
phone,
Good
table girl to go as head waiter in a restaurant boating and
fishing. Send for circular. Ad- phone 115-2.
_may6 4
in the city. Girl for private family, wages *4 dress C. E
SMALL, North Raymond, Mo.
3991-2 Congress street, MRS.
211 Brackett street, corner
RENT—Store
OR
Apply
If
PALMER’S OFFICE.
A
____mayltf
6-1
Dow. with 2 adjoining rooms suitable for
lirANTED—Summer
Boarders.
New
a
to
light
bottle of
house
housekeeping. An excellent location for
WANTED-Everybody
try
c *
on high land
Dr. Aliak’s stomach and blood remedy. A
commanding fine view large a drug or fancy goods store. For full particuand piazzas, lovely drives
chambers
sure cure for
Real Estate Office. First National
lars
in
plentvof
apply
dyspepsia. Delivered
any part
butter eggs and cream, two and onedmlf miles Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL. c-i
of the city by sending me a
postal card. C. K. from Stroudwater
electrics.
Terms
},»?
NEWCOMB, 63 Vesper street.
5-1
Address L. 1». SKILLIN, Portland ri'O LET—Rent 125 Franklin street between
week.
A Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
28-2
Maine._
LOST AND FOUND.
leaving the city early can get enod Will let to small family.0-tf
country board within 30 miles of Portland
LET—A very nice furnished rent, sunny
T OST—Four notes dated and signed as fol- Plenty of inilk, eggs, and all farm produce in
and comfortable, consisting of five rooms,
AJ
lows: All four notes are dated December season. Pine grove, large lawn,
plenty of with hot and cold water and pantry and hath
7th, 1883, and are given by Richard F. Rowe to shade. Reduction by season.
RIVERSIDE room. $15 per month. Apply at JOHNSON’S
Henry 1'. Coffin nnd are as follows: One note FARM, Box 37, Cornish. Me.
apnoeowdw
STORE. South street.6-1
dateu Dec. 7tli,
for $500,
in
year; one for S020.60, payable in two vears; one
for $500, payable ill three years and one for
Said notes have
$500, payable in four years.
been paid and are of no value to anyone except
the owner. The finder will please leave them
with RICHARD F. ROWE, Nason’s Corner.

Forty words

may~-l
riiO LET—A sunny, convenient rent. Apply
ANTED—All persons In want ot trunks A SOUTHWORTH BROS., 105 Middle St.
\V
**
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
9-1
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
young man 21 years old would
POSITION—A
1
like a position as stenographer.
Can furgrocery store, as we manufacture our goods
RENT—An extraordinary opportunity nish references.
Address M, Box 151, Peaks
and can therefore
bottom
give
prices.
a
to
secure
htree-story brick house Island, Me.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame in
suitable
for
square
Congress
pictures.
n-3
9 rooms and
family or physician,
-ANTED—Situation, a young man, 18 would
YY'
''
will pay the highest cash prices Erivate
steam heat and plumbing, all in good relike a situation, not particular what it is
ath,
■jtTOTlCE—We
I*
for household goods or store fixtures of pair. (BENJAMIN ,SHAW, 611-2 Exchange out-door work
prelered; references if required’
Address G., 9 Portland
any description or receive the same at onr auct- street.
7-1
3-1

HILL, Oxford, Me.
UUMHEtt BOARDERS
Pequawket House.

hquare-_

will be pleased to answer any question in
regard to the Yukon River, outfits, etc.
W.U.N ORTON,210 Occidental av., Seattle.
References: J. F. Norton, Portland, Me.,
Cornu Bros., Seattle.
may3dlw*

Address
9-1

FREDERICK

$5.98

Sauare
I

SALE—A few dozen choice mixed Gladi-

•JPOR

• ircSui
,1!>zeaMISS
SADIE MORRILL,Kr
North
Dcuriug.

6-1

Dress Wear, ranging in price for
5.98, 6.98, 7.48 and 8.48.
Overcoats worth from $8,00 to 10.00 each, light and dark shades, new goods, sales
price,

9-1

“Warwick is hoarse with calling.”

head
25 conic, cash in adraoCB.

T^OR SALE—G41 Congress street, tobacco
stock, including fixtures, pool table and
cues in ;flne condition.
Stock supplied with
popular brands of cigars, pipes ana tobaccos,
Rent

DEPARTMENT

PEOPLE

Not Always.

Departments.

IP^T OUR

_

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she ha^ Children, she gave them Castoria.

lor

a

FOR

Mr.

cek

F’OR

Seasonable Bargains in
TO

o

SALE-A grocery and provision store on
Congress St. Store well fitted and well
located for business. A first rate opportunity
for the right party to make money, t-or particulars inquire of I. P. BUTLER,
48 1-2 Ex
7-1
change.

-OUT*

-tiu

Little Clarence—Why is it that good table manners destroy about half of the
pleasure of eatiDg?—New York Truth.

FOll SAL'S,

MISCKLEANKOTTB.

Forty woida Inserted under this

IjiOIt

Littls Clarence—Pa!

j

one

LiOR SALE—By (trustees of the estate at a
A
bargain, the farm known as the Charles
Brooks place, situated in Hollis, York county,
was Sophie
Grunsberg, was greatly in- Maine, one mile jrom Portland & Rochester R.
censed against Beok on account of certain
R. station, and one mile from Salmon Falls
false accusations he had made against
(Saco River). Said farm contains about 65
members of the revolutionary organiza- acres of land, more than half tillage, the rest
and
there
was
little doubt that he pasture and woodland; cut last year 20 to 25
tion,
Good buildings, nearly new.
had fallen beneath their far-reaching ven- tons of hay.
house large and roomy with large ell and wood
geance.
barn 38x55 with cellar.
Excellent well
house,
Here, as I pen these last few lines of of water; about 25 young appte trees.
Must be
my strange story of England’s peril, my sold.
For further particulars apply to N.
own betrayal, and
wife’s
.fond
my
love, ■WATERHOUSE with Eastman Bros, Portland,
Ella, with sweet, glad smile, moves for- or samuei M. Came, Esq., Alfred, Me., or
7-1
ward to stroke my hair with soft, caress- Brooks Bros., Hollis.
ing hand. The odour of sampaguita perSALE—Two and a half storied house
vades her chiffons and stirs within me T/OR
A
for 2 families, Sebago water, 10,005 feet of
memories of che past. We are together in
land, handy to elec'ncs, full view of Portland
the room I know so well, with its
great 1 mile distant. Price $1600. W. H. WALwindows overlooking tne leafy Avenue.
DRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
7-1
It is warm, the jallousies are closed, and
SALE—Elegant residence on High street
from somewhere outside the gay air “Si
between Congress and Cumberland, has it
qu’on leuri-z-y f’rait ca” is borne in upon rooms
with bath and billiard room, powerful
the summer wind.
steam heat throughout, open fires, 7000 feet of
uuxaro
mu
ui
W. H.
uciye>
passionate land, will ne sole at great sacrifice.
love and idyllic happiness. Verily there WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
7-1
is great truth in those words or
Holy
SALE—Horse, carriage, harness, mats,
“Whoso
findeth a wife, flndeth a
Writ,
etc..also new double sleigh (built to order).
good thing.”
The whole for $220, or will exchange for land or
1st mortgage.
MR. KEATING, 511-2 Ex(The End.)
change street or 280 State street, Portland.
WIT AND WISDOM.
__7-1
He Yearned to Know.

I __MISCHLEANEOCS.

MIBCKIXAinSOtre-

LET—The first and second
fpo
a
13
in our

already rented)
mpdious new block No.

flats (third flat
elegant and com-

59 St Lawrence street,
without question, these flats are the liuest in
tue city and the
only ones that have separate
uack and tront
entrances, separate cellars and
neaters, set tubs,
open lireplaces, seven (7)
large rooms, steam heat, three large bays in

WANTED.

VOE SALE—Two new houses on Alba street,
f Heering Centre, seven (7) rooms and bath,
furnace heat, hay windows, broad piazzas, large
gardens, very sunny, near schools and electrics, price only ¥1750, only $300 down, balance
to suit. A rare clian.-e to buy a suburban residence low.
HALTON & CO., 47S1-2 Congress
28-2
street, opp. Preble.

WEDDING RINGS.
Two hundred to select from. All weights
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
____mar 19dtf
SALE—Farm in Bethel. Maine, 120acres
VOR
A
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St,
Portland, Me._
mar9-tf

ff^OR SALE—To

close an estate, a 2 1-2 story
house situated No. 6 South St. Peering,
13 finished rooms, divide*! into two
rents which let lor §13.00 and §12.00 per month;
has Sebago water and steam heat. Lot lOOxllO,
and good stable with same.
Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY & CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange St.
apr 11-4
A

containing

"E1OR SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
A
End, corner Forest and Congress streets

containing about 4,224 feet. Apply
ROW, 919 Congress St.

man in

class sales-

Drapery J$c-

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIRSPGQitt
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on thi
market,
call and see it. McRENNEY, th«
mariodtf
Jeweler, Monnment Sq uare.
and second mortinsurance policies,
collateral security,

first

LOANED
MONEY
gages. real estate, life

notes, bonds and good
Notes discounted: rate of interest 5 per cent ?
year and upwards according to security. W. p
CAR It. room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
185 Middle St.
mayo 4

partinenf.

Williams Kudina PUe

Ointment la a suro euro
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops
itching
GIVES RELIEF. SOo.
nntl JS1. At Drugij'iHz.

Sil-,.!ent’
?!"'all
$-5 p„r month.

day, large yard, price only
Gall aud look them over. Also
elegant flat at Deering Highlands with every
modern convenience.
DALTON & CO., 47S1-2
Congress BL
-ig.ij

L. H AR-

jan25dtf

The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
marl9dif
Monument Square.

on

A first

to

an

may7d3t

For sale

by J. E. Goold& Co,

iuned&wj

IS THERE TOO MUCH LAW?
Peculiar

The

FORT OFFICERS WARNED

Situation Which Confront

the

Of

the

Reported

Approach of

Spaniel

FINANCIAL ANLC9IJIERCIAL

Squadron.

City Fathers.

At recent meetings ot the oity govern
ment there has been considerable dis
sussion of a state of affairs growing out
of that law which prohibits members ol
the
being interested in

city government

contracts made in behalf of the city.
The committee on accounts has refused
to approve a lot of bills on the ground
that they appeared to have been contracted
in violation of the law mentioned and
at the last meeting of the City Council
on
order was passed directing the committee to audit the hills. The law which
has given rise to this situation is emthe City Ordinances in the
bodied in
following form:
“No member of the city council, no
subordinate city officer and no member
of any board charged with the expendiof any money appropriated by the
ture
city council, shall be interested, directly
in any contraot entered inor indirectly,
to by or in behalf of the city of Portland,
and all contracts made in violation hereof
are void.
“The city treasurer is hereby expressly
forbidden to pay any money out of the
city treasury on account of any such contract made after the approval of this ordinance.”
Now the operation of the law as it has

Quotations of StaDle Products in the

It was reported that a message bad beer
recelTed
by Commander Rogers at Fori
Preble late
Friday afternoon
bim

put an extra strong guard al
Portland Head and keep a
sharp lookout
day and night, as a Spanish fleet hac
been reported off the banks of
Newfound-

land and that they were
evidently head
ing for the New England coast. The fleel
was

said

to consist of two
battleships,
despatch boats and two or three

three

smaller boats.
It
is needless to
say that an extra
heavy guard is now posted at Portland
Head anti has been ever since there was
any signs of an invasion of this part ol
the ooast, and that it will take some one
smarter than a Spanish
gunboat to get by
the
watchful eyes of the men on guard,
as
there are a number of the same kind
of marksmen there that
Dewey has got.
and they are only too anxious to see what
their “pets” at the Head can do towards
settling the score of the “Maine.”

CommanderRogers was
man

Leadin? Markets.

notifying

to

seen

by

a

PRESS

NEW yutK, May7.
Money on call was steady at 2®0 per cent;
last loan—: prime mercantile paper at 5 Vi 'a 6
per cent,
sterling '‘'.xcbanga firm with actual
business In bankers bills at 4 S4@4 84% for
demand and 4 80%£4 81 (or sixty days; posted rates at
bl% 314 86%. Commercial bills
4 80R4 80%.
Silver certificates 56B56%.
Bar Silver 66%.
Mexican dollars 45.
Government Bonds strong.

,,

201/*
66V4

f???

«6 V
l*-'* <

Northwestern.123%
(lo:
pfd.„.171

171
44

Ont & Western. 16%

93 V.
92 V
143 V
73
146

ltoek Island. 93
I Paul. 92%
do bfd..
142Vs
St.Paul Nt Omaha. 73%
do
prfd.140
St Paul. Minn. <s Mann.131%
Texas Paclfle. lOYs
Uilon PaoUle pfd.06%
Wabash....
6%
do prfd.
..

132
1° 4

66%
7V
r 18Vi
l00

,.

Railroad bonds strong.

Malno.1*0

.n-ir

Boston &
New York&New England ptd. »2
Old Colonv. .187

Rare..

J’crtlttnd market—cut loaf 7: confetion ea y
pulvmsea 60; powered, 6c; graduluieu
eoitee crushed 6c*. yellow *-*.
>Va
Hides.

following quotations represent tne
ing prices in this market:
The

pav-

"

18%

Readme.

22

187
1®°
123M

Adamsl Express.100
America”; Express. .124
S. Express. 39
Peoples Gas.
84%
44
HomesVake,
Ontario.
8%
Pacific Mail. 27
Putman Palace..17K

39

93%
44

3V
20%
176
l3bVi
88%

night and said he had
Sugar! common.182%
received a message like the above, and al- Ccalf sKins, trimmed..
WasternlUnton..’,89%
Southern Ity pfd.
do
untrimmed..
9C
it
was
though
not of a strictly official
Lamb skins.60 to 80c each Union Pacific.
nature, still he was not at liberty to
been construed by the committee on ac- show the
Boston Prodace Market.
Imports.
He substantiated
original.
of
bills
is
to
the
BOSTON. May 8. 1898—Ths following ar(
counts,
prevent
payment
the
Sclir Keewaydin—422
rumor in part and said that it was
BARBADOES, WI.
quotations of Provisions, ere.;
for articles
purchased of concerns, any probably only a war scare. He said that pun 47 lihds ua bbls molasses to Boston Mo- to-day’s
ri.ouit.
tes Co.
of the members of whioh are connected the
6 E0;87 25.
Spring
patents,
was given outjby the captain
report
memor
are
with
the city government
Spring, ciearlana straight. 5 25«'6 50
1‘nrtlaud YVa.i.m. Allrxt
Winter patents. 6 26® 7 00
bers of boards charged with the expendi- of a vessel who arrived at Newfoundland
Winter, clear and straight, o 60S6 73
PORTLAND, May 7.
ture of money appropriated by the city last Sunday night. The captain said as
Extra
and Seconds uo.
Flour continues strong and fully 26o higher
council. In this way when the committee it was
Pine and Supers —.
quite dark he could not make out
found a bill against the city from the
millers asking $7 76 by the car
all
for
brands,
the nationality of the fleet he
passed, but lot Spring Wheat patents. May Wheat advancfirm of Miliiken, Cousens & Short, they
Chicago Live stock Market.
steamer or sailing vessel ed
hung it up, on the ground that Mr. Cous- as every tug,
to-day to 1 70. and July to X 06%. Corn lo
CHICAGO. May 8, 1898.—Cattle—receipt!
ens
was a member of the hoard of trusthat is painted black is now taken for a
6f;00;in
good demand;beef steers at 3 90®526
better.
The bill was
tees of Evergreen cemetery.
Stockers and feeders 3 U0ffl4 86.
of course this must have been
lor towels and other dry goods, largely Spaniard,
Hogs—receipts 25,000; higher 3 95@4 25.
Gram
Quotations.
Sheep—receipts 5,000; slow at 3 2534 25
bought for the almshouse, so it was evi- a Spanish fleet. Commander Rogers said
Iamts 4 0E@5 so.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRY M
dently not contracted lor the cemetery, he did not think there was anything in
Friday’s quotations. |
wnjon, presumauiy, uuus nub neeu many the
HomeSite Mamets
report, although ho had been notified
towels.
It was regarded as very likely
wait ax
a,
(By Telegranm
ouaip iuukuui aim uuuoie tne
knew nothing about
that Mr. (Jousens
Mav.
Julv.
May 7. ] R98.
iuo%
the matter, hut the strict construction guard.
If it had been a Spanish fleet Opening.147
NEW YORK- Wheat closed very firm at 1 6C
101
-losing...14934
which the committee put on the law re- we would have heard from it before
for May; 113 for July;,93% asked for Sept.
this,
tVJt>
sulted in the pigeon-holing of the bill for
Corn closed firm at 3UV8C for May; 30%cfoi
and furthermore,
he did not think the
further consideration,
and there it lay
May.
July.
July.
Oats Closed quietly at 34% c for May.
34
One of the most amusing of New England coast was in any possible Co>ln<.33 ft
Saturday.
S334
>pe.iuig.....
the cases which have come under the ban danger of an
CHICAGO—Wheat closed very firm 1 67 bid
invasion by the Spanish
fra I* nauli anA X1n„. 1
r_
nrr«;
OATS.
is that of Assistant Engineer Long of the
army or navy.
Sept.
Fire
It happened some
May.
July.
department.
Corn
If
closed
Arm
the
bid
84>vo
and
May
Spanish fleet was anywhere in inenlng.
cash,
263r
time ago that the overseers of the poor
31W @36c asked for July.
26%
wanted to buy a refrigerator and they the vicinity of Newfoundland it was evi- Closing... .. 3034
Oats closed steady at 31 c for cash and May.
PORK,
found a second-hand
one which they
Pork closed easy at 10 76 for cash andMay.
dently looking for prizes and as none had
I
8 July.
could buy for *15, and thus they.figured
Lard closed Arm at 5 82 cash and Mav, 6 8c
been reported captured, very little truth Opening...
11 07 ®a 87 for J
that they would save considerable money.
uly.
Closing;. ...
1LOO
They reckoned better than they knew, oould be placed in the story.
DETROIT—Wheat closed very Arm; No 1
Saturday’s qu.statious.
White at i 2-. tor cash; >0 2 Red cash 1 60 foi
for up-to-date the refrigerator has not
wheat
cash and May; 1 0,>i«y July.
THE PRAYER OF THE HEBREWS.
cost the city a cent.
Mr. Long is in the
July.
May
ST. LOCHS—Wheat closed very Arm 1 27 foi
furniture business and it was through
Clioing......
102V4
him that
cash; 1 20 bid for May; 98Vs for April.
the overseers heard of the re- Offered in the
170
Synagogues for the Success Jpenm^..«» #..
1068/b
DULUTH—Wheat verv Arm—No 1 Northern
frigerator. Mr. Long as a juatter of conCOB>.
of Our Arms.
cash at 1 68 bid; May 1 67 bid;July i 4i bl I.
venience, bought the refrigeraor and paid
May.
July.
for it, then charging the city just what
0»ening....
343y*
»

the refrigerator had cost him. The owner
of the article was paid for
it, the city got
it, and then Mr. Long’s bill got caught
and he hasn’t been paid. Another one of
the bills which was hung up was one of
the firm of J. J. Gerrish & Co., for supplies bought for the fire department, it
Is stated
that these
articles could not
have been bought of any other Portland
Souse.
were
They
purchased by the fire
iepartment officials without any solicitafrom the
lion
firm, but the bill was
pigeon-holed on the gronnd that Mr. Garfish was another of the trustees of Evergreen cometsry. Those who do not believe
(That the committee on accounts had the
to hold up the bills after they had
een
approved by the committees by
which they had been contracted, say that
the law makes it the duty of the city
treasurer to
refuse payment of bills in
violation of its
provisions and that the
duty of the committee of accounts is
»Dly to audit the bills. If the committee carries
out the order the bills will
then go to the treasurer for his consid-

The Hebrews are nothing, if not patriotic, and the Hebrew churoh in American is now offering
up
prayers in its

C'lnslna;.•■•••?•

synagogues all over the country for our
armies and our navy. This prayer until
further notice will be a part of the ser-

G’osiuz..

vice

each

Mav.

opening....

Juiy.
27

FOB*.

July.

Opening..
Closing...

1)00
10 95

Sabbath and in the Portland
synagogues it is offered up as well as !u
Boston scocb Marses,
other places.
The prayer, in part, is as
Tlis following ware tno
ciuaia*
cnota1
of
ions
stocks
atRoston:
follows:
Mexican Central 4s.
ei
“O Lord of compassion, we pray Thee, Atchison.
Top. » SantajFe. R. new. V2XA
pity and have mercy upon onr forces on Boston & Maine...160
land and sea, and give them
doi'M
158
strength
and oourage to
stand before the power
of our enemies and subdue the pride of Union Pacific. 22%
those who rise against us, that, they, our Onion Pacific pid.B8%
American
hosts, return, not in defeat. O do Thou > mono in Bell..
tsugar. ,’e minion.igg
avert that,
with head bent downward Sugar,
uid.,,,...112
and faces shamed.
Cell Mans, pin.
■10 common
‘‘May Thy loving kindness uphold and
..
support Jus with Thy right hand, to de- Flint St Pere Mara.
liver the Cubans, who are oppressed and Pepperell Manu'fg Co.UOO
afflicted by their persecutors, and to pronratinn.
claim
freedom for them in order that
New York Stock Market.
they also may enjoy the glow of enlightSAW MASKED MEN.
NEW YORK. May 7.
enment and freedom which Thou hast
following are to-day’s opening and cios
Friday night a woman who was walk- apportioned to us, sons of these United ngTlie
quotations of stocks:
with Thy full, open, holy, exing up Middle street, about ten o’clock, States,
Opening. Closing
tended hand.”
& Lackawanna.
she
two
masked
men
Delaware
saw
enter
thought
the Canal bank, and she immediately
&
Reading.
Philadelphia
18%
18%
TO OLD ORCHARD PIER.
harried up to Monument
square and
Jersey Central. 94
95
teld the polioeman whom she found on
Mr. A. J. Byam, who for several years Erie.
the corner there that the Canal bank was
has run the summer boat between
St.
Paul.
9:5
94%
Camp
being burglarized. The officer ran down Ellis and Biddeford
to the lank, found the
99V«
Middle street
Pool, was in Port- C., B. &Q. 97%
Rock
Island.
and
in
land
on
a hunt lor a steamboat
door
94%
9i%
open,
hurrying
through the
Friday,
saw
two
men
inside
the
corridor,
long
suitable to put on the route betwee Port- Northwestern.1.123%
124%
counter.
One of these men was
bank
Omaha.
74Si
76%
land and the new Old Orchard pier.
The
bending over behind the counter, reachOntario & Western. 14%
15%
ing for his dust-pan and broom, and owners of the pier have made a bargain Cleve.Clnn., Chicago & St. Loulsl 30
30%
when he straightened up he found him- with him to open a steamboat
line, and Canada Southern. 49%
60%
self covered with the officer’s revolver. he is in
of a sea-worthy oraft that New York
quest
The burglars were the two watchmen of
Central.114%
114%
the bank and the woman’s Imagination, can easily carry 400 passengers.
Lake Shore.183
lSSVa
He could get the old S. E.
Stimulated by the lurid tale of a hold66%
Spring, Northern Pacific pfd. 65%
up at the West End the night before, had which for years ran on the Saco
American
113
Tobacco.112%
river. In
made them masked burglars.
U.
S.
Leather
63
her prime she was just the kind of a boat
pfd.
62%
Smif.hprn T?v
that is needed for the Old Orchard route
JAMBED HIS FINGERS.
but it is rather doubtful if she would flli Southern Ity pfd. 28%
28%
Mr. Will H. Goodwin, the grooer, met the bill now. Since she
62%
quit the Saco Louis & Nash... 61%
with a painful accident Friday afternoon. river she has been making regular sum- Tenn. Coal & Iron. 24
24 Vi
He was putting a barrel of flour Into a mer trips between Salem and Salem Wil- Wabash pfd.18%
19%
There is a steamboat in a Maine
cart when the barrel slipped, catching lows.
Missouri Pacific. 31%
32%
two of the Angers of his left band in the coast city that Mr. Byam has his eye od.
Pacific Mail. 27
27%
tailboard of the cart and jambing them
Union
Pacific.
22Vi
THE POLICE MAKE A HAUL.
22%
bo badly that medical assistance was re12
Atcliinson.
12%
quired.
There was a sensation on
Washington Western; Union. 89
S8%
FIRE AT GRAY.
street, Saturday noon, when four mem- Manhattan.103
104
bers of Portland’s police force landed Sugar.121
133 y8
Gray, May 7.—At about 4.30 Friday
afternoon
|he box mill of Edward M. very suddenly in that vicinity and
Boston Wool Market,
Libby at North Gray was discovered to be swooped down on Eagan's barroom. Evitheir coming was not expected
on Ire and in a very short time was com- dently
BOSTON, May 6, 1897.—The quotations
pletely burned. Mr. Libby had moved for everything was in full blast. ‘But it on wool lor this market are nominally little
this spring to Freeport and leased his didn’t remain so long. The quartette of
officers included Deputies Hartnett and changed; holders contnuiug firm. The range is
mill to Melvin Goff. This is
especially
hard for Mr. Golf as he lost his own mill Sterling and
Patrolmen Thrasher and about as follows:
and Penn XXX.3ty«®32
at Sawyer’s siding near
They went through the place Ohio
Gray station by Fickett.
from top to bottom and enjoyed some Ohio and Pa X X and above.29 fflso
but a few weeks ago. The fire
pre
caught
Ohio
and Penn. X.27
@28 %
from the Are room.
very nice exercise at wrestling with beer Mich, and
Wis. X and above.23
Two
kegs.
jiggers were backed up to Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.28 @24
@30
the door and loaded as full as they could Michigan No 1
MISS HELEN GOULD’S GIFT.
clothing & combing 2s @27
be.
The seizure included 14 full barrels Ohio delaine, flue.29 @39
Washington, May 7.-The President has of beer and over 100
28
?q30
gallons of hard Michigan delaine.
accepted the gift of Mi-s Helen Gould of liquors.
The stuff was carted to the Pine unwashed & unmerchantable. 16 @21
New York to the government of
5100,000 station, while the crowd of loafers who Unwashed combing.ID @23
Medium unwasned.16
tor war purposes, and her check for that had
gathered there looked with longing Fine Texas and territory.13 @22
amount today was received at the treasury
@19
the teams disappearing down Ordinary Texas and
eyes on
territory.12 @17
department.

Sower

Congress

Oregon.12

street.

California spring.12
California fail.10
Kentucky, Indiana, etc.18

tOTTOLENE.

Georgia.17
Super pulled.26

I COTTOLENE1
I xs

combination of two pure natural
products—choice beef suet
g and refined cotton-seed oil, as pure and golden as the southern g
sunshine which produces it—making,a
shortening and frying*
I fat unequaled in healthfulness, cleanliness, flavor and
Endorsed by eminent
is ble qualities.
recommended

§

a

|
o

JJ

g

digesti-1

physicians,
g
of discriminating houseg
preference to lard and other cooking g
Once tried, always used.
g

^y cooking experts, used by thousands
wives
fats.
The

is sold

genuine
everywhero in one to ten pound yellow
tins, with our trade-marks, “Cottolene" and steer's head in
cotton-plant wreath, on every tin. Not guaranteed if sold in
any other way. Made only by

2
2
S

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

g

Chicago.

St. Louis.

New York.

Montreal. O

Extra puiled.23
Western super and extra.20
Scoured wools.30
Cape Good Hope.17
Australian and New Zealand.23

Ouotanons

hwe

o

-m*

@16
@23;
@22

@60
@26

@38

Boms

Friday’s quotations.
The foilomg ware co-uay's closing quotatlurs
Bonus
May 6.
May (’
Now 4s, rog
121
121%
do ;coup,
121
121%
■ew
4’s ..108
108%
New 4’s coup
108%
]09
leaver & ri. G. 1st.104%
104%
8ri« geo 4s... «8ya
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds.63
Mo
Kansas * Texas pfd
Xansas Pacific Consols..
Oregon Nav. lets.113%
115
C osing quotations of stocas:
—

May

6-

Ofiicagos Alton.166
do
Ufa

Chicago* Burlington <S Oulncy 0704
Delaware iki Hud sou CanaiCo.109
oeiawaro.Lackawana & WesU66
Denver & Kio uranae....,42%

May

6

1,a”

*

28
j«i/

201?*

is.

104
q71,

l’nif’*
Inn

10

emaed

»i

110 9-16 money for and 110 13-10 for aoeount,
LIVERPOOL, May 7. 189S— Cotton markel
is higher—American midling at 3 lt)-b2J; stile7.000 bales, including 600 bales for speculation and export.
SAILING DAYS OF

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

FOB

Finance.Now York. .Colon
May
Kaiser W de G New York. .Bremen.. ..May
Servia.New York.. Liverpool .May
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp .May
Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda .May
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam May
Oldenburg.New Y'ork. .Bremen ....May
Hy Dumois. New York.. Aux Cayes May
Asti.New York. .Santos
May
..

10
1C
11
11
12
12
12
1S
14

MINIATURE

ALMANAC.MAY 9.
Sunrises. 4 29lHlirh witnr J-12 45
Sun sets. u 53 H1Bn water t_ 116
Moou rises.11 051 Height.00—
ui

M i^RINK

N'EW'g

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, May 7,
Sell Spartan, Coombs. Baltimore—coal to A E
Wright Co.
Sch O ive T Whittier. Whittier, Phlladelphiacoal to Peter S Nickerson.
sell Golden Sheaf. (Randier, Philadelphiacoal to Peter S Nickerson.

Sch Eliza S Potter, Sawyer, Philadelphia-

Sch Celma, Murray, Philadelphia— coal to
G T Ky Co.
Sch Belle SO’Neil, Norwood, Philadelphia—
eoal to A R Wright Co.
Sell Grade D Buchaunan. Harrington Philadelphia—coal to Me Cent KR.
Sch J Kennedy. Garnett. Boston.
Sch Annie Harper, (Br) St John, NB, for New

York.

Sch Nellie F, Colbeth, Machlas —lumber to
Milliken Tomlinson Co.
Son Highland Queen. Dobbin, Jonesport
Seb Kentucky, Fogg, Surry.
Sch Geoigie D Perry, Flyun, Machine for Bos-

ton.

Kr*h

Tria. tTiiflsnn.

RUhnn

I?rw.L*i.»v,,i

ii~,„

Cox & Ward.
Sell Catalina. Mclntlre, Rockland for Boston
Sen Win Slater. Hutchinson, Bucks Harbor
for New York
Sch A K Woodward,
bor for Boston.

Treworgy, Bucks Har-

Steamship Manhattan. Bennett, New York—

J F Llseomh.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Bath, Boothbay IIs=r
bor and Wlscasset—C R Lewis.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, East BootbiavAlfred Race.
Sell John F Randall, Crocker,
Philadelphla,J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Lizzie E Dennison, Gardiner, Kennebec
to load for Philadelphia—J s Winlow & Co
Sch Clara & Mabel, Leeman, New Harbor—J

Blake.
Sch Lizzie May, Fernald, Jonesport-J H
Blake.
Scb Louisa Frances. Pierson, RocklandKensell & Tabor.
SUNDAY. May 8.
Arrived.

Steamship John Engbs, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Tug Sylvester Ward, towing barge Antelope,
from New York—coal to Me Cent RR
Sch Keewayden, (Br) McLean, Barbadosmolasses to order.

llockport, NS—lobsters,

tsnustnsxz
j-n®
ahSSVfhBSr'mmmm
«...

vrAl 6,tb-

Newnnl

schs

Grace Davis, Dodge,

A Gray, Coleman, Saco.
<AVJ-*7°,hC ‘S’iio
Cl
Sawyer. Kelley, Carteret.
,S BRdward
“h'P
O’Brien, Banfleld. foi
RalHnrnte’
San Praneisco; sch Ida L Hull,
CahHehf,?r,
™’a£d
Kenuebeo
and
Philadelphia.
“4
Maynard
Dobbln.loi
Ci

i! h

Sumner,
Reifaai-.V,’i8iSk3
n?!K«>'ew Y°rk; Viator,APatterson, KenHall, Haskell,
Mary
’fogtoo
Jacksonv111e ; (,° 1 dnncli
nehoe

Gardiner, Bangor.
'BBB-Old 5th, sch Sea Bird, Bunkei
Govenior-s Harbor.
—Ar 7th, schs Wm H Davenport, Stacy
v?iA v„
'u k Hattie P
i
Stimpson.Obeney. Boston;
To w nsen

dde*****'

Smltb’d0i

The

Josephine.

GLOUCESTER-Ar

6th, schs Sunbeam.Campuni'.ii0 okport for Provineetown: J ulia Decker,
Homer, Bostou for Newbury port; Grace Stev1' Wilder, Boston.
0Bn’y,irw9^a
N IS—Passed 6tli, sells Oliver S Barrett
baBff,-A.N
ah A Palmer,
M,ry E Palmer, and Alice M
Colburn, from Boston for coal ports; George P
Davenport, for Norfolk; Beni C Frith, for Baltimore.

JACKSONVILLE

AJ 7 th.

EXCHANGE DISPACHTES.
Arnt Liverpool May 7, steamer Vancouver,
rom Portland".
Ar at Hong Kong May 7, ship R R Thomas
tUancbar i, Manila.'
Ar at Progrosso Apl 29, sch Harold J HcCarliy, Hawley, Baltimore.
...

_

Memoranda.
Seh Clara, Hatch, at New York from Gonaives
eports, Apl 27 to 29, in the Gulf Stream, had
leavy NE gales, in which lost and split sails,
ost boat, sprung rudderhead, and bowsprit, and
ost deckload and drifted east to Ion 69. Was
uipplled with provisions by schr Geo M Grant,
rom Trapani for Gloucester.
London. May 6--Shlp May Flint, before re)orted on Are at Illogo, was scuttled aud sunk
n

28 feet water.

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 6th,

ship

John Currier,Law-

-Spring Fishing.

The Saloons and Staterooms are In the central part, where least motion Is telt. Electricity Is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night.
Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promeuade
deok. The Saloons and Staterooms are heated

by

steam.
Rates of passage
duction Is made on

$52.60 toj$70.00.

A

re-

Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26: return.
$66.76 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, Including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further Information apply to
420 Congress St.. J. B.
KFATING. 6l>* Exohange 8t., ASHTON’S
TICKET AGEFOY. 9311-2 Congress St., a.
* A.
ALAN, Montreal, 92 State 3t„ Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.jly31dtr
_

LINEr

DOMINION
MONTREAL anl

QUEBEC It LIVERPOOL.
From

Steamer.

From

Cld 6th, sch Austin D
Liverpool.
French, Boston,
sch Win T Donnell, Norton, Portland.
jld
NEW LONDON-Ar Oth. sch E C Gates, Norwood.Calal, for New York.
April 14
bid 0th, sells Edw H Blake. Smith, New York;
21
I. I
28
Rundlett, Fountain, do; Edw M Reed, Wilson, Brunswick.
5
May
—

salmoi and trout MAINE CENTRAL It. K.

From

Quebec

Montreal
9.00

a.

m.

6.00 p. m.

Saturdays
Scotsman
April
Yorkshire
May
Labrador
Dominion“

30
7
14
21

Apr

30
7
14
21

May

schs Chase, Snow, New York for Port-

land; FH Odiorne, White, Raritan for Lynn;
Hester A Lewis, Kendall, Amboy for
Salem;
Nellie i Sawyer, Hoboken for Portland.
-NOBSKA—Passed 6th, seh Geo A McFadden,

Maieouison,

Baltimore for Boston.
PORT TA.MPA-Ar 6th, seh D H Rivers, Colcord. Cienfuegos.
PUNTA GOKDA-Ar 6th, sch Carrie A Lane,

Quick, Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA-

Ar

Steamer

From
Portland.

_

Hhjgfh,

TO

LIVERPOOL

QUEENSTOWN.

VIA.

From

From

Liverpool._Steamers._Boston.
Canada, June

May 18,

7.30 a.
Canada, June 30. 5.30 p.
England (new), July 14, 7.00 a.

June 18,
June SO, New

2.

m.
m.
m.

BATES OF PASSAGE.

6th, seh F T Lupton,

Longstreet, Portland.
Return
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
J5,tb’ sobs Ella M Storer, Haskell. Rook- $lco and upwards according to steamer and acport ; City of Augusta, Adams, Bath; S P Hitch- commodations.
cock, Sorenson. uo.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonAr7th. tug Gladiator. Portland, towing barge donderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
ReOak Hill and
turn
and
J
Maple
Hill;
$66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
Sullivan,Cobb,
H Leeds,
RS Learning,do; and accommodations.
Bateman,Kennebec;
Fredk Roesner, Rogers, Bath; Henry WithiiiESteerage, to Liverpool. London, London,
toii.lGartiald, do.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastAr at Delaware Breakwater
and $25.50 according to steamer.
Grace
$22.60
6th,barque
Annin
On
12
UnoHnrr
nl
1.9 TTvchamra
Lynvvood. Philadelphia for Bangor.
PEBTH AMBOY—Sid 6tli, barqua Lapland, street, T. P. McGowan. 420 Congress street.
Cates, Boston: sell J D Ingraham. Lewis. Hal- Ashton’s Ticket Agoucy. 931 1-2 Congress St.,
or Davta Torrance
& Co.,
general agents,
7th, 8C*1S Almeda Willey, Dodge, Boston; Montreal.may2dtf
Abbie G
Cole. Cole, New bury port; Mary L
Crosby. Trimm, Batb.
TORT READING—Sid 6th, scb Cactus. Willey, Bath.
Sid 7th,sch Sarah & Ellen, York, Portland;
Vicksburg. Gottt, Camden.
-TOPORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th, schs Adelia T Carlton, Wall. Pore Johnson; Caroline Knight. Cole,
Rockland for Rockland.
:

THOMSON

RICHMOND-Ar 6th,

Kennebec.

SABINE PASS—Sid
Perth Amboy.

sch

Millville, Smith,

3d, barque Shawmut. for

Bucksport.
8.30

vllle June.. Auburn and Lewiston.

m. Expreos lor
Yarmouth, FreeBrunswick.
Bath,
Augusta, Waternttsfleld.
Bangor.
Bucksport, Bar
Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
B. & A. K, R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
via
St Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vanoeboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Romford
Fall*
Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Fall*
Farmington. KJngfield. Carrabasset, Phillips

11.20
port.
ville.

STEAMBOAT CO.
round

trip (Sundays excepted) between and Rangeiey. Winthrop, Oakland, Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
I. 15 p. m. E'or Freeport Brunswick,
Au
gusta.
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.

all
stations
on
Knox
the
and
Lincoln division, Watervlllo, Skowhegan, Bet
fast. Hartlaud, Dover aud Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag,

“Percy

HOWT

CAPT. CHAS. It.
Will leave Portland Pier,
m., lor Lowell’s Cove, Orr’»

and to Bucksport Saturdays only
6.10 p.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Portland, at 2.00 p.
Card’s Cove
Quohog Bay, Poor’s Point. East llarpswell;
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove
Small Point. Sebaseo, i’bippsburg and C’undv’s

Island;

Gardiner,
Augusta and
Waterville.
815 p. m. For New
Danville
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Fall*

Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00 p.m. Night
Express, every night for
Brufiswmk, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterJle, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport
St Stephen, St Andrews,
John
and
St
Aroostook County via Vanoeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor.
Sleeping cars to St John.
White Mountain Division,
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton.
Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster..No. Stratford. Colebrook. Beecher
EaRs, Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke. Montreat Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis and
all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish.
Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyan* f Lancaster,
No. Stratford,
Colebrook, Beecher Falla,
Lunenmirg, st Johnsbury, Newport Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
C.OO a. m.; Phlpnsburg, 0.15 a. m.;
Ashdale, 0.30
a. m.; Water Cove,
Small Point, 0.45 a. m
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. m.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m :
Lowell's Cove, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m„ arrive
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. McDONA i,D. I’res. and Manager,
158 Commercial street.
lelephole 40-3.

■

iii

apr4dtj

Maine Coast Navigation Co.
and

after

Tuesday.
9th, 1897, the

i\ov,

STEAMER SALAGIA
Portland.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
BrUnaW,C*’ ^

leave

Franklin Wharf.
Tuesand Saturdays, at 7.30 a.
Fopham Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30
m.; Bootlihay Harbor, 2.00p. m. Arriving at
Wiscasset about a30 p. m.

days, Thursdays

gu7s2t»to$rannWorr.

in'p!

Returning—Leave
Wiscasset
Wednesdays and Fridays at

12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with
sleeping ears
for all points.

Mondays.

7.00

a.

m.;

Boothbay Harbor, 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.80 a.
m.; Fopham Beach, 11.30 a. m.
Arriving at
Fortland about 2.00 p. ill.
FARE; Bath to Boothbay Harbor, 35 cts.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
u. u. viiiVKit, President.
CHA3. R, LEWIS. Treasurer,
mar:8dtf

.«?

ARRIVALS

S. S. Aroua, 7000 tons,

iC
W ?#

Spoken.

May3, lat 3107. Ion 72 18, sell Donna T
Biggs, from New York for Goveror’s Harbor.
Had on board the captain and crew of the aban-

doned schr Frauds C Yarnell.
lat 37 N. ion 74 W, sob Gladys, from
Trinidad for New York.

('■May o,

old soldiers now feel the effects
of the hard service they endured during
the war. Mr. Geo. S. Anderson, of Rossville. York couutv. Penn., who row the
hardest kind of service at the front, is
now frequently troubled with rheumatism.
“I had a severe attack lately,” he
says, “and procurred a bottle of Chamberlain’s Pain Balm.
It did so much
good that I would like to know what you
would charge me for one dozen bottles.”
Mr. Anderson wanted it both for his own
use and to supply it to
his friends and

Many

every family should have a
bottle of it in their home, not only for
rheumatism, but lame back, sprains,
swellings, cuts, bruises and burns, for
which it is unequalled. For sale by D.
\V. Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress street;
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland street;
King & Raymond, Cumberland Mills;
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress street; H. P.
S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel.
as

11 ARPS WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucocisco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily Sundays excepted, ae follows:
For Long and Chebeaguo Islands, Harpswell
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.30 p. m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island bv
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Port-

land,

9.30 a.

m.

ISAIAH DANIELS. Geu’l Mgr.
dfi

seplt
—

jass-ja.sassa&daaasaiA

EVERY...
MAN
...

j

TO HIS TRADE.

1

<

|

frequently
"

have eustomeri

jj
j; make the prioe reasonable."
i

|

Put it In attractive form sad

In sufih

coiea

| satisfactory

the work ii always

|
a

q

THE THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND,

tjU

|

ME.

|
1

DEPARTURES.
M. and l.io P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanio Fulls, Buckfleld. Canion, Dlxneld, Rumford Falls and Bemls.
S.30 a. m., 1.10 ana 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Meckanio Falls and Intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemls.
Connections at Bemls for all points iu the
Rangeley Lakes.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND FALATIAL

BAY STATE AND

PORTLAND,

CASCO

soasou lor

S.30 A.

STEAMERS

points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, everv
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J- B- COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept. 1.1897.

connection with earliest trails lor

Through Tickets

T

E.

offlee9o?«>«VertiAgSU

L. LOVEJOY.
Jel8 dtf

Main9SupenntendeStfand'
Rumford Falls. Maine.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Mew York Direct Line.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 28, 1898.
For Forest City Landing. Peaks’ Island. 5.45,

6.15. 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing. Long Island,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20. 6.15 p. 111.

5.30, 8.00,

For Marriner's Landing, Long Island, 10.30
m., 2.00 p.

a.

m.

RETURN.

Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30
10.50 a. m., 1.00, 2 35.: 3.45. 6.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.
2 50, 5.10, 6.55 p. 111.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, S.15. 1L05 a.
2.45
3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a. m
12.00 m„ 12.25, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.15. 9.13, 11.55 a.
111., 13.30, 8.35. 6.30, 7.15. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.?o, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m.
12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.16, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a m
12.40J 3.15, 6.20. 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marrlner’s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a
m.. 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Tima Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island. 8 00
9.00, 10 30 a. in., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 5.00 pm
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m„ 1215' 215

3.15. 5.00 p.
For Little

m.

and Great Diamond
Islands
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00 9 06

IV.UV

Ul.

III.,

ll.ld,

..UU, t.-u

J/,

ill.

For Fence’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
а. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10 30 a
m., 2.00 p.m.

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.

apr27dtf

Internationa!

Steamship

FOR

Co.

--

Easlport. Lulieo, Calais, St Jo'm N.B.,Halitax, N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton
The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
On

Summer Arrangement.
and after Monday. May 9th, steamer

will leave Portland on Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. eF"F’reight received up to 4 60
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office
Railroad Wharf, loot of State street
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent
marl8dtf

Portland

^Worcester;

Station Foot of Preble si.
On and after Monday, Oct 4, 1897, Passenger
*wenger

will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction Nashua
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12,30

For Manchester, Concord and points North
worm at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred. Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a.m., 1230 -nut
ana
б. 35 p.

m.

For Gorham

at7.30and
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.

9.45Am..

12so

am

For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills Westhroot
Junction and Wocdfords at li
^
12.30,3.00, 6.33 and 6.20 p. El.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonneots
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Rom,,”
for the West and at Uniou Station, Worcester
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via
wichLiue” with Boston and Albanv it it J™.
the West, and with the New York all rail v?,*

sSm

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. ia ; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in 1 30
and 5.62 p. m. j from Gorham at 6.40. 8.30 and
iTen will be held at the 10.60 A m„ 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. ill.
For tickets tor all points West and South are
TUursto
,Trllat company,
uaj. may 1 i at 2.30 o’clock.
Per Order
ply to T. F. McGILUCUDDY, Ticket Agent
H- KMERy. secretary,
Portlond, Me.
maytdot
J. W. PETERS.
ie26dtf
Supt.

ANNUAL~MEEtlNG

Sale.

on

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,

Custom House Wharf.

“Springfield.”

THE

R’y.

In Effect May 2, 1898,

The ROBERT REFORD GO,, Limited

trains

and bring* ewosllent q,

results.

i

X

apraidii

189a.

Portland & Rumford Falls

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fortland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in

WRTLAM it ROCHESTER R. R.

to us with oopy and cay

come

GEO. F. EVANS, General Manager
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. Si TT A

_

Portland, April lo,

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
system between points, both LOCAL and
THROUGH including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG. and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive points, are
ixactly the same as other Lines.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John fEnglls
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.80 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.15, 3.15, alternately leave Franklin wharr
Tuesdays
6 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
aud Saturdays at 6 p. m., tor New
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15, Thursdays
York direct Returning, Heave Pier 38, East
m.
3.15. 5.00, 6.15 p.
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
Sabine Pass.
For Little
and Great Diamond
Islands, E n. m.
Ar at Barbados May 6
barque Arlington,
Trefetfaen’s,Evergreen Landing,Peaks’ Island,
These steamers are superbly fitted and furGriggs, from the Gold Coast.
Z5.30, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20, nished for passenger travel and aflord the most
Ar
Turks Island Apl 20, barque Alice Reed
Ford, Barbados, (for Providence SOih); Susie
M Plummer, Creighton, Sierra Leone, (to sail for
Boston May 2.
At Turks Island Apl 30.
barque Rebecca
Crowell. Dow, from Barbados, ar 28th. for Boston ; Willard Mudgett, Colcord, for New York.

PORTLAND.

daily

BO ST

May 10

BAY STEAMBOAT GO.

DT

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.

8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic
Falls, 8.30
a.m.:
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
Bangor, and Augusta daily aud week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. m; Lewislon and
way stations 3.25 p. m.: St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County, Moos ehead
Lake and Bangor. 6.45 p.m.; Rangeiey,
Farmington. Rumfordi alls, Ijewiaton, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
auu iiLunutrai anu an
wline
Mountain pomes
6.10 p. m.!
from Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a, ra. daily; Halifax,
it. John. BarHarbor, Watervllle and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.

DIRECT.

LONDON

Lisbon

Falls, Richmond.

Harbor.

will

a.

Portland and Cape Small Point.
On anu alter April 4th. 1898.

Steamer

On

For Danville Jo. (Poland Spring*!

m.

Falls. Ruinford
LewFalls,
iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Keadfield- Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phlllms
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester. Dan-'

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
Daily

a.

Mechanic

______aprjkltf

LINK.

SALEM—Ar 6th. schs Eliza S Potter. Sawyer.
Weekly from Montreal thereafter.
Philadelphia for Portland; Isaac H Tillyer,
no for Newburyport. (and both sailed >;
attention given to the carriage of
Special
f/duch,
G M Brinard, Port Liberty for Portland, ana
aid; Cheese, Butter, Apples and perishable cargo.
Jordan L Mott, Hoboken: T W Allen. Pottle,
For all Information apply to
do for Calais, (and sin.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Passed 6th, brig H B
Hussey, lrom New bury port f r—; schs Alice
M Colburn, and St Thomas, Boston for coat
port
Commercial Streets Portland, Me.
Oliver 3 Barrett, do for do; Ben] C Frith, do lor
Baltimore; Silver Spray, Thomaston for New
may3dtmylo
York: Susan N Pickering, do for Brunswiok.
WILMINGTON, NC—Sid 7th, sch Georgie I,
STEAMERS.
Dickson, Audersou. Boston.
Cld Otli, sch Georgie L Dickson, Anderson,
Boston.
Foreign Port*.
At Hicgo. Jap, Melt 31. ship J B Walker, Wallace. for New York.
Sid (in Newcastle, NSW, March 16, barque
Samar, Forbes, Hong Kong.
Ar at Santos May 5, sell Xenia, Greene, from
New York.
AtMaeorris Apl 26, sell Lillian Woodruff.Perklus, from Laguayra, ar Apl 20, for New York
about 6 days.
Ar at Pi ogresso Apl 20, sch Harold J McCarthy, Hanley. Baltimore.
Sid fm Vera Cruz 80th, scb Tofa, Wilson, for

Jr. effect April n. IS"8.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
t.ooa. in
For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Fall*
J-ewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Louise

PORTLAND

Edith M Thompson,

Boston.

RAILROADS.

will leave
Lake station daily, for
Fitches, N. \V. Liver,
26 Mir.
Californian,
Crocketts and the famous Songo River. To
SO Mar.
Laurentian,
make close connections with steamer take
9 April
Parisian,
8 45 a. m. M. C. R. R.
train via Mountain
I Carthaginian.
13 April
the steamer will
Numldlan,
23 April division. On Saturdays
also connect with li.30 p.m. train from PortCalifornia.28 April
laiid. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
cabin
carries
Laurentian
passenge.s only
rthcr Particulars
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers DLLRING- 1)RU(J- CO., Deering, Me.tolephone

VtJnB, HTold*n-

from'pem

Harrington.

CORRESPONDENT.
JONESPORT, May 6—Ar, sells Laina Cobb,
Beal, Boston; Freeport, Kelley. Rockland; Ada
Adeha. Mactiias.
8th. schs Ella Brown, Peabody. Shulee,
NS; Charlie Buck!, Jenkins. Two Rivers, NS;
Vineyard. Cummings, do; Silver Spray. Sand
River, NS,
SACO, May 6—Ar. sch Addl Jordan, Emerson. Philadelphia; A J Miller, Boston.
ROCKPORT, May 7—Ar. sch Chester R Lawrence, Grlnuoll, Vinalhaven; John I Snow,
Norton, New York; Hattie C Luce, Heal, from

Liverpool Steamship

only.

1

Sch Ueo E Walcott, Reed. Norfolk-coal.
Sch Glenera. (Br) Nova Scotia for New York.
Sch Lawrence Haines, Gardiner for NYork.

J’. KamsdeH.
2Cn
i??1,6
Sch C B
Harrington, and

From

Pernandina
Jerome]) Look do
Haase,! Hei, VI “°, Ktnel, Tarpun Bay.
8 Jack
6tll>
Harriet
lj|lr'l»e
son
Green
vHollbson for Salem; sells Cora
do
Telegraph,
for
t0I Bangor:

Murply> Gardiner.
Sid o'lh SsehtDM°ni
116 Rbocl"s. Philadelphia
Lizzie Carr Nn„M>?

neighbors,

Cleared.

ALLAN LINE

Rim'*, Freddie l2»S?“1i0BoM

FountainNfwC,JXfiymoutil

at

Arrived.

STEAMERS.

_ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Liverpool and Portland.
10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

FROM OUR

@45
@3S
@31

of

Atchison. la
Atchisoupfd. 28V4
Central Pacific. 12%
Cnes. is oato. 20%

LONDON. May 7, 1898.—Oansois

<K1»
@29

Montevideo.20$24
New Vorit

_

Hiy 1 eteeranh.'

26 ft

..

t.

I.uropean1.Marjtet&.

35

OATS.

davs* Bir£

Fe«ierow, Welch, Rio Ja
nerto 68
Raggett, Poole, Pasca
goula 20 days
Cviok Lucy A n»vu A P«ane- Mitchell, Bruns
McKown.
Brunswick; \\
Hureii iv,.)'
i » X Rundlett
Byl0n’ HaU’ Fal

,,
*3

13
66

New York.JGhtcagoS St Louis
do pf
Northern Pactfie ..
uo
do
pfd.

/roviZr'lcLeaDlerun.

1

■?

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

»

Portland- Paul a*
Belfast; Sadie Corey Low» £°aVey’ F?tcrs0,n
Tliurston, Calais; Pocha,.^1 Hns°f V L,yKOU,a
Landing- Marv
,,set' Herrick, Green;
Kockport; Fal
estlue, M'ot’

!

Central.'?*
14-4%

New .Jersey
New YorkCentral.

(By Telegraph.'

Retail (.rocerj

: lafzifa’l 9 days! ciara7 Hatch* peBae° Tb°“P30b
Annie Lee, Cole, fin Ambov' f?,?nMV6t.22
Macbla91 A G
Pease, do for

Nash.Vo5*

New York stock andAIoney Ylorxet.

Cow and ox hides.7otrih
Bulls and stags. 6c

Saturday

Erie,new...i?,,

J2<y
3*'i
34V
■io 1st prefer
Illinois Central.10£
l0J
Lake arieSs West..ii,
,**!
I06
Lake Shore.i?21—
%
,
Louis &
iPn?
104 V
Manhattan Elevated.102
Mexican Central.1nTJ
104 !
Mloiiiean Central.106
Minn & St Louis.20Jt
««
Minn & St Louis pf.I 01V*
Missouri |Paciflo. t?0**

Free Colonist

convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
Goods carried are insured against WAR
Rl'K, under tne terms of the Company’s Open
Policy, without additional charge to shipper.

WINNIPEG

J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent
TH08. M. BARTLETT. Agt
oewdtf

-AND-

Ganadian Northwest

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Lowest

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most popular Route,

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

massing

en route through principal Canadian
iltles and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Fine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
UUUU1

UJ

l/vuuvuwug,

»v»

Iliuuv/U

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

XX Du

Dur Free Colonist

Sleepers

For families and others going west are a
ipecial eonvenlenee, and passengers may bring
heir own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
mice at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
deeping cars will go through without change.
Portland, Me., Montreal andTorbnto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
eave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m„ and an
iddttional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., com-

ijx

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All goods shipped by this
line
are
covered against war risk by open policies
issued to this company without expense
to shipper.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St. Fisks Building, Boston,
Mass.
occadtf

Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Melds will he accommodated in these Fres
as for as Chicago or St. Paul, when
Sleepers
limilar sleepers can be had to the PacifM
’oast
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
tto., apply to company’s agents.
marisdtf

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co Boston & Maine R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as follows:
GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, anti Boothbay Harbor,
FKMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings.
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. m.. touohing at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.

v

1

GOING EAST.
PORTLAND at 7.00 a.

m. Tuesdays
Leave
Boothbay llarber, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaiiuld.
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol, Ea3t Boothbay and liamarlscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. ior
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East
Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
mar24utf

for

Falmouth and Freeport

Steamers.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach. Pine point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk. Weils
Reach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Jover, Exeter. Haverhill, Lawrence, Low>11, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.65, 4.30 p. m. Arive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Roston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Po\*tand 7.10 a. m.

On and after April 28, 1898, steamers leave
Portland Pier.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 3.00 and
6.10 p. in.
For Consents Island and Gt. Chebeague,
set Landing at 7.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.

RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at 6.00 aud 9.00
5.00 p. 111.
Leave Gt.
p. m.

Chebeague at 3.15

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union Station, for gcarbors
Crossing, 10.00 a. dl, b. 15. 6.20 D.m.; Scarbo
BeAcli. Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30i
>.15. 6.20: p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Bid
leford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 3.30
in.; Kennebnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. in..
>*J6, Ca20 p. 6.15
.2.45,3.30.
,6.20 p. K.; Kennebunkport
8.40. a. m.. 12.46, 8.30, 6.16 p. m.
^00.
SYells Reach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 6.16 p. m.
Vorth Berwick, gomersworth, Dover,*[ 4.05,
r.oo, 8,40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.80, 6.15p. m.
Rochester, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.SO p. m.
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45,
1.30 p. m.; Northern I>iv.t Lakeport. La*
Ionia, Plymonth. 8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p. ra.;
ETcreester. via Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.i
Manchester.
Concord, via
Rockinrhad
inaction,
7.00 &. dl,
3.30
m.i
p.
Rockingham
Junction. fixeter, Haveritll. Lawrence, LowelL Boston, 104.06.
7.00,
T8.40 a.
m.,
12.45. 8.30 p. ml
Arrive in Boston, 7.2o, 10.16 a m., 12.601
1.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portand, 6,59. 7,80. 8.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
>. in.
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
n., 12.00, 12.20, 6.00, 8.00 p. m.

Sun-

EASTERN OlVfMOy.
a.

in., l.oo

a. m.

and

and

For

4.15

Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. ui. aud 4.30 p. m.
BENJAMIN M. SEABUKY.
General Manager.
apr28dtf

Ported, IVIf. Deserf ani Mzcliias Stbf. Ca

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Roston.
t2.00, t9.00 a. in.,
1.00. t6.l0
>. m.
Arrive in Boston, o.o7 a. m., 12.50,
m.
Leave
1.16, 9.25 p.
for
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
7.0C1
>. m.
Arrive Portland, 11.60 .a. m., 12.15
1.30. 10.20 p. in.
tsUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddeford,
Portsmouth,
Newbury^ort, Salem, Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. in.. 1.00
Arrive In Boston, 6.67 a. m., 4.16 p, icl
>. m.
^eave r.<m on lor Portland, 9.00 a. m„ 7.00
>. ra.
Arrive in Portland, 12.25.
I0.;>u

Mr. “Prank Jones.”
Beginning Saturday, Aprd .';oth,1898, will leave
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at -i a. in.,
on arrival o£ train leaving .Boston ai 7 p. in., lor
>. m.
Koeklnnd. Bar Harbor, .Mao bias port and. intertConnects with Ball Lines for
mediate landings, tieturninjic leav> MneiiiasSouth ana West.
port on Mondays and Thursdays at t a. m.. arM> »ily except, Monday.
nviu^'in J'oi'tl lidGa. i«i. iuenlays and FriTkrougli tickets to ail points for
days.
?Luion.
Passenger and freight rates t*ie lowest, ser>.
FLANDERS. O. P. & T. A..
UKl). F t. V AX.-.,
vice the best.
j j-O. H. THOMPSON. Ticket
general Manager.
maiT5dt£
[ land1

Now York,
sale at

Union

Boston.
Agent, Port-

NEW

TTTio

PBESS.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

High

St. Church

East

Rev. Dr. Fenn delivered an admirable
address on “War; its Moral Meaning”
at High street church last evening before a large congregation. The speaker

•

began by saying that God loves man.
He is interested In him. Whoever sails
on
the broad bosom of the Mississippi

Executor’s Notice.

Messenger’s Notice.
AMUSE MKTS.
J’ortiand Theatre.
Jefferson Theatre.

finds deep

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be lound under
their appropriate heads on page G.

EaC-Similb signature of CHAS. H. FLETi\x.Jc5R
on

Penn at

Evening,

War insurance—G. 11. Barney.
ForilauU Company.
Summer Board Wanted.

is

Dr.

TODAY.

J. E. Libby Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
0"'en. Moon* &- Co.
Atkinson Furnishing co.
u E. Fiunnner.

PATRIOTISM.

WAR; ITS MORAL MEANING.

the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

below the

ruiuor eddies of the
surface, a powerful current that sweeps
aside
every obstacle until it roaches its
outlet in the great ocean.
Whoever looks
over the pages of history finds way below
the minor events a tremendous current
that relates to the elevation of society and
the magnifying of God. The moral meaning of this war with Spain is that God
is in it whether yon think He is or not.
God is

When

Baby was sick,

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

we

Child,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she bad Children, she gave them Castoria.
When she

was a

d__
*

"Mrs. Winslow's

Soothing

Syrup,

sometimes on the side of one nation and sometimes on that of the other.
A
great general once said that He was

on

the side of

the heaviest battleships.
instanced several great bat-

The speaker
tles to prove this, and again named other
contests where He wrs on the side of the
He referred to Napoleon’s fall
weaker.

at Waterloo as one striking
illustration.
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
was wiped out and the world
mothers for their children while Teething Napoleon
It soothes the child, took a long breath. t Hut throughout a
with perfect success.
softens tlje gums, allays Pain, cures Wind nation’s career when that nation becomes
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best dumb with pride and avarice wickedness
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from and ornelty, then God says or seems to
teething or other causes. For sale by Drug- say, “Iniquity shall not go on forever;
gists in every Dart of the world. Be sure and there is an end.” However long His
judg-.
ask for.Mrs, Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 eta
ment is delayed, it always oomes, and a
a bottle
nation may well tremble when it does
come.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

people think this Cuban matter
our affair and that we should not
Rev.Dr. Hamlin drew two large congre- intervene.
Who caused it?
From 1868,
to
St.
Lawrence
churoh
yestergations
a period of 30 years,
Spain has made all
In the morning he spoke interestsorts of promises to Cuba that she never
ingly of Armenia, and In the evening of fulfilled, and in the meantime has
opRobert college, Constantinople.
pressed her with taxes and cruelty, even
The early paper train and the train at
brutally treated her people. But God was
fl.gO.a. ip., yegterday, took large numbers in it all. God ordered the Maine
disaster,
of
the
themselves
Of people who availed
the folly of autonomy as a means to His
Maine Central excursions to visit Camp
own ends.
JEJowers and the soldier boys at Augusta.
me
moral
meaning ot this war is that
and
Hartnett
Marshal
InspecDeputy
a great act of justice
is to be performed.
at
a
seizure
tor Pickett jmade quite large
deoline is due to iier corruption
Spain’s
.Frank A. Jellison’e, No. 935 Congress
by the American gold found In her new
street, yesterday morning.
possessions centuries ago; to her debasing
A special meeting of the Portland Gun
of colonial rule; to the practical destrucat
held
tomorrow
be.
will
club
evening
tion of her house of commons. The men
A- E. Neal’s offioe, 98 Exchange street, at
she sends to her Cortes are completely
Which time the matter of joining the new
under control of the military. From the
JuiUtary organization will be discussed.
timu of Philip II., her decadence began,
fell
on
Chestan
Mrs.
;
aged lady,
Dyer,
until now almost all her possessions have
nut street, near Congress on Saturday
been stripped from her and her power is
and received a bad shook. She was taken
nearly gone. Spain lacks knowledge of
to her home on Prospect street.
how to govern her colonies. Instead of
A
meeting of the Ministerial associadopting
plans to draw them to her and
held
at
the
Mission
ation will be
Gospel
be
assured of thoir loyalty, likejGreat
hall, today at 10.30 a. m. A paper will
she pursues the opposite coarse.
be read by Rev. VV. S. Ayres. Subject, Britain,
The corruption that has permeated her
“The Motives to which Christ Appealed.”
oflicial life has not only turned her colonMr. Waldo H. Perry fell from a step
ies against her, but even her own people
ladder while painting Mr. M. F. Hamhave been given burdens almost unsupmond’s house on Meilen street, and out a
portabla. Her leaders seem lacking in
large gash over his eye.
brains and
an army of 250,000 men has
iioin
jar.
ana Mrs. w. it. unapman
been apparantly paralyzed before 30,000
will be present at the meeting of the Fesfed and poorly armed insurgents.
tival chorus tonight. Mr. Chapman i3 poorly
No
wonder that
our government got
very anxious for a Jarge attendance of
tired of a state of thiugs that taxed
the members. “Elijah” will be taken up.
her patience to the utmost.
Four hundred men will be put at work
The speaker then referred to the fact
on the Diamond island fortifications tothis war was forced upon us. We didn’t
day and the wrrk will be* rushed until it
is completed. The men will probably pe want it. But there wasn’t another Chrisworked in two shifts and tho hours of tian nation ready to step in in the oause
The continental nations
labor will bo from 4 a. m, until 9 p. m. of humanity.
failed to
aid Armenia, not because it
Superintendent E. P. Wentworth of tho
do so, but because it
State Reform school at Cape Elizabeth, wasn’t right to
is issuing cards of invitation to the de- wasn’t polite. And so we bad to step in
dication of the new family cottage at the to do God’s will. It seems wonderful,
school on Wednesday afternoon, May 18. said the speaker, that the first conflict,
with its marvellous results, should have
The exercises will begin at 1.31) o'clock.
The reservoir on Exchange street, has been fought in the western ocean, under
the
lands of China, Japan,
Singapore
been filled.
The city schools will reopen today after and the isles of the sea, those nations of
the heathen so
lately receiving the mistheir vacation.
There is one thing
The Portland wheel club enjoyed a run sion of God’s word.
we should
remember that America has
to Copeland’s yesterday and dined there.
and lacks much of her
Miss Emma J. Weed will teach in tho faults enough
boasted
but she is America the
North school this spring in the place of home of freedom,
liberty still. If we do right, if
Miss Mabel W. Jordan, who has resigned. we fail to knuokle to party in all that
No new cases of diphtheria wore reported tends to good government, but carry it
out, because it is right that we should,
Saturday.
of other na
no matter for the opinions
The members of Casco Bay Cogaman- tions, we shall
surely be wo rking out
God’s
bo
on
will
and
He
will
our side.
U.
G.
will
O.
visit Ocean View
drey,
C.,
At the close of the address the audience
Commandery at South Portland this
sang “America.”
Cars will
leave Monument
evening.
Square at 7.16 and 7.30. It is hoped that
PERSONAL.
as many as possible will be present.
Some
is not

day,

At the Keeley Institute, 151 Congress
®t. drunkenness and morphinism is cured.

polioe arrested nine
afternoon.

The

■May

tramps yester-

Mr. F.O. Conant has been elected

treas-

of the national association of canned
goods manufacturers.
Rev. Dwight Galloupe, formerly assistant rector at St. Luke’s cathedral, has
joined the U. S. army as chaplain. He
urer

CIRCUIT RACES AT RIGBY.
The offioial entry list of the races of the preached a stirring farewell sermon last
N. 0.
1
*rand>cirouit at Rigby park September Sunday at his church in Newark,
Fritz
Rummo], the piano virtuoso,
; K, 13, 14, 15 and 16, has just been comhas gone to a Berlin Sanitarium for nerve
t^plied. -There are 13 classes.
The first
class is a 2.42 tyoc and the purse is $1,500; cure.
Miss Edith Farnham of Lewiston, whoi
the second class is a 2.32 trot and the
purse is $1,500; the third class is a 2.27 is to fill the unexpired term of Miss Powtrot and the purse is $1,600; the fourth
and English lit'hlass is a 2.22 trot and the purse $1,600; ers, teacher of elocution
the fifth class is a 2.17 trot and the purse erature ill the Portland High sohool, will
is $2,500; the sixth class is a 2.14 trot and begin her duties this week. Miss Farnthe purse is $2,500; the seventh class is a
ham, who is a sister of Dr. Alice Leader
2.11 trot and the purse is $2,000; the
of Lewiston, is a graduate of the Emereighth class is a 2.36 pace and the purse
is $1,500; the ninth class is a 2.26 pace son School of Oratory, her home being at
and the parse ts $1,500; the tenth class is Attica, N. Y.
a 2.19'pace and the purse is $2,000; the
Rev. John F. Spellman, who officiated
eleventh class is'a 2.12 paoe and the purse
is $3,000; the twelfth class Is a 2.08 pace at the Cathedral during the absence of
and the'piirse is $2,000; and tho thirteenth Rev. Fr. McDonough, has returned to the
class Is a 2.05 pace and the purse is $2,000. diooese of
Sr.
Spellman
Springfield.
made many friends while in Portland.
Mr. T. P.
McGowan, with other Portland friends, will sail from Montreal on

**************
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be Pants

5
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If you want the best
Extract made, insist
upon your Grocer
giving you

^

^
tg
to
to

|
^
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^

JSakCt’S
Extracts

in all pure

ffrutt
flavors

Being unadulterated they are absolute-

pure. The quality never varies; you
secure full measure, and the strength is
double other extracts. To be convinced

ly

Try

Bafeer’s Extracts

jnst cnca.

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

■#*&»*&

J

t

$

next

Saturday

for a brief trip throughout Great Britain and Ireland.
They intend being in Dublin during thelcentenial celebration.
Mr. Frank Warren, who was the coach
of the
Portland High School football
team last fall, was in
town Saturday
and remained over Sunday as the guest
of some of his many friends.
The Misses Deland and Miss Williams

Rev. Mr. Hack delivoiod
sermon on

“Patriotism”

an

admirable

gregation at the Second
of which
yesterday morning in the course

he said:
If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my
Let my
right hand forget her cunning.
if
tongue cleave Jo the roof of my mouth,
I remember thee not; If I prefer not JeruRs. 187, 6
salem, Above myjchief joy.
and 0 verses.
This is the cry of a devoted patriot Ho
is au exile, bur he cannot forget his land
her
and would 6till pray and work for
welfare.
What is patriotism? It Is that
peculiar relation which a man sustains to
his own country.
The patriot sees in his
country something more than square
miles of territory; something more than a
He
place where he can make a fortune.
Is attached to something besides the soil
It is a
and the symbols of his country.
love for the central
meaning of the
nation’s life—for the truths it represents
and the work it is doing.
The land and
the' flag are sanctified by the ideas whioh
are enthroned in the nation’s life.
Patriotism is then first of all honor.
I like that good old word which has a
root meaning of
It is “that
honest.
character which confers or attracts high
consideration and respect.” It is a “controlling sense of what is right, true and
due.”
It is self respect not as a man,
but aH a citizen,
and it is respect of
others. A patriot would no sooner aid his
country in a crime than he would lie or
steal for himself. Three things threaten
our honor as citizens today:
First, our
low standard of civic morality.
This is
seen in our misgoverned cities;
second
our corrupt civil service;
and then our
To proclaim one’s sell
disregard of law.
an American is not a
passport to the
highest respect abroad because of these
iiu call the Spaniard brutal bethings.
cause of his love for bull fights.
But he
our
to
points
lynohings and says we are
barbarians.
There is a growing sense of
what honor demands of us iu the home
and private life not only, but in the city
and in the state.
“Let my right hand forget her cunning
xi

x roiijojiiuei
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uut,

xi
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Sieepless,

Tired and Miserable,
Could Get No Rest

How This Has All Been Changed
by

Taking

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla.

“

I have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla as a
blood purifier for several years
past with
most satisfactory results.
It always
builds up my system by
me a

giving

appetite.

tired, miserable feeling

and work was

a

^

person.” Mrs. James Irish, Stow,
Maine.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because

^
%

sue

.x

divine

service

at

St. Luke’s

place

new

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the Best—in faot the
Purifier.

The Travellers’ Insurance Company islife and accident insurance, covering
Mr. G. M.
military and naval service

?1; six for $5.

B rnsy,
First National Bank
the State agent.

HftfM'S’a
Dilie
uwu ° rills

[is

building,

Ninety-four different
a

day

kinds comprise the line

passes but what we add one

kinds and whatever is
stock.

new is

sure

to

find

a

or

plainly

made

are new

so as

to

way into

be easily laun-

and attractive.

We have the "West End” in

Is

One True Blood
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

cure

J]

Words, and ink, and types,
are clumsy things to tell the
daintiness and beauty of these Graduating goods,
So we’ll give a few names, aud ask you to come
IMPOSSIBLE.

all

BEDFORD-CORD, White,

44 inch,

for Misses and for Children

young as 10 years.
The patterns are especially suitable for young
The prices are from 50c to $1.25.

a

Christian.

CASHMERE,

girls.

white, blue,
50c

White and cream, 3S inch, 5Qc
Made in Germany,

pink, blue,
59c

Gray, pink, nile, lavender, yellow, blue,
29c

Muslin, spot and

White, 6styles,

plain, Lawns,

Nainsooks,

Cambrics.

75c
Silk and wool, similar to Lansdowne,

J. R. LIBBY CO-

85c
p. s.

Our Tea and Coffee department has twelve kinds

Cream color,

as

33c

White with Broeade figure,
stylos, 38 inch,
39c

green, light gray,

of Waists

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
Wearing

CASHMERE,

IMPERIAL SERGE, Cream color, 50 inch,
50c artd 62c

ever

VEILINC,

$|.QQ

Percales and Ginghams

assortment than

Satin stripe,

VEILINC,

ALBATROSS,

Minute-seed-figures,
overlaid with sprawlwhite,
$1.00

BROCADE-ARMURE,

NUNS’

inch, cream,

5

$1.00

ing figures—4 designs,

44

42 inches

38 inches wide, lustrous,

larger

to ob-

demonstration of

NUNS’VEILINC,

NUNS’

white and cream,

LANSDOWNE,

GLORIA,

a

a

yellow,

in person and see the exhibition.

from $1.25 to 2.50.

We have

shall hold

Tuesday

on

Here will be gathered the goods in our
Stocks most
appropriate for Graduating from High School, Academy, College, or University.

POPLIN-ARMURE.

Misses5 Waists.

opportunity

on

Also turquoise blue, light gray, ca3tor, lavender, pink,
yellow, green.

we

an

The Demonstration will be held near
the evening Silk
room on First floor.

wide,

is still our standard of excellence.
have sold here thousands of-them
and many customers have come again this season already
and asked for the "West End.”
Nothing better of the
Waist can be said.

costing

not one Portland girl-graduhas
fifty
the remotest idea of this GradStock, its variety, volume, and appropri-

Tuesday we
Graduating Suit Stuffs.

our

This honest Waist

f/

For

more new

The “West End.”
In the last four years

apple that

We shall give you
serve the whole of it,

as

High priced Waists of fancy materials do not seem so
much in vogue this season as formerly. We have very few
Waists costing over $2.50, the great bulk of them being
from $1.00 to 2.00,
The waist-makers showed sound, common sense in
making this season’s Waists. Strong washable materials
and for the most part
dered. The patterns

an

ateness.

some weeks this Is in a way
introductory
to our entire line up-to-date, and so
during the coming
week you will be
especially welcome to come and look.

today,
Hardly

too.)

uating Suiting

selling Waists for

It is

Apples

We’ll bet

Today in our corner wiudow we make a little
opening display of the new Shirt Waists for the
coming
Summer season.
Although we have been showing and

;

HENRIETTA,
29c, 39c, 59c, 75c, $1.00

of Tea and 6 kinds of Coffee.
new

Sample either

at our

department.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

Dewey Has Captured Manila, But Plummer Has Captured

oross

Raising

one a

plant
Mr. Frederick Smith, agent of the
ing and much labor saving work will be
The ladies will be Grand lrunk railroad here, has been
done by electricity.
very
able to tako the elevator with out having busy all winter but In a few
days more
will
to
find
ascend will begin
his work a little
to enter the main hall and,
lightfrom the ground floor. Now a long flight er than it has been for the past
eight
of stairs is a great drawbaok. There will months. He told a PRESS reporter on
be as the PRESS said, about forty bath Saturday that the steamship Arona of
Mr. Nunn will completely the Thomson lino which arrived
rooms put in.
Saturday
refurnish the house.

good

I have been afflicted with nervousness and could not
sleep. I had a

off year for

ate’s-mother in

does not make one a
HARBOR NO PES.
a flag does not make
But
one’s
becomes
patriot.
country
dear in proportion as one suffers for it. Iteni9 of
Interest
Picked
Up Along
To be an Amerioan
means
a thousand
Shore.
at war.
me united states would be lor- times more to the loyal soldier than to
the rich contractor who only made money
ever disgraced if we went to war over the
There were not many arrivals yesterday
destruction of the Maine.
The responsi- out of his country’s extremity. Patriotism
bility for that act has not been placed up- is tho fulfilling of the second great Com- and it was raw and disagreeable about
And
is
mandment.
that
built
on
the
on Spain.
And we have not the shadow
the water front.
He will serve man most who loves
of a right to make war on that basis. The first.
The schooner Mabel
E. Goss arrived
cry of “Remember the Maine,” may be God best.
but the outburst of a oruel and vindictive
yesterday with paving, the schooner Geo.
A. O. H. CONVENTION.
spirit. God save us from that. Why then
E. Walcott
brought coal, the British
are we at war?
In justice and mercy.
A convention of the Ancient Order of schooner Gleaner brought in a cargo of
The Cuban situation has brought war.
schooner
When 200,000 men, women and children Hibernians will be held in this city, next piling,
Lawrence Haines
are starved to death at our very doors, we
Thursday afternoon, at the hall of brought laths, the barge Antelope coal,
must put an end to such extermination.
Thi3 con- schooner Maud Muller fish, smack Edith
Division No. 1, Free street.
But we need something finer and higher
than war.
Courage in the patriot. He vention marks the consolidation of the L. Thompson lobsters, and another smack
must possess that “lonely kind of oour- two factions.
with lobsters came in whose name was
age,” that will fight the evils of social
In the forenoon the guests will be shown not made out
The schoonor Grace J.
and civil life,
men
are
to
Many
willing
The schooneer John F.
die for their country who find the task of about the city. In the afternoon the con- came in light.
living for their land beyond them. Thi3, vention will be In session. The principal Randall sailed and then returned.
the valor that will live to
make
the business to be transacted is the election of
The island boats took down a fair numis
what officers. In
country worthy of honor,
the evening the delegates will ber to the islands on their
I suppose that not
patriotism demands.
Sunday trips
The tables will yesterday but the dull cold
one of us here this morning would fail be tendered a banquet.
weather rewith 5000 or 500 others in storming a be spread in tho hall of Divisions two and
pelled many who otherwise would have
battery, but how many of us would risk three,
Congress street. Plates will be gone.
reputation or dollars in storming an enThe
The fishing schooner Louis and
throned abuse!
That takes a courage as laid for more than three huudred.
Rosy,
fine as Nathan Hale’s or
Arnold Von post prandial exercises will include vocal Captain Burke A.
Dunbar, arrived SaturWinkelried’s. The enemies of our country and instrumental musio and speechwith
day
50,000
of
fish.
She has
pounds
are not across any sea,
but here at home.
And the valor demanded of us is that making. Prominent members of the order been out about two weeks.
which day by day dares and lives for the will speak.
Captain Robbins of th e molasses laden
eternal right in the state and in the
The Maine Central railroad will issue
schooner Ke way din arrived
city.
Saturday and
for the round trip to delegates. A
“If I forget thee O Jerusalem Let my one fare
reports a very rough time when about
of
will
number
Hibernians
hand
her
large
visiting
cunning.”
right
And
forget
twelve days out from Barbadoes.
The
after valor comes devotion. 'This is the be in the city on that day.
waiter run over the deck and made
things
quality that transfigures the living. It
so moist in the
THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.
cabin that some lively
changes the average man and citizens into a patriot. “I love my country’s God,”
bailing was necessary. When 200 miles
The
PRESS
some days ago stated
that
says Shakespeare, “with a respeot more
off shore a bird
alighted on the vessel’s
tender more bold and profound than my Mr. F. H. Nunn would be the new proIt was not a sea bird and
own life.”
That is devotion. Sir Charles prietor of the Falmouth hotel and now deck.
Captain
Dilke ventures the prophecy that either Mr Philin R Pvnwn ofindtime that, stutfi- Robbins thinks it is a rail.
It was
Chinese, Russian or Anglo-Saxon civilizabrought into port, and seems quite at
tion is to conquer in the world’s onward ment. Mr. Brown says that the owners
home.
There is also quite a collection of
march.
Are we devoted enough to our of the house hope to have
the Improveon board.
civilization to live for it?
Our flag must ments and
alterations flnished by July parrots
mean liberty, law, rights, union
and
Tugs Sylvester L. Ward, Fannie G. and
To 1st. These improvements and alterations
power for good among the nations.
this
meaning in the Stars and Mr. Brown says are intended to modern- scow Ajax returned Saturday afternoon
keep
Stripes will require valor and devotion. ize the house and make it as good a hotel from Portsmouth where they have been
as can be desired.
A new elevator will engaged laying torpedoes. The Hermann
be put in run by electricity, and an entire Reessing arrived Saturday with 450D live
electric
furnished so that the light- lobsters for N. F. Trefthen.

Nervousness

big Apple.

a

an

The "West End" and Others.

patriotic.

Not many years ago through all the
civilized world the only way to settle a
dispute or appease one’s sense of wounded
honor was by a duel.
He,; who refused
was called a coward.
But today valor is
not shown that way. We despise
such
And nations are approaching
courage.
that ideal. And yet we are at wai. Why?
Not for glory, except the glory of taking
the part of the down trodden and opAs Christ died to make men
pressed.
holy, we are willing to die to make men
free. We are not at war for gain. We do
not want Cuba.
We have not the lust of
Hives wil!
empire. Surely not for gain.
be sacrificed, millions poured out
like
water before the war is ended.
And not
because the Maine was blown up are we

(and this is

NEW SHIRT WAISTS.

Jersalem Abovo my chief joy.”
The second factor in patriotism is valor.
Men have never wanted this.
Nathan
Hale said his only regret was that he had
but one life to give for his country.
No nation in a century and a quarter of
its life time has more hero tales than
ours.
It is said that not a single English
battle flag is to be found in one of the
European capitals. That speaks will for
the race from whence we are sprung.
But there are some of those battle flags
That stamps the
kept in our country.
valor of our countrymen as of no mean
kind.
The patriot’s valor is based on
Deoatur said:
justice and the love of it.
“Our Country! May she always be right.
But our country right or wrong.
Yes,
our country—but ours to set right
when
Valor is not a chronio “touchiwrong.
It is
ness,” as to the country’s honor.
not bluster and braggadocio.
And the
spirit of revenge is not a part of valor.
And when some one sajs
because the
Maine was blow n up
every
Spaniard
ought to die, it is an expression of humanity weak and cruel, not strong and

lias been very sick at his boarding
on Free street is much bettor.

^

attended

We’ll bet

xiut

Cathedral yesterday.
Mr. Will Scripture of Kenduskeag, a
student at Gray’s Business College, who

$

ADVERTISEMENTS.

to a large conParish ohurch

2

^

Philadelphia, who are guests at Mrs.
Baker’s boarding house, 1ST State street,

of

_NEW

Second
Rev. Mr. Hack’s Stirring Sermon at
Parish Yesterday.

burden to me. I had no appetite and no
strength and I could get no rest. I began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionally used Hood’s Pills. In a short time
my nerves were very much improved. I
could sleep all night and get
up in the
morning feeling rested. I could work all
day, had a good appetite and felt like a

\*

J
'ik

ADVERTiSEMBTiTfl.

An

OLD MARKET SQUARE.
of
the Mechanics’
old diploma

grain for Llverpoo would be the
last English steamer out of this port for
the season. She is expected to sail on
Wednesday morning. Mr. Smith says that
to load

on granted in 1838 is
altogether Portland has been visited by
of S. S. 85
exhibition in the window
big steamships and that something like
Rich & Son. The diploma is chiefly in- eight million bushels of grain has been
teresting from the fact that it is sur- shipped out of this port during the winmounted by a picture of the old City hail ter.
and surrounding buildings showing how
Hundreds of oattle have been sent across
this portion of Portland looked sixty odd tbe
pond and the freight has been heavier
A row of elm trees and a
years ago.
and more plentiful than ever before.
the
of
old
Elm House is
swinging sign
In another season Mr. Smith thinks the
shown where the present Thatcher Post
business will bo even greater than it has
hall Is located and a little this side is the
been this winter and that some changes
building wbioh is said to be the one about the
freight yard will probably be
late
General
the
Neal Dow made
where
made. The much talked of new elevator
his first seizure.
will probably not be erected right off.

Charitable associati

on

F. IJ. Burnham, the newly-elected perBad blood and indigestion are deadly
Burdock Blood manent driver of Hose 1, will assume his
duties today.

enemies to good health.
Bitters destroys them.

THAT
These

goods

are

JERSEY

SLEEVE

LONG

LADIES’

BEATS

THE

WORLD’S

made of fine Maco Yarn and

Sale Price 15c Each, 2

for 25c.

VESTS

RECORD.

are

regularly sold

at 25c each.

JUST HALF

PRICE.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING YOUR HOSIERY OF US.
We have all kinds of

LADIES’,

CHILDREN’S and CENTS’ HOSIERY at

10, 12 1-2, 19, 25, 37 1-2 and 50 Cents Pair,
Which we guarantee to possess better wearing qualities for the money than
found elsewhere. TRY A PAIR and be convinced that our claim is just.

W. E.

PLUMMER,

can

be

497 CONGRESS ST.

Messenger's Notice.
Office of tlio Sheriff of Cumberland County,
ss..
State of Maine,
Cumberland
May
9tli, A. D. 1898.
fllHIS is to give notice that on the 6th day of
A. I). 1898, a warrant m InA lady with her little boy (about 2 yrs.) de- X May,
of Insolsiren board for July and August m a private solvency was is sued out of the Court
are kept;
boarders
for
said
few
vency
County of Cumberland, against
where
or
only
family
the
estate
of
t>eaks Island, near Evergreen landing preand required.
GEORGE M. CHURCHILL, of Portland,
ferred; beet of references given
OF
wli issue
Address giving particulars W. A. E., 396 Broad- adjudged
Insolvent
an
be
Debtor,
to
Mass.
Somerville.
_my9ftat
way,
ou
petition of said debtor, which petidav
of
6th
tion
filed ou the
was
May, A. D. 1898, to which date interest on
will
be
held
claims
computed.
is
be
to
Forty-sixth annual meeting
That the pavment of any debts to or by
at City Building, Portland, on Wednesday,
and
the transfer
said
and
Debtor.
Thursday and Friday, Juneif, 2,3. 1898.
CHAS. D. SMITH, Sec.
delivery of any property by him are formylldtjul
bidden bylaw.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
and
debts
their
to
prove
debtor,
BOSTON & MAINE.
assets
sufficient
are
In case
there
If you have a friend enlisted who Is unone
choose
to
same
to
the
authorize
to pay for hi* ow n pol fey you can do him
of the Road
Ending or more assignees of his estate, will be held able
Quarterly Report
at au everlasting kindness by assisting him.
at a Court of Insolvency to be hoiaen
March 31.
Probate Court room in said Portland, m said
of
County of Cumberland on the 6th day
1898, at 10 o’clock in the
A. D.,
June,
&
Maine
The showing of the Boston
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date firs* above
for the past nine months is not as flatterC. L. BUCKRAM.
written.
it
is
not
and
yet
very
the Court of
ing as It might he,
Deputy Sheriff as Messengerof ofCumberland.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
all
drawbacks
busithe
foi
said
County
Insolvency
bad considering
may9&i6
ME.
The
a
ness in the country has experienced.
may9
dlw
a gain of *60,312, hut
made
traffic
gross
which
the
condition
against
the adverse
this into
road has had to contend ohanged
and also left a
b net decrease of *143,522,
and above all charges of
Annual Meeting.
deficit over
THE
The comparitivo figures in de*119 140.
tail are as follows:
the
Portland
of
The Stockholders
Company
January 1, to March 31:
are hereby notified that the annual meeting of
MONEYIno
1898.
this corporationfwill be held at the office of the
on Tuesday, the 24th
* 60,312 company at their works,
* 4,239,086
CirbsA-o’clock
in
the
three
afterat
May, 1808,
217,973 day of for
8,191,754
Expenses,
the iollowing purposes:
noon,
SAVING
First.
To act on the report of the directors
*1,107,332 *$ 157,631
Net
and treasurer.
114,139 Second. To choose directors for the ensuing
128,080
Other Income,

SUMMER BOARD WANTED ON
PEAKS OR DIAMOND ISLAND.

WAR INSURANCE.

TRAVELERS INSURANCE

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

LIFE AND ACCIDENT

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE

INSURANCE, covering

MILITARY and NAVAL
SERVICE.

G.

M.

BAHNEY,

STATE

AGENT,

PORTLAND,

PORTAND CORA PAM Y

PAINT

Charges,

Surplus,

!$ 119,140

* 159,952

Cross,
Expenses,

*14,955,029
10,383,251

*303,012

Since July 1:

Net,

Other

inoome,

Total net,

423,572

4,001,851

Surplus,

*
t Deficit.

on

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
07,214 THE
has been duly appointed Executor of'he
20,304 last will and testament of
MARK P. EMERY, late of Portland,
87,519 deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
109,615 All persons having demands against the estate

STORE

|
IS AT

235,706

*

* 4,994,350 *

Charges,

*Deerese.

*1,571,773

Vo*'consider

the proposed sale of a
Fore street and take
house lot
action upon the same.
ou
Fourth. To act
any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
.lOfIN' IV- HANKS, Clerk.
myO&lC

* 1,235,413 *® 143,522 Third.
10,430
Z 1,334,66a

Total net,

933,499 *$ 21,995

J

of said deceased are desired to present the same
lor settlement, and all indebted thereto ate requested to make payment immediately.
RUFUS 11. HlKKl.EY.

Porland, May 5,1SD8.

my9dla\v3w.M

J
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MIDDLE ST.
K. H. HAY & SON.

